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A short time ago DIx-mHSIOHS rejected a short story because it was 
^2? lewd, bo offense was taken by the author, thank goodness, for he 
la talent and I am happy to say his work will appear in these pages 
soon, nut the whole point'of the incident, as delineated in a letter 

recently, was that he thought the fan magazines owed 
readers to present "taboo-bye&king’’ material such as h e 

1 couldll‘i concur more wholeheartedly on the questibp o.ff-trail work wi^h topics "we just ^»t talk Xut."

I'he simple reason his story was sent back was that it attacked n 
taboo in a manner much too blunt to. be effective. It was tot fl i f 
lacking m finesse, and cast no original light on the fcrbidd* ’ 7

topic.
the olf 5

tkit win bust ?lon-
i n d 

w e
in their snouts. We want stories and articles 
bout^nv^^?0?? Jab^r management squabble 
oout any ana all topics usually

these bugaboos right 
ibout raci al pre judi ce, 

- s,- about Communism, a-
azines. However, they must fni '^<"e ■'Ljlk-w_rouna by most mag-
(a) n a Seieneehi^LS off nt^ They must be
that field and (b) cleverly don? wi f Urf ■ °r relate somehow to
adroit handling. V done *^h an indication of subtlety a n d

such a ’general 
tion?" from another Wie leV^ to science ft>..good material belong i^that nnp-a^ne?* thusly^ “Doeb
both be answered in the nffim-t^- I believe the questions must 
article or jAcce of Sht f f° exclude an
ally m into the rather Ihaltin^ cl as-drif ??* 01ear?-y “nd specific- 
to atrophy and become st-nt/md-f- e si flocci o ns we have set up, i s 
not only science fictioncl out material that is
also. That is, you won't find L1f °f a interest
DMIO®, unless t^e floors °n 5°W to $rov f1^3 in
and you won't find ary stories tiart^n ^iJlzzfutt plants;
bout a weetier who can teleport Ws bo^nf^f h%cf "

b-
From

like inetiwcb VIA Sqm tfuef^ V^Ue’ 1 ““ aSaUre your
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crystal-balling

a private peek into the 
future

heading by Ken Sherwin

MACK 1EYN0LDU
with a fine I satire entitled PONCE DE LEON’S PANTS; one 
short story bounced from every fantasy mag in the pro
fessional ranks, but done so grudgingly and with tears 
in their eyes. It’s a bit risque, it’s a bit unusual, 
it’s a bit wonderful. Art by David English.

WALTER A. WILLIS;
taking bloody pen in hand, the bard of Ireland ruins 
more stomachs than Hr. Spillane himself while we are 
spellboundly watching the actions of MIKE HAMMER A T 
THE PHILCON. _A riot and a half. Art by Naaman Pet
erson. This is an estimable parody in every way1.

MARION L. BxiADLnY:
Adrie of the Crimson Tower plunges deeper and ever 
deeper into that labyrinth of other-worldly advent
ure—-escape from which lies only in the hands o f 
Mrs. Bradley aS she presents the third part of PAL- 
COLS 01’ NARABEDLa. Art by Fred Malz.

RANDALL GARRETT;
lead-off man for Astounding stands up and shouts in a 
beautiful defense of Phil farmer, shoving the Plus down 
Gernsback’s.throat as he relates THE BITE OF THE ASP.

HAL SHAPIRO:
in the first of a group of serious science articles, 
designed to please those readers who dislike science- 
NON-flotion, Shapiro gives ’ the lowdown on ATOMIC MPER- 
GY» The art is slightly fabulous by Rajr Nelson.

GORDON JONES, PAUL LOVINSKY, CURT MICHAEL;
, . ... get together under Jones’

article PREGlESSIoii (embodying a review of J. Arthur
hunk*s ^‘Project L, 7With two excellent poems—-FRAG- 
^^T, OF a TRIUMPHAL MARCH by LoVinsky and THE FIRE-DRI- 
VUl oy Michael to provide an unusual article for you.

cover by ENGLISH,, columns (including VAN DALL), artwork, and even he!



! department

14; PHILIP JOSE FARMER

heading by Ray Gibson

tradition begun by 
mother recipient of

^^levementjn The field of Science-
- — u • C year, tae 1J^3 presentation was made tolrthurn

’* '■ V ■ ' -

S*S®iX£S  ̂ person, eith^
Tins' the preceding twei^X^Se VteX#^dXte

;4&f»i:^ in tee X
been a sterile odd. XX?£ X

X’ScXX dX? ?eMlr' ?A.le« litth ^tXt 
wx searca was a derailed one, for the nlbau« is n n + 

Lt has. become a' symbol for all that is worthj in tee

gain, and, 
and residue
given lightly 
field.

contender— 
annual presentation of the cXV /h.. the winner of the 2nd 
striking proportions that «.........................................................bul/K ?*
■npn Hi 1 pt" 1 nriQ in 4- In + '■p'3 at j *'* ' ‘ vllQ O LI Hu 0 J. dill 0 dl CI*

ashamed with Xlteklnn bv! 4; X COU1<1 hollJ UP its hea-<l «n - 
duoing. concepts foreign to the fioi£ 1 ''“ a ^^ckle-breoker, intro-

Kir !"X f'6r or eW,’ h o 
harm to a field too teJe/to be opened to'telh ■ h d0 irrepratte 
or it may widen the scone nf -n -> °P X0 blie light of censure thus, 
revecJ. the proper “newer B„t tremondously. Only time will
truthfully say, "So other linlotrf f 19S4> wo oan look back and 
much to the field of Science Hctt author contributed s o

science laction. » Uncontested, Farmer wins 1954.
iiOih, other than the yearly award, this will be the last CITATION, .he
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BEDTIME STOPY

POUL A ND EPSON



fantasy short story' 5

ILLUSTRATIONS: ralph rayburn phi/lips

KoWj kiddies, if you will all pleo.se sit down and be quiet,’your 
grandmother will tell you a lovely bedtime story and then you can all 
toddle off to your little trundle beds and lay your little heads o n 
the pillows and go,off to Slumberland, Won't that be wonderful?

_ • ^11C + upon a time -- AlgyJ Please put
$ ™ SiceA° you** little sister while we are listening to one 

of grandmother’s wonderful bedtime stories ' ’ inb one
knows she gouged your eye, 
know <— •

away your brass .knuckles

we?
„ , but she is 

any better. We must all be kind
e s, nlgy, gr andmo th er

your little sister and doesn't 
to our little sisters, mustn't

Once upon a^time, long long ago,
Uttle girl you could ever incgine.

ner name w^s intle ^lue Eyes and she was-always going about
u#«l to 00010 >wuSes o?%h'e poor

little ray of suiBhxue, and nil tUe people, would say, "Bless 0^'Mt- 
uhe should be queen of the realm," -

there stood a dear little cot

tie Blue Byes

Tommy” and 
baseball bats, 
grandmother is 
She has to get 
and brains.

Betsy, pie
It isn't nice to

telling a bedtime 
down pn her hands

_ do11’ f. keep on hitting each other with 
hit people- with baseball bats while 
story,. Think of poor grandmother, 
and-knees and scrub up all that Hood

Well, children, Little Blue 
like your good jolly Uncle henry 
gifts. "V---- ' " " ' ■

Eyes had a wickid uncle. He wasn’t
Wncni-u . - who copies and brings you such lovely

last tine? tut +nLa delici°us candied baby Uncle Henry' brought u s 
W -Was a cruel^an,

ic Sts x-yes1 because he had found by his magi
WhoevS owned Sts 3 5^ an enchanted cha^lr' p 0 ®

I’sooth, swods, and steethj" he sw o r w 
pacing up and down in his .dark dreary.dolorous 
Shi- ' isolate
i00r‘ there must be some device whereby
to pry the damsel from her stronghold.,,. Lh. p 
^11^™^^®““ °u °o“’xade iu

• He stirred the magic brew into a big
-- ~ fenny .snake, liver-of 

. . , - eye of newt, skin of frog, an
cnristened babe, and other lovely eimredientH

^o“d uikeuMron ci
W all to tltJih' 
thunder and a smell of fire and brimstone,‘a n d 
there stood Satan himself.

from — fillet of a
pheming Jew,

'CCoUl- 
blas- 
u n -

"Swoundsl" swore Uncle Snirk, playing a fire Algy

pleo.se


6 lIiWTIIitii STOSY (continued)

extinguisher on. the blazing curtains, "Do you always- have to arrive 
that way?" . • . ;

"Union rules, old chap," said the Devil apologetically. "Wat’s 
the matter now?"

Snirk explained the situation, and the Devil nodded understand- 
aVe a ^elf," he admitted. "Did you ever try

X Jw Li v y t

"Do good at all," said Unirk firmly. . "I’ve had 
some results with Hex-lax, though. But this is the 
sovereign remedy." He shook.his head sadly. "3 u t 
how am 1 to get the accursed’thing?"

"Have you ever tried asking her for it*?" i n - 
quired the Devil,

■ "Wouldn’t do," said Unirk. "Wouldn’t do at all. 
v/hy, I d be laughed out of the Warlock's league i f 
I tried the direct approach." Iio' sighed. "Sometimes 
I almost wish l’-d gone in for bricklaying as my fa
ther wanted me to." He brushed a tear from his eye. 
mushrooms, K°W 1 10Ted him —e^^i^y^-th

"Well, said the Devil impatiently, "if I g e t 
this pot for you, what’s in it for me?" °

I’m broke right now," admitted Snirk, "But I 
could give you a second mortgage on my soul."the rim nortW, " hid the

-.j, fell you what," said Snirk, "you can have Tit*tie Blue nyes herself." ’

you a.
"My wife would give me Heaven for it, " said the Devil nqm'aiv morality ^nd thp1* aas stood four-square for ol d-f^hicned

Si°neer Vir^S made Breat. ?

'You have a nasty low mind," said Snirk. "I me^nt ’ if v™? oz-min 
orinb- hep hp-rp tih ri ....no , j? ~ * ■L mc^nr, n you couldpL 01 her could have her soul."

HKimipm*, ine Devil’s eyes lit up.
in HelT^\airX^Pk0^^^ little souls as hors must be hdrd to cane by 
.A. IX ULlXj Oc.uJ.kL

w int0 virtue," objected theDeyil.
ihey could have fun corrupting her," leered Snirk.
Get thee behind me, Snirk." said Satrn.

d oe delicious, ...purred Snirk, "Dried fillet of soul."
- -++, ' said We Devil, turned himself into a dragon and flew to
Bittie Blue Byes’ sweet little, cottage.
tie on a-e »“t nt-

Olean house?. shreiked sweet Little Blue WT tWnr a tel" 
began to belabor the Devil with it. seizing broom,

"Low look here," began the-Devil indignantly. War’ went t 
broom; «iefS be reasonable," bleated U%vil. gj 2 t 

my 
she

h e 
h• e .

... "Wt lay^dear little girl," wailed the Devil, and turning tail he 
disappeared m a clap of frightened thunder, '

Little Wue Byes stood panting and wondering what it was that had 
assailed her. "Oh, I am such a poor helpless inSocent UtUe Sato

Through Sneau wicked world," she wailed, "Wat shall I do?" * 
hrough-.We window came a small being riding a ray Qf sunshine.



liaDTIlln STOUT (continued.) - 7
"Hello," said the being, with a weak smile. "I was sent to heir vm,

«&o are you?11 asked little Blue Byeg.
“kho being. «4jy name is Oscar Wilde.”

^yes. b ° who just cone in?” asked Little Blue

'and SnB& to kill you

vxne sweetness that he’ll never Wh^ v^.~- 
your wiokid uncle plotting against 3 “ 364111you,"

so much with your di- 
% But yqu still have

tears Little Blue Eyes, Tut?a she
I an ^oor^^A? no+m^ of against his evil schemes.
wiSced wo?lZ »lpl ^a|W in the great

Then she burst into

"les, 703," said Oscar Wilde absentmindedly 
he was t^mg to think of ■ 
mind. 1‘T. - , - j -------- un epigram, ” if eve

I m here to protect, you. "
"Bat lot of help you are!" snorted Little 

Blue Byes. "me only tiling to do is carry Hie 
war to bnirk. We must start out -for his evil 
tdwer and hope that divine justice will provide 

R poor helpless innocent little 
needs^^cm^^1® 1X1 We gh^at wicked w o rld., 
neeas. Come on, Oscar." ■
dubiously? & 10X16 W t0 Walk*" 9aid Q&fs^ vai^

T - xxn Si^d anything about walking?” 
whin1? h^v! ySS‘ "3urely the poor peasants 
wnom I have been a ray of sunshine will give 
horses, nook, there comes one now. He’ll 
us his_ morse if we ask him .pretty please.4"

"How do you ask anyone pretty olease11 ” 
dered Oscar Wilde,

a shed
1 to 

u s 
give

to n-
I’ll shew you,'1 said Little Blue Lyes* 

stepped^ out of the cottage end wriggled her 
at the peasant, when he dismounted, panting 
signalled to Oscar Wilde, who sneaked up behind 
him with a oluckjack and slugged him. They got 
on his horse and rode off.

She 
hips 

she

Little 
Blue 
Byes

of my yearsof LiJUe ^lue ^gsh ’’This ib the reward'
ol Dei-rie a little ray oi sunsaine,”

„ Til®y rode on into the gloomy forest which stretched to 
of Desolate Loor, it was said to be a haunted forest. Twisted trsos 
ctcod m pools Of tok water and wolves and -bears and thiSs proved 
Mound pawing at the skeletons of men who had gotten lost on picnics 
tX«S,lStai«^ ond “hosts and demons and’ DOns-* uq£ °VCT the miasmic ground.

wil1 P- PP°^ helpless innocent little crea+ure 
all alone m the great wicked world?" • creavure,

A huge bear stepped out and.growled on them, 
he asked in his rusty bass voice*

"We are going to Desolate Loor to plead with 
onirk to cease nis evil schemes against us, " said 

"Do ya ain’t," sold the bear ‘
haw! I made an epigram’.

the edge

"Were ya going?”

my wicked Uncle
. _ Little Blue Byes,

„ , JI er goin* inta my belly. Ha.w haw 
He lunged lorword and grabbed at Little Blue'



8 jmLTllLl STORY (continued)

Byes. With her poor little strength she tried to fight the giant an
imal ,

The bear was delicious.
After supper, Little blue byes picked her teeth with a dain’tywing 

torn off a fly and wailed, "Oh dear, it's getting dark and we're 
alone, homeless and helpless in the great forest. Oh, who will help

all

Grandma

Algyl stop eating your little sister
minute} It is very wrong 
Really, I don't know what 
ing to.

Well, as Little blue
he ord hoofs coming closer

this
to eat between meals 
you children are com-

Lyes sat there she
and suddenly a man in 

armor on a beautiful white horse rode up 
was a brave noble knight, ■“ ' 
name. "Howdy, ma’am," he 
ary help to y’all?"

I’r in c e Ch ar mi ng 
said, "Can I be

IL e 
b y 

o f

"Oh Prince Charming, 
to.help poor sweet innocent helpless little me}" 
cried Little blue .lyes, "Dismount, fair knight, 
and rest yourseli while I tell my ta,le of woe." 

u.hank you, 11a' am, " said Prince Charminp’, 
"Don’t mind if I do." ‘

thank God. you’ve come

■byes
"Don't sit over there

"Thank 
nervously.

Little 
neck, "You 
knight," ahe

"Come over here Reside me --
said Little Blue

you, ma’am," said Prince

little me, won't you?”
Prince 

brow. "Yes 
"Sweet 

by heaven, " 
his lap, A 
her and ran

it’s warmer." 
Charming

blue Lyes threw her arms about his 
ere sucha great big strong.handsome 
cooed. "You'll look after innocent

Charming wiped the sweat off his 
, ma’am," he said indistinctly, 
pure little girls are watched over 
said.Little Blue Lyes, sitting o n
parsing unicorn snorted when he saw 
wildly away.

"What's the trouble, ma'am?"
"Come, over in this nice dark 

it.ll about it," said Little blue Ly
"DoS? take’ ^hce Charming weakly. "I cbuldn’ t. "

innocent little me to rcfu?e Poor weak
arm and carried him into the corner? him under one

"Heaven rewards the virtuous, "‘she said primly, and much 
she added happily; "Virtue is it's own reward, isn’t it?"

the next day Prince Charming, Little Blue lyes, and Oscar 
proceeded on through the evil forest. Little blue Lyes sang as 
rode, tor sue was always sweet and lovable and merry, She sanras Si s<*-wanzen. it Wu^ this sweetness ana goodness which made everyone love 
ofLiStT&uX^^ aU °f dlildren^ ^oilt ^-thee^e

panted Prince Charming.
corner oi cue cave and I'll tell you 
es.

later

Wilde 
they 

s uch

• +>, Sbeat magician, " worried Prince Charming. "it runq
m the tally,, doesn't it? His mother was a witch."

jYes, " said Oscar wilde. "Snirk is a son of a witch." 
prdvai?"^?^Lit^T? inriocent little creatures, but virtue, will 
prevail,, smi little Hue Lyes. "I always have faith in the rieht 
msidJ agreed Oscar Wilde, “but
preside, .mere, now I've made my epigram for the day,"

n
“but not if justices



■hlBTIMB ST CHI’ (continued) 9

to get hungry now, "Where ’can we eat?" asked 
ain’t;-no food in this hyar forest."

"top sairosc^1^! hP? speculatively af Oscar Wilde.
., 1/ sma uscar Wilde in alarm.
fortunately the kind providence which looks after the sweet and 

innocent sent 9 gorilla passing by,' After-Little Blue Byes”had torn 
hiukiimb+JI,Qm a lovely lunch, They had not ridden
much further vhen ahuge pack'of wolves confronted 
said the leader, "lou can’t ride< through our part

“But we have to, “ waded Little Blue Byeg,

„ . _ . on 
them, "Beat - itl« 
of the forest,"

the oxitli or, ■ 
dr, Anderson

"Nothing doing, " 
said, the leader, "te wives 
don’t, want ary non-wolves 
in our'country, They en-. 
gage in unlupine activi" 
ties. Scram."

1'ortunately Little 
Blue Byes was a. werewolC 
on her mother’s side. She 
made a compromise .with 
the pack which involved 
her turning herself into 
the loveliest little la
dy wolf for a while.

■ Then they, rod© hap
pily on, while the wolves 
lay exhausted on the 
ground.

Why did you throw 
little Lilly out of the 
window, Sarah? That was- 
n’t nice, was it now? oh, 
you-wanted to' see-if• h o 
would bounce. Well, let 
me-see,.-.yes, he .does. 
Here, let’s see-if little 
Harold bounces, too. Is 
n’t-tliis fun?

Oh yes, -the story 

to Shirk’s black tower, 
built out of skulls.

■ Well,Lit- 
' tie Blue Lyes 

and her Mends 
j rode an 1 a n d 

f inally acme
out on Desolate 
Moor, It - was

dolorous, deg- 
erted, desol ate 
place with no
thing but hea
ther for miles- 

around.
“This i s 

an ■ awfully 
• big moor,11 said 

Prince Charming 
after a while, 
“There’s cert
ainly a lot of. 
it,"

"Yes,said 
Oscar Wilde , 
“Moor and moor 
of it,"

They rode 
on until final
ly -they cam e

A gaunt, grim, grisly, ghastly thing it was

Oh, I dunno, " said Little Blue Bye’s. *!I bet I hod nq mw 
she^alled? ii-h® then. "Oh^eaJ,.

t hn eal. nere.we are, tnree poor sweet innocent helnless sorcerie^o^th^™ ?° ^^^o^ess againstPthe mighty
sorceries ox the cruel ana merciless Snirk. Oh, it’s horrible!" 7 

bhe pressed the doorbell and it screamed for Snirk Slowlv th«» 
great door crocked open and the wicked magician himself stood in th<=

de^ Blue ByesJ” exclaimed Snirk in feigned de-
in* darling little neiqe, end have a cup of SseSc 

P’S ??en s° lonfi' since ^‘ve se’n you^" He took her wi^n 
ittle hand in his grisly talons and drew her inaid.^<^x?kMng‘evilly



10 lILBTIiuj STOIZY (concluded)

0 he

“You must stcy fox* a while, ” he urged her.'
eST uOnelC r ^ou*, 1 shall have the joiliest entertainments 

planned* 1 have three new torture machines to show you if we con find 
a peasant or two,11 u

kittle Blue'Lyes clapped her hands in a&ildish glee,
. , ut Siie alci forget her purpose- in coming here. "Unc." 

said, "1 wanna word with you,” ., . *
’ Hc^djxis lips nervously.'- "Yes, dear?1’ he asked,

in her Httle bluAwS”® Little 'Blue Lyes id th tears
in ner iipue blue e>es. “Your own greed hen led you to attack t ho 
Tfi'n^r -^hiT^d^^ f°r VeaSTe W/t ^an’* y°urslu She wagged 
a linger au. nim, “Aren’t you ashamed?” ■ ■ ' "

■"Yes, dear, 11 said Snirk weakly, ‘ -* •
■ ‘You old brute, you were so bad and cruel to pick on me that 

way!” wailed Little Blue Lyes, bashing his Hedd*against the. wall. 'You 
knew Ihad np way of defense," slie cried, gouging out his eyes.' "You 
forgot that heaven protects the sweet and imcc'bht and helpless.” she 
said', thrusting his feet into the fire. 5 '

"Yes, dear," said Snirk meeJ^y, spitting out a few loose teeth. 
*1 have been vexy wicked."

"86 you have,” said Little Blue Byes, strapping him Hito. * t h e 
rack, ;

."But; justice triumphs." She looked with dismay at the. Heavy 
crank. "I can’t turn that,!’ she wailed. «0^, I<m all alone in the 
great wicked world, -a ppo$ .little weak helpless ingpcent, creature.

"Hey,, you!" she said, seeing a husky monster lounging nearby, 
"Come.over here and stretch this old bastard out for me."

"Hadh, I don* wanna," whined the monster.
But after Little Blue Byes had ripped awfew of his tentacles off,

he agreed to eturn the rack for her. u/hich allows you, children, that
even tn.c hardest heart can be softened by the appeal .of swee.t innocence.

Little Blue Lyes found so much lovely magicaX. apparatus -in the
tower that she decided to live there. She had„ the, best .time you can
imagine, -sending faminesand pestilences out t*q, .poor peasants,'for she 

.W^S still, as *sweet and kind aS ever. And oh wha4t_ fun it was- to raise 
demons and stick red-hot irons in people and ride about on her lovely 
new broomstick! But Little Blue Lyes realized that it was only h-e r 
sweetness and virtue which had gotten her all Ship. And so she lived 
happily ever cd1 ter. •

And now, children, after grandmother’s lovely bedtime story it’s 
time for you to. toddle, off to your little cribs and rest your little 
golden heads, All except for little Lcuis^ of course. Clara, be sure 
to stick little Louis firmly-upright by the point of the head.

Grandmother is. tired, too,- arid 'wants 'to rest in her lovely cof
fin, IL s almost sunrise, Good-day, children. pleasant dreams!

■ ■hl bld .
.... . k .X -L

of a short stofy 
by POUL AIWHSOL

coming ^E STURGEON- ANALYSIS: w* attend, j'r. ' 
soon_  1 ’ -

. per.hajj§;.th^ most-important article of if55 '
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IHAAHSIOiib sought something new and vital in a regular fea
ture for the magazine, in which the readers could take ac
tive part, and in which they would find a sincere interest.

In HYPOTiMblS, IkC. we think we've found it.

A-ch issue this page will be devoted to LET 0 THESIS, IBC. to 
present the letters you, the readers, will submit. What, 
then is this new feature? What purpose .will it serve? Has 
there ever been something comparable in amateur magazines?

Io these questions we answer, no, to qur way of knowing, we 
are presenting an original idea in fanmagazines. HypQWS- 
IS, ISO. is a, sounding-board of opinion. The new feature— 
and believe me we ore very much in love with it already i n 
pre-publication bull sessions—will propose a question each 
issue,to which we want answers, The Questions will be o f 
a. highly controversial and vitality-brimming nature. They 
will oe ox general interest, and easily answerable directly 
from your own( emotions and from your own philosophies.

We.would like answers to these questions, one each issue, 
which ore fresh and new in concept ——— end above- all; they 
Bist be nOl^ST ^IhuClIOlh 01' I QUA Ol’IHIOHS. The answers— 
when submitted—should be no more than 100 words long on a 
regular postcard wit- the words HflOTHASIS, IHG. ' some
where in plain sight. Address all answers to; Harlan Sll- 

Columbus 1, Ohio, but have those 
woru^ inC, on it somewhere. Answers can be hu
morous, serious, enigmatical, anything you see fit to write 

We want to sec those letters. And it would- 
r ?C2iie oi Professionals who are receiving DUjUHa 

oioito eacn issue to write in a quick appraisal.

Avery issue the taree best answers to the question of the 
_issue will published, along; with comments. To 

the tnree best answers, we will award the choice of origi- 
nol artwork from the issue in which the letter appears. Be 
sure, when .you write in to receive your prize that you in
dicate a second and a third choice in case the picture you 
select has been already selected by someone else.

All right, then, now you know what the shapc-up is, here's 
^:iei Question. We will keep the contest this issue 
open ri gilt up till press time hant issue, which is t w o 
months nence. The question this issue is;

IF YOU HAD AN OPPORTUNITY TO PILOT THE FIRST 
MOON ROCKET, EVEN IF IT WERE A CERTAINTY YOU 
.WOULD DIE IN SPACE, WOULD YOU- AND WHY?
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illustration by GWG& hOBGSOB

AGE

column

AS YOUTH PROGR^SbES The question has often come to mind, i n 
of the Weqf rnnqf no these latter days, of the relative merits
dim + ^St Coast as a power in fandom. quite often the question boils 

own to five simple words; “Are Vest Coast fans immature?” Although r* -o” £“X X 
question, lew have done more than merely give an answer.

to be good answers, must be based equally 
U ^esti0I1> hlwoys keeping in mi nd "the fact that 

sides, however wiai

Answers to questions 
on bo’th side
there are two 
insubstantial one or the oth-

Granted there 
to the quest-

er may seem, 
are two sides 
ion, then, it can be glimpsed 
that there might, conceivab-

9^99 calkins

OF CABBAGES AND KINGS...
xy, oe two answers to the
same question,. And, further, each answer could be the correct one 
made °f W^tion is simple, if certain concessions’are
made, Wesu boast fans are defined us those fans living along 
Western seaboard, supposedly with a fairly close reach of the s 
rather^ebllol? i^e^-nite distance inland. They form
Question A T?tup» in t^s' we find the real depth of the
question. A little more leeway is allowed when you say ’immature’ 

definition of the word means ’’not ripe; not 
dictionary says.

the 
e a ,

f in -crude.“ That’s what theished or perfected
’Ripe’ is a 

er picturesque
rath- 
word.

especially in describ
ing somebody, but i t 
really doesn’t mean 
Very much, For i n - 
stance, for bvery per
son you could point out 
to me who wasn’t ripe, 
I could show you an eq
ual number of places, 
where' he would be so 
well done he was air ed
dy putrescent, A h y 
number of plays on words 
can be introduced t o 
complicate matters.But 
that would be' begging 
the question.

The combined pro
ducts of the West Coast 
have been many and vo
ciferous, Wi th the ad- 
Vent o f S eventh Fand om 
the West Coast come in
to its own. It h a dlong been neglected, since the population centers tend to be in t he 

Sry between Chicago.and Los. Angeles mak- 
as large as that between America and Eng- 

««Si Aside from the mere point of distance, the Mid- W e s t
c'nd the Arine, «aM 

xamom. nee deffm^n started a renaissance in the South and drew with

since the population
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P?wer °f ducker> Robert Bloch and even the overseas 
fans, through the magic words of Walt Willis,
for was S°ne, the West Coast did not stand a chance—
lor tne longest time. With the passing of QuABBRY, fandom went into 
igno^dCwX reluct1^!* fanZineS that had before been published and 
ignored were reluctantly recognized, perforce because there were n n thS ^^0^^’ +Thb "^^1* Moplen all over ihe country had

^Zt Coff h?- and they lost no time in ebi^ so.
he West Coast, being composed almost entirely of little neoSe.

f r?sh of fansines sprang up and attracted the hereto- 
glances of the East and Aid-West. femes like Carr 

little^P^f 011 “?ai7inSJ a meaning they had never had before. Die 
up tai wX er people and aore “oofans sprang ia to fii1

s r - A« SR &
divided into two distinothmps^ ‘ U d Jnoe iw“ fanilo“ was 
we fig tai -r? fe lnt0 **
lived the hectic dfel? Y iY a,lwys been neglected. Here
held', amid cheers;mJ nma r«nY?ee’ th,e i96° Borwsoon was 
Cain and G.k. CafefeY?fefe YAY “"P her«» n™e3 liKellc-

“ Sffe’
dom and got their first; taste of recornitiS °p feT3 ?? Seventh.
that cannot be ignored.'. Hdldin/" thi’-i i/i1" P°b^ntial is built up 
of the Aid-West, centered' X^d XeSf?6
Robert Bloch, primarilv 'hpid V’ urc ic11’ B°b Tucker and 
fan world has of the West'coost for^^t which the
these great nomas will continue‘to hold +ilnd?dfnite length of tim e 
the West Coast bides its time But A pt ^terest of fandom ' while 
will fail, fecker and Bloch will w’tlwV^ jooner or later they

West 9

81' LIihfeiufe Oh SALhb? it has been noticed with some decree of 
science fiction ■, J : apprehension that modern

that.it was supposed and editors alike are being brought up with a -jolt to jaer.ln tte ic.ee agonisingly lofefeafefe
116 futdrYfefeSfe fon<Uy looked upon as the literature of 

filing even us the trash of today.
■ aG u that does not yet seem to have secured to today’s edit

ors is the most obvious one; perhaps people are not buvina han
they are not being offered what they want! e because
,. Modern science fiction demands that the story deals with th? in 
aiyidual and his problems. Th© characterization is a must* hum^n re" 
ac ions are essential; tie story must be devoted to ideas and thoughts 

(concluded page 15)

to do. Writer
the dash of cold

the

Tfe^e ore many questions to ask abmit fandom on the 
but the question of immaturity is not one of them!

that.it
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cartoon. by the 
talented '

mstty jo McCarthy
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[■ b.nOiBs , the years having converted'us staunchly into
j rabid demon knight fan, the machinations which resulted i nn- 
j these .excellent book.reviews being stolen out literally from I 
; ■ under the nose of hobert W. Lowndes, are. -suitably cunning, lo ! 
। our way of thinking,, demon .-knight' is one of the two or ' three-

really cogent analysts in the 'S-f-gamef -and it is with s o m' e I I 
. small grins, of .cheshire-ity that we give him t diy'ou -— in fifn j i j 

blossom, nnd if*anyone draws exception'to the type of letter- ' 
mg we used to stencil GAimiLOO! above, we refer him to the 
nearest comprehensive dictionary with Old English slang- in't.

'’"’’'"T* * &T°ff Conklin, 'van-
A labeled anthology in this field, whether It's a "Best of « 

book or^an."idea" collection, never can be exactly what it purports’to 
e, a scraignt slice through the field. The anthologist has to cut used or old for; he La t0 oBlude m

which is too longj ae-sometimes has to let a. good story be nudged out 
by a mediocre one that' will give him more” variety,

l^qthe-present case, Groff Conklin has been obliged to hock 
t^cugh un, are a .already tunneled by three Greenberg' collections -2 j

fh^nobot- And Thejuan, and kobots Have Bq. Tails? ?He^b wouTd 
h^ve scared me; I ve had the fixed impression for marry years th-it iter? 
are nogo od-robot stories not written by cither Asimov or ’k u tt ner 
Perhaps it scored Conklin, but he did it anyhow, yhe result is a book 
ih^most^f the'Whole.'history of. the robot story, includ
ing-most of its wildest .errors. 1

nd makes a beautiful nets
, . iin ^is i^^^c-tlOn, latecomer Conklin corrects latecomer Grepn. 
berg s misconception of the word "android| r.inl-nc’ + JB Jd.!-
of his own in defining "haploid.11 His only-source, apparently, 
latecomer jerry Sohl's awful 1952 novel. WWE

A

hie to
1. Ambrose Bierce s creepy, clanking old Moxon' s Master - 

horror m clockwork-than- any modern'writer has been 
into vacuum tubes. . • . .

-- more 
squeeze

2. Carel Capek’s &U,ihr in which the coined word "robot" >- .first 
= 't£?^811 *•

h i , J? £resa as very welcome; there's a great
deal.of delignuful stuff in it that must have been cut clean out o f

2 e a£amatic version I've seen. Conklin has plumped it into the 
flts bddly; but perhaps it would have bee n 

even more comus-ing in the android section
H* Soldier Boy, by Michael Shaara — 

Imgiy simple 'and human .term
, where it- properly belongs, 
interstellar. war," in start- 

The robots are incidental.
B

1* Walter M, Miller, Jr.'s Dumb Waiter, a brilliant niececf wnrk 
odious small error qnd a regrettably big one*'ihe story s rooocop has a perverse design —-when it Cants .to mote out



GAllDVLOO! (continued)
sideband withdr* fSnd into itself , stamp it in-

and withdraw it again. One would think the author had ne ver 
seen a cash register, ft) huierte main thesis, that in a tecLnoIof 
teal culture everybody ought to te a technician, is nonsense.
where2it'^elv f 1 t^C t'^eodore Sturgeon (from tile android section, 
mental slo” “ out Gorgeously and develops into sontd

Lost i-iemory, instead. reuex imuips masterly
_ - v'*' L, Simak's Skirmish udds nothing to Huri's Hpoh-m'

but manages to do iFv^F^leaBuntly. '
+, f* . H£?A.L.nd, by Wallace MacFarlane — px- 
the stories in.which everybody turns out to be 
case, an android) ,• Unobjectionable

6. William Tenn's The Jester ■ 
sarts7of S‘ bright.
parts oi this 1929 story through the robot section* nut -----
they -add up to an overdrawn and underdeveloped p%pag^ nda^pL4^^ 
amst machines, which Wright hated with a..virulence that made it "im
possible for him to talk about them reasonably. This Victorian view 
has desensed to us at tenth hand and is not rooted out vet, in suite 
it Was^--*wrS'ht tQ the original reasoning behind
it w«s — wri^ht speaks, ror example, of tne' theory that tedinological 

• improvement results in increased population as "this fallacy,.."
. - -,8» . V. Foul Anderson — ingenious, but totally uncon

vincing in the light of the last 30 years* history,
. 9,.. Kobert Sherman Towne's Problem For Emmv - 

Little computer story full of primitive humor (the 
Manndenker and Gplemacher; the narrator is Dieter) ‘ and bad 
Golemacher, incidentally, appears to have four hands; "Dr G 
big, dry hands roving like- chunky lions through the thick iunrie 
his grey hr+r„ would riffle throufh these letters , toLif X? 
them aside .. - » .mo^u..
, . hShi2XpijL_Qf_L.ife, by Wallace West. This one from thpdroid section, is a reai~d chestnut which i wis sorw to hl „ 
L^4 igyss. Arnone- otter fcinesmfh?Sver'
sculptors putting the finishing touches on c pair of e'olerus —- with 

(continued next page---)

probably the best yet of 
he a robot (or, as in this 

, but awfully slight, 
mechanically funny.

Conklin has cattered the three

r at h er t ou c hi ng
i nve nt or s are named

science
il i s 

b f 
o„ £

an

i. .OF GABBAGnd kb© KlhGS... by Gregg Calkins (concluded from page 13) 

and the idiosyncrasies of the protagonist, Dven to the neglect of the 
story itself I . ...

Cari it be possible that people■ale not as interested in reading 
about the emotional intricasies of tin subject (which they can get, 
anyway, in any cheap pocket edition) pr his personal character -(Hem™ 
Ingway, Waltari and others do excellent Jobs) or the human element 
(westerns are fine for this)? C m it be possible.that readers are in-' 
^rested in the scientific gadget? the'alienness of other worlds? the 
fascinating regions of undreamed-of .science? the thrill of space’op-' 
era? the many things that sold early science fiction and boosted i t 
up to where it is now? Cari.it so possible that readers don't want 
this' pre-digested pap that 'tocky ‘ s' authors are' feeding them? “

lionsensei snorts the lidimcial Department. it's literature}-de- 
Cj.are the Writers.. Keep trying encourage The Publishers. But nobo
dy pays any attention to the hesitant •half-afra.id words that the-sales 
department tries to get into conversation. perhaps^ secretly. ’ thev 
are all just a little afraid to listen, . 5-

.until they do, there will be an upswing of hungry’ writers and bare bookshelves.

Cari.it
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a scalpel 
.shears?

11.
not a trowel, for god’s sake, or a pair of pinking

deAtmissile ^d''was Gallu,n. This one deals with agia-
12. 1‘ritz Leiber's The Mechanical'Bride— the first telcscrint 

to appear in ^science fiction anthology, if anyone cares. Corm well 
done.-- and,better than Bradbury’s toyings with this theme.

Russell’s Boomerang ..deals with "a robot assassin, 
"personal^ower^' °YUlVwcade* is built-to ’’hate”
personal power, and after bumping off a few people discovers that it 

has "personal power," ergo must destroy Itself. Gaw. Busllll mrlT 
ou ly enough, repeats Miller’s looney design in suudes* in nrhn + 

t0 a .i^he^

don’ a0^
netics and worse, human psychology. ’ ' cyber-

Isaac As impv1s Robbie. If good robot stories not by Asimov 
are rare, ^bad-ones ^he did"write'are'rarer stills but Conklin has dug 
qne up. bomeone will have.to stop sometime and figure out the Shree 
laws oi Asimovics; it’s hard to understand how a writer with his tal
ent could have turned out, a deliberate stinker like this without bust- 
ing^a rib. Ihe story is straight-out of Lassie-— lousy old m a m a 

away liiole girl's pet robot,, girl pines, robot saves her life, 
and there you.are. Mama is..a stereotyped bitch, papa is-a boob; 'the 
robot itself is a(sentimentalized abstraction. The writing is awful.

4. yirtuqso, by Herbert Goldstone. In this one, a robot becones 
a piano virtuoso overnight. Gaw again, .............
a tail’niS f a^s' ‘about -a young man: who goes into
A yarning he. was made, not born, invites comparison with

stupidity;’ if only the 
first time he"asked, there

a ^uxxspxn on learning he.was made, not horn 
adopted-ehild stories and falls .by the same 
slobs had had sense . enough: to ...tell him the 
would have been no problem, and no story,

“ if ~

btarshjp Through Space..by Lee 
Gorrey (241 pp.,■^2.bQ) would .appear

bolt’s answer to ■Robert n. Hein-- 
Lein’s Scribner juvenile series, for
mat and design are similar: so. ^xe the 
backgrounds; so is the plot - — - there 
gj.e even recognizable chunks here . from. 
HhdLlanet (pp. 15-18), farmer In'The

+* (1* t w.e q n
hXb(p, 9OYTUniverse (p, 1,21 
thuseleh s Children (p~ 164) and btex 
man Jones, (p. 166) 7

: Ihe Book isn’t entirely bad. for ■
one thing, Gorrey’, an engineer, makes 
his specialty vivid and interesting ; 
for another, he has carried the saucer 
mystery into space, such an obviously 
good idea that suppose at 1 e a s . t ■ 
twenty writers are now kicking
sel-ved for tot
first.

, 1. want t.o

having thought if i t

syy also that it’s -hard

tliem- ■
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not to feel guilty for being as severe as this on a first novel. Hein
lein s own first juvenile was nothing to be proud of; as for borrow- 

?xnk 9orrey has overdone it a mile, it's damnqblydif- 
^But th^s ^^Lein, who has so much to lend.

Corrpv?; overriding fault which makes me doubt that
Lana-itenth will be much better; Corrqy is half-literate

the engineer who kXs% v, K W \n science fiction we meet
tious end productive; cm build and

°f tHat eQUaily

electronic guitar section 
of his score. There
goes like this:

On the basis of 
ning is a worse poet 
science fiction that

tiiis 
than

°thOrE> of-

£» M ”;;; Li d %. Yeremin" is pursuadcdTo sing part
*iree stanzas, of which the worst, by a hair 

»^e who have tasted alien strewn ’
And done what others only dream:

We who with earth-dirt on our shoes
We Sfn the.paths the sunbeams use;
we will trod the Milky i7oy, ” ’

US1 Wry

. even comes near it is Milton Lesser’s
"moons” is rhymed with "ruins.” But it sends Cor- 

re^ • 1 like it veiy much,” Marge said.
”So do I,” tialt put in. "You can sell that. Marc.”
Bernaps, perhaps,” Manning said modestly. "But my 

relation I have this sideline for
refection. If other people enjoy it, too, I'm happy. 
... What s money? I have more personal satisfaction 
than any money could possibly buy me,”

"I like your philosophy,” Walt said sincerely.

* * *
,, phe plot, which concerns the construction and maiden vowwe n r 
tiie firsu starship, with the two boy heroes accompanying their $ Big 
Cheese fathers, worsens steadily, in chapter 7, Correy introduces a 
cat into a control-room equipped with Heinlein’s proximity ’ switches. 
In chapter 9 there is a foolish scene when the starship comes out of 
high-drive” too close to Pluto; the pilot dangerously overloads the 

engines to decelerate, instead of steering out of collision course.
Moskowitz s ships that kept banging and clashing their 

wey through the asteroid belt.; And in chapter 13, about' the point 
where Heinlein usually injects a small and palatable dose' of mystic
ism, Correy (if a little is good, the whole bottle is'better) givesus 
u 11X8 3

The star ship has landed or, a Centauri planet and found (surprise’,) 
of a forgotten Bar th expedition, naturally. Hot

i rom Atlantis — that would be bad enough, but it’s-out of style now. 
so this idxot has made the Tower of Babel into a spaceship,

ihe theme is developed with more piety than wit: the Centaurians’ 
13 up to aeh» entirely different there

after, meaning that the Babel siory had to be set down as a rurminr 
account ("the oldest history book terrestrial man had," says Carrey 
apparently meaning the oldest newspaper) and that the writing of 
dus end Humbers, supposed by modern scholars! to have been contemporary 
witn that ox Genesis, had to wait until the babbleship had taken off
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and the Israelites had gone back to their goats,
, . ihe book is enlivened by Bill Llewellyn’s scratchy pen drawings, 

which are at least preferable to Geary’s, and by the author’s engine
ering drawings of the starship Vittoria.

August Derleth’s Time To Come (I'armr. sttpim nnH Vniincno price listed in ry Ujy) offers a\3afulhSXn“y to ^orSlTe! 
I've'^Sltten'^ot^W1?1 3 sjiortcomings as ail anthologist — about which 
1 ye written at some length elsewhere — but about the doldrums 
which magazine science fiction presently finds itself.

9^ 12 stories, here published for the first
Robert Sheckley's Paradise II* and Evelyn E. Smith’s delightful 
are As. Philip K. Dick’s Jon’s World and Clark Ashton Smith’s 
£hoenix, of which more in a moment, are B’s. The rest --- b y 
Poul Anderson, Isaac Asimov, Charles Beaumont, Arthur C. Clarke. 
Arthur J. Cox T—--- ~ - - *
---- are trite, 
gether.

no price listed in my copy) offers' a’ 
not only a-oout Derleth’s shortcomings

Irving Cox, Jr Carl Jacobi
inconsequential,, amateurish

, and Ross Itoddynne,
or all three to-

i n 

tine, 
D **

Baxbr 
b 
r M.

This book might have been designed as ammunition for those 
ics who assert that all science fiction is ignorantly and badly 
ten. In Arthur J. Cox’s Hole In The Sky, for example, an amateur as
tronomer discovers a black object in the heavens near Jupiter. We’ll 

since the object turns out to be illusory: but when he 
aprofessional astronomer's reactions are a s 

fo lows. (1) before looking: "It's probably a meteor." (2) after 
itspif2* « SUeSu U 5aS a mss four or five times that of Juniter 
ments^th^t 4+S®COn\proicssional astronomer, also after one look, com- 

^SB’ “d iB that

rS’ tally, brilliantly supplies the one
U ! S be?^ lacking m his work; this, I think, is the first 

Sheckley stoiy with people in it. -----damon knigtfc

orit- 
writ-

_ , . ofe Dream Charles Beaumont shows an entire ignorance
own^fantastic^d o inquiry, and ludicrously misinterprets his
own fantastic data. Carl Jacobi’s The 'White Pinnacle takpq nn™ A r, 
an asteroid with breathable atmosphere, Earth-normal gravity, vegeta- 
ion, and native inhabitants (are you listening, Lord?). The naior 

P T^l-st^w is impossible condition of the sun.
ihe last two stories are period pieces: they seem to me tn Up 

long on the gray paper of the 30 ’s Wonder^Stgaies, with blurred Paul 
illustrations. Jacobi’s is a preposterous farrago of unexplained and 
unconnected creepy doings on a-, mysteri ous planetoid; 
something else again. But Smith’s i s

It takes.place in that same never-never land where the universe 
beyond Earth is whatever the author happens to feel like colling i t . 
Viewed in terms of modern science-fiction, it makes no more sense than 
the Jacobis feut it, means something. It has something to say about 
_ove-and-death; it does something to the reader, doesn’t simply pass 
through him like beets through a baby. pass
. "yaking sense, 11 I mean telling a coherent story from one end

°^ef- W1thout neurotic logic or kindergarten physics. Modern 
science fiction doesn't even do this often enough; it's unhappily true

°bSeS Stories neithMTake sense W 7
anything, but it occurs to me that as long as we’re asking 
«hl* do“\oS.*at reny want - the story, now nearly

nor mean 
we may 
extinct,

ENDT H E

m a j o r





0 where is' eager briae? \

CH OKUS

Julian May Dikty

Mercury n 
But do no 
A man sta 
And boil-

•pe gala 
But wh^ 
OrXpart

,n’ on de 
in £2*0nt

Away in spade de comet fly 
By sun and moon

■ sunny view.?1 , 
turn like planets dej .

twili^t line 1 
and freeze behine

1 Hom’ acpii z’etoil sen■ span 
vop, livzx-tenlx^ans li main’;
’ ci £ grant _ foil 7 Ik
n i pnoz avoir mo’^n^lit, ' A

My man hastens out to'destars 
Away out pasted© moons of Mara. 
Ole Mars is ocrd-a.nd full of ru 
And who want woman ufy as dustj?'

Jupiter is big and strong, 
On him a. man can do no wrongj • 
He weighted down by heavy mass 
And cannot lift de whiskey gla|i

I Mo

Ma man ha^'-^he fay cut fn space 
■Ba rocket gond.Mthout-?a.<trace; ■■ 
Hc^hct no smart," fpr w^ore he fly 
Iher^^^g no women, 'only--, sky.
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ONG

•upon

quiet blue

Weeds

one

upper skies.1

0 Shining OneProtect them
li we have done

Will weavi 
I who am/

There was at fi 
Of rocket rise.

Only the mo'
The sky 
Is still as

subduing one by 
Ocean.

pride of motion 
ings mastery of the

yondering what strange mutant 
muged seeds
hey know themselves as gods 
ow new wings against the aun.

0 God of HoKtf 
0 Son of God^ 
forgiving with 
^l~li'ather’ s £

And I 
Wait — 
from d' 
Until ■ 
And th 
Until 
Jjj di* •

Theodore R. Cogswell

: done?
he wheel 
e steel,.

Triumphant over subject air.
And then the ultimatum made. 
The raid
That followed qtfter final raid. 
The slow returh
Of dust to dust wthin the city urn 
And then at last the rust, 
And eagles bohes
Broken with the broken stones.

Space dog Oy, a\ 
Hit the' lanes f 
Parsecs•out 
A stowawajp^ 
"I’m in the hoL 
*Twas Lily' Limb;

eft but me. \
God oA my fathefs;j-.
My city lies broken

hyllis 11, mconomou

.oral - guy 
rSCLuto. 
ward a shout, 
Lt; a doubt, 
-ycome let mis -eut 
^otol

This is, you say, the standard way 
Of countless tales ad nauseam, 
An upright guy like Spacedog Cy 
Would Hess his fcla and pass Lil by-, 
Alas,., the flesh Is weak. Oh nym-..

t have ,we done?
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efls-ssy

illustration?

Smy it loud and
the spaceman’ sVsp^ | \\ 

Sina out our lonely Vt;Gr^*-\ U 
l-r^ugh the void we rW^Di^

from wife and
Dialing our trails of glS^i^^

It»s a lonely life, full of
- strain -and- strife.

: 6tar-^opping. -through the
Spadelands,

hut oux? song we sing, ’til its 
echoes ring

All through the cosmic wastelands!

’’SPAQliBAT! ” by Van Splawn hrinl: men — to worlds, 
uhmpped, uncharted,

±zi-unh to. tae. worlds we know*"
■brink . to., the. spacemen, 

. tiger-hearted-
Lopt on ..Callisto ’ s snow!.........

,.■: r-Phyllis H. Dcononou
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A ROCKET’S A JOLLY OLD THING

■’ A rocket’s a jolly old thing, tra la
With its nose pointing out to the stars*

Of the conquest pf space do 1 sing, tra la, 
The thundering jets on the wing, tra la,

Off in space, in a race out to Mars;
Through the night, in a flight out to Mars.

In the Saturday Evening Lost!

CHORUS:

It’s coining - we know 
that tomorrow will bring

The verification of 
whereof we sing:

Tra la-la-la 
1 r a 1 a- 1 a— 1 a 
A rocket’s a 
thing.

la-oh I 
la-ah | 
jolly old

Tra la-la-la la-ah!
Tra, la-la-la la-ah!
A rocket’s a jolly old 
thing!!

0 I know what I’m talk
ing about, tra la;

My opinion rates 
higher than most. 

I’m the tops in my field 
without doubt, tra. la, 

Since my series on space 
flight came out, tra la, 

In the Saturday 
Lvening Post!

But in spite of it all I can say that I’ve found
It s a damn sight more prudent to stay on the ground!

Tra la-la-la la-ah!
1 r o, 1 a—1 a— la 1 a— uh.
More prudent to stay on 

the ground.

Tra la-la-la la-ah!
Tra la-la-la la-ahi!
More prudent to stay on 

the ground!

Julian May Dikty

EDITORIAL NOTH? the space ballads herein contained are comprised i n 
the main of those sung by Judy Dikty at the Chicago 

Convention in 1952, taken from a satire operetta entitled "The Son o f 
The Thing" which was presented by the Chicago group privately. The 
complete words for Sturgeon’s "Thunder And Roses" come to us through 
the courtesy of New York’s Ind, Song Writer’s Ageocy. The Budrys is a thing 
rejected from every crudzine in the lana, and the Cogswell and Ecnntmi 
pieces were all done especially for this section* Comments!! .....he



THUiOiR Al© AOSnS

Theodore Sturgeon

^en you gave me your heart you gave me the worli.
*ou gave me the night and the day
And thunder and roses and sweet green grass
The sea and soft wet clay.
I drank the dawn from a golden cup, from a ph’,iy»r 

one the dark.
ihe steed I rode was the wild west wind 
by song wasjthe brook and the lank.
With thunder 1 smote the evil of earth
With roses 1 won the right
With the sea I .washed and with clay I built
And the world'Was a place of light
.and the world was a place of light. '

TIT-WILLOW

Ln an orbit round Saturn a space-cruiser spunj 
0 willow, tit-willow,’tit-willow.

And the spaceman within sat and’wept with.his guhj ’
0 willox/, tit-willow, tit-willow.

"Is it alien disease germs?" the radio, said,
"Or an engram that soys you should shoot yourself dead'?»
a He replied with a tear and a shake of hfe head/M’ 

"0 willow, tit-willow, tit-willow."

0 he loved a fair Martian, her skin was pale green 
As the willow, tit-willow, tit-willdw.

With a transparent spacesuit and armored poitrine: 
0 Willow;;^ tit-willow.

But one day a foul monster popped out of his lair, 
he watched .with a paralysed-horror-Struck

And with-rude , impudence dragged her off
As

by t^^rl

He sprang to the. rescue with rockets g-smoke. 
Crying, "WiUcw, tit-willow, tit— willow. 
ala.3, in the -battle his bifocals broke, 
0 willow, tit-willow, tit-willow.

With his gun he confronted a ptetty problem:
Which one was tne monscer a,nd whijh one the femme? 

And.he shot the fair maiden And rescued’the beml 
0 willow, tit-willow, tit-willow. ’

shut
ii

< JULIAS’ MAY LIKTY

^UTOR’S MOTE; with' abundant ajiolo^ies to Messrs. ’Gilbert and Sull
ivan, space-farers of note, Vho’ are probably whirling like tops..he
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LORT> dRTHE OUT-WORLD RAIDERS FROM /THeX 

MAGELLANIC. DEATH - CLOUD / ' \
7 V

On a cold. and. “bitter day, 
On a planet far away— ... - ■
Circling closely on an incandesant star— 
There was born'through pain and anguish.
One, who, not content to languish, z’ ...............
Raised the banner of rebellion, 
bo you recognize the hellion? — 
fes, our hero is the doughty MalomarJ

Row spin me a song of galactic sway- 
hut how did this character get that way?

Born of parents poor but proud, 
One with all the common crowd-- . • . -
But withal a glint of fire in his eye— 
nurtured by determination
To return his sickly nation '
To its former heights of glory 
.though the method might be g.ory— 
"ihis I’ll do," quoth Malomar, "or bravely die!" 

how tell me a tale of planets aflame— 
But where the hell is the gorgeous done?:

Of fair women there are two, .
With their skin seductive blue--
yuite a bit of which their garments plainly show- 
One of these is virtuous Suita . i . - 
And the other wicked heeta, 
And the first with viyginly sigh...
Seeks to'raise our hero high-.- .........
While the latter doesjier best to. Icy him low;

Sing on with your ballad of vasty deenS—■■ 
Por Christ’s sake bring on the villianous creeps!

The villians cold and bitter,: . .
Bpawn thirty to the litter-- . .........
Which is not the contradiction it would seem— 
Capture Malomar’s fair Suita, 
Bruise her, question her,. and. beat her 
Till she spills where nero’s hiding 
—distant not.an hour’s hard, riding— 
Thereby ending Malomar’s fantastic dream.

And that, fair reader, is how I close-
Thirty to one—you can’t beat' odds like those!"

AJ
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/ arising since last 
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dehy^Kuffon^s set in
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the dark

Julian May Dikty

EDITOR'S NOTE;

The day will come, \ \
So I have heard,

When lovers will &e standing;
1 heath alien suns \W .
Of other worlds \ \ \

Where man has made new landing,,..

0 tell me pray,
. When comes that day

And Barth is far behind them, 
Will then that star
Be much too far J v

Away for love to fi^d them?

That we a bq^rowy^
Of new horizons

.__ .-^ - sun went down last evening 
I.we^walkin^ through the park, 
Didn't 'foind, them busted streetlmhtE

i They will face,
These lovers of tomorrow.I

i Thoug’h far from Barth
| And far from moon

I know that they'11 discover
No space is deep

! Enough to keep
A woman from her lover.

'
(liepeat chorus)

the hand-Scribbled notd^Sn
the beginning of "Love lias Wihg^SS 

which Judy May Dikty wanted preserved, imagine."1^' 
read, "...men sing about the depths of ^fee, bu't^ 
women have their songs, too." A fittingV&te with.w 
whidi to conclude this section, To our w^ty of knotiA^ 
ing, this is the first attempt at such a hbgia^! 
ladry section in any science fiction magdfSw^' 
think the work herein exp^ed was of a
lent nature and we Request your opinions {h^^tily, '
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L JbIT
be Hy — button

Ife vriArtih

\ U P h t ws ,

KJxlUxC b nOXE; Charles. Hici-ens, in “David Copperfield. - once

nataan. middle -rae, over t.;!liOh at™ ta.fetdonietffcsed if ' 
B. h°r iieayu which jus-t Sd^ to point
hngliSn UM his column—- -nd the heightened insanity of w--

fights the forces of 
WITH HIS' COLUMN

p -tha.t. ^uy

self, the cd- ■ 
it or, for our* 
ning this ve* 
ritable in*
;sane asylum of 
Inglishania, I 
•not 'only feel 
impelled t 0 
warn and catv- 
tion .you ■ ag
ainst reading 

PT*

all at once
hut.I must/in 
the1’ interests 
of clinical 
survey, induefe 

the letter ac- 
c01115any!ng it 
for a further 
-pay ohclogi cal 
eyelid nati on of 

- w<ar p e f 
English per- 
'Sonality, Hoy 

. no oney suffer 
overmuch.. .he

all illustrations accompanying this coliuin oy M nhGLISH (who else? }
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Lear Harlans 

...The column is sort of big 
permission to cut out “Going 
double-column item 4, though 
but you goddam well let that

this time—if it’s too big you have m y 
Underground”; you have my permission to 
it thereby loses that freeversey swing— 
goddam poem alone J
this stuff is that I’ve been away fromreason for the delay on ‘

civilization for awhile. (Well, not too far away from it—spent some 
time camping at Lake Brie State lark, where they have lavatories, ga
rbage-cans and a hotdog stand, and, if you’re still feeling too rus- 

into Brocton for a, movie, Tho* as a matter of fact 
that trip to mrocton was the most rustic part of the whole affair. Broc
ton is a very rustic place itself—I was halfway into—get this (what 
a sneaky way to fix up that margin!)—halfway into the business sec
tion before I knew we'd arrived! The theatre was smaller than the 

Garden in Eredonia, which I had always thought to be S r e t ty 
little. But this was practically home movies. I forgot to glance at 
their license to check this, but I doubt if the place had as many as 
200 seats— but I do run on don't I?) Anyway, having returned from 
the wilderness—to get on with my exploration of lateness, I then 

PromPtly grew back on,; but meanwhile I had, worried
<®elfQin.to nervous .breakdown, but fortunately I work better that 
w^y., bo। here-it is. ... Coming to "NlimN'S LONS: ... pn ius-t 6av th’t 
acc^nFof^nv^S be ^Serly waiting the , next issue, on
.account of my column is in it. In about C minutes CBC Wednesday night 
will present, mawhide s Tibetan broadcast and this I .must hear. , Dr. 
.Sarcophagus will talk on Tibetan life and-show lantern slides (o v e r 
the radio), Lary Wollstonecraft, will explain Tibet, from a w Oman’s 
point of view, and then as a climax — these damn margins—Lost Hor- 
izon will oe dramatized. All kinds of mod,goings-on. it warms m y 
ghoulish heart to know that old hawhide will be back with us regular- 
ly cones September. But the nonent is cone-I nuct go-Id If this 
letter has seemed- a trifle distracted, it is because it was composed 
while the writer had one ear tuned to mdith Jitwell’s facade-1 go—

EDITOR* t> NOTEs see? Wait'd I tell you? All written in a 
most horrible blurred, typescript on dozens 

of small pieces of brown payer." All hi"one monstrous par
agraph, And 
who ever in 
the world 
has heard a 
radio prog
ram called 
"Ra-whide’s Ti
bet? " except 
English? It 
is just un

bl Bl ■ ENON AN

canny, 
'here's
c olumn
how. .

But 
the 

any- 
> .he

INILLILKGH S BELLY-BUTTON - 

by daVib English (sWIexit 1)
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has Unzulangli che, 
kier wird’s Lreigniss; 
JnS Unbeschreibliche, 
Hier ist es getnan;
Jas Ewig-Weibliche 
Nielli uns hinan.

----  Goethe

"For this reason I have 
remained in, my library. I 
fear for my life should a 
woman come roar me,"

——Robert burton 
(quoted by Jr. Heller) j u 1 । * 

faA-t I c o I a t j )
So Allison sends me a mimeo’d sheet on which is checked "b) send 

me your _ column Al1 OHCLJ " All is as he wrote it; he even dares t o 
raise his voice at me in capitals and exclamation points. So here I 
am, feeling lousy, feeling lower than a pissmire with rheumatisms here 
I am in this state and Harlan asks me to be witty, "Be witty, ” he 
says, "laugh and cut up and draw your crazy pictures over which I near 
to toss .my cookies, and write your innervating column!" he says ( in 
effect), meanwhile I contemplate a philosophical piece on. the (imag
ined) unworthiness of woman and the insufficiency of man (meaning me).

(How much better were the world if Faire Ladye could be won by a 
strong right aim and a trusty sword, as in days of old; instead i t 
would appear setter to be able to make love amusingly. I can’t do ei
ther, I can’t do a god damn thing,)

Anyway, here’s the kind of column that get’s written when one’s 
in this state. It’s composed mostly (i, e^, entirely) of bits and 
pieces I found whilst pawing around in my desk for want of something 
better to do.

THROUGH 3Al-A1 S OF ISN’T TO HAVA’S OF HOT; (This comes from the 
. period (not so long

afio either) when I was employed as a pinsticker at Central 
Lanes. One evening Harry Sell and I stopped at Candyland for 
a coke and this incident ensued. Since then I’ve written the 
piece up twice as a composition for my English class, and fi
nally used it on the exam [J got a 94). Jut the pleasure of 
reading it shouldn’t go only to English teachers, so, lucky 
you! you now have that opportunity.)

THROUGH SAiES OF ISN’T TO HAVES OF HOT.;
Harry and I were sitting in Candyland, just killing a few min

utes until it was time to go to work. I think he was trying to kill 
me, He kept pouring coffee and cream and flipping cigaret ashes into 
my coke, for which he had nothing but contempt.

To distract him from this unappetizing business I told him how 
I’d once saved a man from fiery death on the-Fourth floor of a blazing 
building. I’d had him tie a rope around his waist and had pulled him 
down. (So it’s hark Twain’s story, so kill me!)

Soon we were swapping tall tales, mostly they were pretty unin
spired, tho’ I did get off a good one about a transAtlantic bridge,
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which, unfortunately, the Germans had destroyed.
Hut then Harry, looked at me with his 

strange eyes and said:
— I was on-the lake, fishing, see..,, when 

I see this thing swimming towards my boat. It 
was big..,ral big,,.(he indicated a length of 
■perhaps forty’feet)...and I was scared. It was 
so... so goddam queer., Anyways, here’s this 
thing coming on like Gangbusters-, and here’s me 
praying and swearing'and trying to think whe
ther to jump out of the boat.. .or... But any
ways, just, as it’s about to run into me, it ups 
and flies away, laaving me rocking in my boat 
and scared -as hell., .maybe it was a hallucina
tion, but, jesusj... ' — ■■

An^ icy wihd'.-'.frqia a thousand miles
of arctic wasteland/(KJ ew over me. It wasn’t 
the silly., story, so much as the utterly sincere 
way he told it, ' and. the ■ fact that he didn't read 
science fiction, and, maybe too, his for Christ’s 
sake strange eye 
the beast of the 
and the horrors

reveals swarmed in my feverish brain, In 
Kafka's words, "I got an insight into, 
the cold space of our world."

—No wonder his eyes are strange, 
I thought,

— What—what did it look like?
I had to ask,

—Like harilyn lionroe., .
Ihe mood passed, the 'strangeness 

fled. I was returned to Candy  land, and', 
the necessity of going to work in five 
minutes, and my. nauseating coke n o w 
warm in my hand...

(I. don’t know what
this next is. . 1 

found it among my love poems, but ih 
ish’t.a love poem; it probably got put 
In there because it was ow-the s a m $ 
size (&£" x 8^") sheet as l' usually 

poetry on. But here at is? not from -.he dungheap,, straight to you.)

GOING UNdhKhOULI);
"I have decided to 'go under * 

ground,’" he declared.' "I shall rent 
a .quiet rood over (concluded page S3)

, Visions of fabulous wonders, 
Apocalypse, Bortean whimsies 
hat twentieth century science
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reviewed by Ellison

TLE SCIENCE-FICTION 
SUBTXMSWY by Wil
son Tucker

As I recall,it 
was The Year of Our 
Lord 1950 when I met

ANDRE NORTON

heading, by jack Harness

a well-coordina„ted, 
^nJer tbe name “B°b Tucker. ” This Tuckerbellow,1!? burned

Was a fF1 of lonS standing (and for Tucker, standing was a dis 
St^lnLSi^XXT Miniscule stature—having penned ary

Shortly thereafter Hr, Tucker chn^p th? i-tno nr t j.and began writing- science fiction novel- OrJn? f^east resistance 
g^SS«w 

SSwr »s» y 

Boi ence-iicti on Subtre-surv •• oollection of short stories "The 
included could n~be found* . a bet‘;er Whote to the mad doings 

er» ?“ 8tw»*
fucker tells a storv ° B^^^A^eer. Each one a dilly.

meanings clear, his pxesJntattXdX ^rSe hls
often toe. simple. Char act eriz-ti ™ e^reme simplicity, in fact,
too often laoklnL HiSlrtSSS seem ?o ’““■»<*»«" H
not quite. The feeline: T y-ifha-r. • • Miljflost excellent, and yet
Tucker learned one of'the two\ili^^?^J^ the fact that* 
before he learned the other, chSifter^zntf^1^^111^ Plotting--,

But don’t let mS inX°^
you. Buy the thing*, it’s a three-ring cirov s1 of^ S?" huth“alarm deter 
^n w^^tori^^
«Uo. thougit he oould walk between aU; SY^VoJ’o^heS^tTo
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diverse for explanation.
. Tucker’s ability to step up to the old tried-and-true - cliches of 

science fiction, say, "To hell withyoui" and then give them a healthy 
kick m the chops is a beautiful thing to observe. As in his wonder- 
iully wacky, "home Is Where The Wreck Is, V where we have an incompetant 
space captain who would be declared the black sheep of any Captain fu
ture's family. —

I can't recommend this book strongly enough. It happily gives a 
something to the field that even-practicioners of humourous s-f have- 
n t been able to present, in the SUbtreasury Tucker has hit a winner- 
and-a— hall,

WAVE by Poul Anderson reviewed by iiAHLiui ALLISOM
Earth has been submerged in a stellar "inhibitor 

retarded the intelligence of evurly living creature, 
mal- process of Galactic Progression, the Solar System 
field, shooting intellects to fantastic heights, The 
gins X.150, and the genius is unt 1st able,

this i-s- the premise Poul Anderson’ has chosen, for
• iilou^‘h in many ways a rewarding volume, and • admirably execut

ed, this reviewer is forced to conclude' that Poul has not done the job 
Loo wen, u

field" which has 
Through the nor
moves. out of the
moron’s IQ be-

hi s ..first adult

creased intelligence, 
lembic, •”

- an interesting situation. as. Anderson has set
th®re should have been more warmth and .humanity in. the story. But 

th^l^X^  ̂ mst half, dealing compass! &
to cone with the^problem of Tn- 

+, 7t 4- * deteriorated rapidly into a philosophical po- 
rm- (Interest quotient) dropping to ,401

, + i^o t’oo^ suffers from no central character. Anderson has attemut- 
been°nrono-edn tb^ as in 30 other cases where this has
fr^ework tae,ldea-13 too great to b o executed on such a flimsy 
iramework, ihe protagonists line up—Peter Corinth, Archie tok^ 
lix iiandeloaum, etc,---and take alternating wots- at each other to see 
who will be thp leading character. As a. result, they all wind up diou- 
rougnly exhausted and no Ine the winner, * ■ ■
+ „ 4In thia humble opinion, might have been immeasurably enhanced bv 
turning the soory over .to the cnimals (sue! as the apes who in
ca, join the nau-mau in revolt) -ond showir••'’how t-WX f , Afri- “win blue yonder* ?n which 1XX XHthe
his Hoao Superiors off into the sly, eoaidoning jsnrtti to the iXmF 

a salo.ctxc Co-Op systeu or soi.iesuch, leaves ae just
Huh Hit X H " X proposition;
which de^it with m a like fashion would have- created a wor1- of + 
ing character, Poul has dragged in a wealth of nish-mosh, clutterTn" 
aaaa,W,to adolnt -ll ha. been euth-roS "»«<««« 
+brh solution out of the multitudes available to solvo

iSontn *1<41 tOia 'AndejfaoE tte book With Jhi bcsHpSsiSe

At any rate, the 1950‘s will assuredly be known og tho tX m 
Anderson iiatured. y unown as the bra When

BOO LkAlW by J.T, Mclnto&h reviewed by ANDHE hOPTOM

parties oi survivors flee a Terra engaged in the death throes 
of ex fmc^ atomic conflict, Xedrg later the second generation of both 
parties m a wlllcil ,5 not on^
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own civilization of one (already challenged by its
“» <«“»«*_ th. total!terinn ,tata developed by the

■6 “ e^ef to a heishborinc planet. Hr. McIntosh
the action “^rent evil in both ways of life that

* 8 “t-*11105' however the conflict within conflict is

“lici’ti^s s™. edited by w. Paul Gonley-----SSH Pub-
lic^tiono, 11J yard mad, North Tonawanda, N.Y. reviewed

by HARLAN ELLISON

this

itor

UtUehXnH0^ “d presentation appears to be the watchword of 
oveJ-oretentbne ta,1H“6 solence fantasy poetry. Ror the laost 
over-pretentious, ponderous and often just everyday bod the m, 

U ertf or^eL^V1* fa? ra*s 8 Jn^tZ
than most) lnfeenUlty’ ° lm Pearls, dropped by some swine, More acute

A SY-oreen^e n”t strikine PRic® 0 J

Sew’or^Yorker t0 “P “ eitller 212. Partisan Hei

nerciful.
three sunflower^ tW0 or

Ihw LICLTS IB THE SKY STARS by Fredric Brown reviewed 
by ANDKE KORT OH

wm.™ N0?i1u?tfahara?t?r study °£ a nan obsessed by space, who 1 s

to o tint ne first expedition to Jupiter provides a very real hero and 
the story closely approaches Heinlein's technique in the detailed nio ture of everyday life in the nct-too-distant frture" Seconded?

LINT IHOh Afi ILTmLlAKCHUL’3 nmLLY-BUTTON (concluded from page 30) 

a brothel, and stay there for .as long as nedbssary, Of nights I shall 
read the Ehctga,vad-G-i to. and oilier- books of Indian philosophy; of .after
noons I shell lounge about in a chartreuse dressing gown, listening to 
the jazz uj‘s _on the local radio station. On this next I have not quite 
decided., but I think I shall exist upon ice cream and sloe gin—butter
scotch ice cream."

I thought his pl^n such an excellent one that I gladly lent money 
for the roomrent of the first n/eek.

kOUNoim (Which is, I guess, a proper note on which 
, ( , is o * c nd is In s c olniiin w 1^12. is "tlii s 0 *p*o 0 x*

Lunity to slip.in the following-bit of poetry, one of the few poons 
of mine, . ox wnicn I am genuinely fond, iou may not get a cbmnce 

■ to read it the’; Hdrlap may chop it out under pretence of conser
ving spo.ee. He generally takes a prett;, snotty attitude towe.rd 

ally Wo_y. me last ba oca I sent him, containing 
Old han, •' he' Characterized as "bhit." Yes^

He generally tak< 
my poetic efforts
the deeply moving
"shit.") JWITOit’S NOTLs for suc£ foul "language, obviously 
oeneata the dignity of the editor of a staid periodical of this 
sort, 1 should cut his shitty poem, but it’s on page 34. .....he
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IW GKEEli XilLLkAlW By Britz Leiber ’ reviewed by ELLISON

taking

All

Better

inapproachable facility in drawing strange cultures is allthat 
c-ved this wildly-plotted melange. Leiber*s plot was a psycho case, 
nnn+hnli Previously unpublished novel the writing is Bernard Shaw 

so laden with minutiae of Leiber»s. culture, it is a verit-’«>♦ plot, wnMerJiJ and LF i L
+ Gonfusina complexity, going three ways at'once, I find it dif

ficult to soy whether I liked it or riot. I think 1 did. but don*t bZ 
taking any large bets on it. » out cion’t be
therein the w-? tnG°ngruencieS of the skeleton, the meat is still 
wSsLin/ his world. A world of male- female
wrestling, oii-tne-oosom dresses a la Dior 1955, soles robots

Park iniLnlWli THILLS’ 1000 PEET
Cuddle y™1 favorite star.

a multitude of others, each one^S cocktails and
highly-terrifying scheme" Leiber filing into the overall and

She plot ie a tenuoL Fr? f fh° - prophet for confort.
revolving around a s trange’green 12i£2£ thing
will, ..nd the gyrations of "otters" e°°d-

hero’ it dnFFl and yon for i^Plicable reasons.
thp i J t ? * -ppe^s upon reminiscing, was the one dull point of 
the whole book—a singularly inept character, ill-dram and FL ?£ 
before the sporkieprou the rest of Leiber-s L.d casF ’°Uld 
worthy oFhodJ ^F’ FLF ?dves a perfor^noe
entertainment, tte seFLXF 4d “4“ 004 Bdlstl°
fqr some odd reason, when Xnr too, but
interestin' l-vnn+ -u? i • i together, it makes one hell of an
inoeresrm^ layout, be kind enough not to ask why.

COSTIGAN’S lEEDLE by. Jerry Sohl reviewed by ANDRE NORTON

A serial worlds tale with a new'twist and 
some honest humor. Dr. Winfield Costigan was 

to build a machine which would' put 
iorwa. u the diagnostic section of medical sci
ence u, hundred years. What he produced was i 
gateway into a kindred but uninhabited Terra, 
and fate provided the new world with an odd as- 

°£ ir-voluntary pioneers. An excellent 
handling of a now well-known theme, with good 
characterization and action.

THE WHITE WIDOWS by Sam Merwin, Jr, 
reviewed by AitoBE NORTON

there are agents among us again--de ah'* 
ly iemale agents who want to make the void safe 
by doing o.way with the male sex entirely. And 
a young chemist, Larry Einlay, stumbling on a 
few clues to the truth, finds (continued——

fVEj^ AMD. GQODbYE 
yj (Nor Maryp' ,

-'igrit ’ s ' around ug';
It surrounds us 
vid hu..s fc-und us

iijOsc and do not cayey^, 
;’i: lair।
1^.. the realm and Lair 
0 f awi u 1 unb ought, 
..iv arid ever .unwrought
>are.
...ear our cry,- 
we love-lost ones, 
forever ^nd goodbye*

---david english
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himself in the middle of a vicious if undeclared and secret war* Not, 
unfortunately, up to the standard set by Hr, Merwin in his 1951 offer
ing, House Of Many Worlds,

BRIEF CANDLES by Manning Coles reviewed by ANDRE NORTON

The two expert writers of spy stories, who combine their outstand
ing talents under the penname of "Manning Coles," have cone up with a 
fantasy which is strictly out of this world——though the action is laid 
in modern Paris, Back in 1870 some Prussian invaders were unwise e- 
nough to shoot out of hand James .Latimer of England and his cousin 
Charles Latimer, late of the .Confederate airny, who were displaying seme 
mild interest in Louis Napoleon’s badly-managed war. And in 1955 the 
two Latimers regain corporeal shapes for a space to bedevil a section 

jjrench underworld and the national tourist industry. Written 
with tongue in cheek but excellent sport all around. Doubleday.

SPaCETRAILS SERIES edited by Ken J. Krueger available from 
Pegasus Publications in association with Shroud Publishers, 

819 Michigan Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.
reviewed by ANDRE NORTON'

on a rescue

cannibals

Number One: PRISON PLANET by Wilson Tucker
An outlawed Centaurian pilot brings a ship to Earth 
mission which means his own death.

Number Two: ^E FLESH EATERS by Basil Wells
Adventures of a Terran space-wrecked on a planet of

Number three: DISEASE PLANET by David English
first expedition to Mars—men overcome by strange diseases

Number Four: DARK EVOLUTION by Walt Klein uiseees.
Murderer caught in his own web-—horror tale,

th®se distinctly amateur offerings, interesting only to col
lectors of semi-professional material. Number Five, THE OLD ONE b y 
W. Paul Ganley, has also been received, in a somewhat more pleasing & 
legible format than the preceding, with the exception of Number One.

LCVECKAET’S SELECTED ESSAYS—Volumes 1 and 2—edited by George 
Wetzel available from SSR Publications, 119 Ward Road, N.

Tonawanda, N.Y. reviewed by ANDIE NORTON

Volume One contains:
sio^o/u^^ Realism and Materialism, A Confes
sion oi uni cm th, mid Nietscheism and Realism,

Volume Two contains:
The Street (story), A Descent To Avernus, The Brief Autobiogra
phy of an Inconsequential Scribbler, Anglo-Saxondom, Revolution- 

.... Mythology, The Trip of Theobald, qnd The Alchemist (story). 
Bits and patches of Lovecraft’s writing reprinted from various amateur 
journals ana.papers. They reveal the oddities, Anglophile leanings 
ana antiquarian interests of this author. Though neatly and hands one- 
!y presented, of interest to one who collects ALL of Lovecraft, b u t 
with litxle general appeal. u u o

E PLURIBUd UNICORN by Theodore Sturgeon reviewed by ELLISON

1 wisn it were possible to add. laurels to the pile heaped on Ted
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Sturgeon by Groff Conklin in his ,rEssay On Sturgeon,” in the volume at 
hand; Such further shouting, however, would not only be inconsequen
tial---- it would be impertinent, '.

‘ But as far as that goes, impertinence appears to be called for in 
this-case. ’As Conklin ventures, "You don’t read 'these stories, they 
happen to you." And God protect us, that is exactly what happens. In 
the thirteen stories under the title E Pluribus Unicorn can be found 
characterization and alchemy, enotion^arid ’elation, terror and talent, 
fantasy and faith, A book to become a cornerstone of ary library, not 
merely one of science fiction! Lever before in the field has there 
been such a talent as Sturgeon,

His "The Silken-Swift" is a deeply moving story of people react
ing to the stimuli of their own personalities. It is a porable for 
moderns. Set in a fairyland background it calmly delineates the et
ernal struggle between bad and good as they light for the soul of mor
tal man.

"The Professor’s Teddy-Bear" is a-terrifying study in duality, as 
a man sees his future while he is a baby, presaging evil and death for 
people not yet borni ';Bianca’s Hands" is a touching' story of love. 
Love as strange as anything/Kraft-Ebbing might have envisioned. The 

, beautiful "A Saucer of Loneliness" will sell you—not scientifically, 
but emotionally. A story of such profound insight and deep convic — 

, tion, no one can hope to read it without a tear emerging. And so on
• down the line through that masterful tale of jazz-men and strange com

pulsions "Die, Maestro, Biel" to the weird little opus of the man whose 
brother.lived within his chest, "Cellmate."

Calculated studies in mood are Sturgeon’ s wares. ’And he has mar
keted them impeccably. But with the mood the plot stands timber-strong 

.with the strength of a man who knows how. to write. Lord! if you read 
nothing else_this year, get E Pluribus Unic.ciw Sturgeon no longer 
writes the gimmick-fantasy of "Yesterday Was "Monday” but he has taken 
his gimmicks and clothed them differently, rendering to. them an ap
pearance as different from their old selves as Beau Brummel from Wil-

*■ ly the Tramp. • •
The. pages contain liquid magic, The print oozes adrenalin. Take 

a chance., speed up your heartbeat, feel the surge of blood in your 
temples, experience Sturgeon at his flawless finest.

THE SINISTER RESEARCHES OP C.P. RAIWS by H.' Hearing, Jr. ' 
» - - - reviewed by ANDRE NORTON

Those who have knqwn Professor dearth. Penn Ransom from his pre
vious appearances in The Magazine of fantasy and Science fiction will 
greet this expanded version of his sufferings for science with unquiet 
jo^9 whether he is giving ’advice to love-lorn Martian’s via the fourth 
dimension or turning rats green, the gooA Professor is right in there 
pitching. And pitching, in one tale, rather remarkably. But a second 
volume must be offered us in which Ransqtn escapes the horrible fate 
waiting him on the last page of this—it is unfair to all researchers!

A l^HROli JOR OBSERVERS by Edgar pangbom reviewed by N ORTOIT

Infinitely a better volume than the first Pan^borh novel, Vfest’ of 
the' Suh,' this is another "agents urSong us" tale. But the quiet, med
itative style used by the Martian Eimis in hie reports’to his superior 
provide not, only a sense of realism but qualify writing to revive a 
time-worn plot. ElmiS, the Observer, armed with a bronze mirror from
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ancient Crete, and his belief in the potential value of human beings,, 
goes to war with the Abdicator Namir, who is convinced of the neces
sity for the complete destruction of the human race, for the soul o f 
a small boy who has within him the qualities of great leadership. Ths? 
hidden war covers nine hectic years and ends in complete victory for 
one of the concealed antagonists. , Very good indeed.

ANOTHER SPACE, ANOTHER TIME by H.J, Campbell available from 
Hamilton & Co., London, England reviewed by ANDRE NORTON

This offering by the editor of England’s Authentic Science Tic- 
tion is in the alien invasion setting. The plot and style are remin
iscent of what intrigued American readers about twenty years ago. A 
scientist as “mad" as the best of them -opens a doorway between univer
ses in different dimensions and admits to this world some unpleasant 
turtle-cum-snake individuals who harbor most sinister designs on man
kind with, of course, a Lensman-type hero and heroine to bring such 
plans to naught. The whole volume is quite dated when compared t c 
such contemporary offerings as Mirror Lor Observers, reviewed above.

THE EXPLORERS by C.M. Kornbluth reviewed by HARLAN ELLISON

Rather than prattling about what science fiction should be, one 
of the most talented of the contemporary SI authors - shows us. Brilli
antly, deftly, originally.

Included in this latest of the Ballantine originals are nine sto
ries of which six are magnificent, two are merely excellent, and ono, 
the first story Kornbluth ever wrote (at the age of fifteen),'Thirteen 
O’clock, " is rather inept and childish in the light of his later work.

Here the real scintillance of Cyril Kornbluth’s style comes forth, 
with all the impact and ferocity, with all tire humor and ingenuity, 
with all the verve and literateness of a master.

The stories in this volume comprise an imposing chunk of that pie 
made from pure science fiction. Lor this is true science fiction. Of 
the type Grandma used to bake. Not the watered-down balderdash cfmudi 
of the Bradbury school, nor the rigid unsmiling stuff wrought by the 
Gernsback school. But a conmingling as appealing and vibrant as that 
of love and respect.

A new novelette is included, "Gomez"? a down-to-Earth narrative 
of a 17-year-old boy whose intuitive grasp of science and advanced-le
vel mathematics made him both a better physicist than Eermi and a more 
valuable government secret than the A-boMb., The story is told with 
compassion that never seems superficial and must be unfl inchingly cast 
in with Kornbluth’s finest work-—of wh;ch there is much.

The rest of the yarns, from the terrifying saga of a man who 
drained emotion from victims, instead of eating---- "The Mindworm" -------- 
through that portrait of dreams shattered and Man still triumphant o- 
ver metal in "With These Hands", to the. supreme beauty of my nominat
ion for the most truly expressive answer to the question, "what i s 
science fiction?"----"That Share Of Glory."

Ered Pohl’s introduction, cynically slapping Kornbluth on the 
back in the spirit of drinking-buddres is an added fillip to a collec
tion that admirably reflects Hie Ko.'nbluthian optimism mirrored in ev
ery story. These are thou^itful to.es, but they are happy tales, for 
the most part,

Kornbluth appears to be reaching the pinnacle. He is now a wri
ter with which to contend. But thei, hasn’t it always been so? END
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STYX-
. shouts down the corridor of time by 

..the editor, harlan eBison, remember him ?

illustration by IiACSH

Something new, as far. as I can tell—* 
. a fannish. political cartoon. ■ There it is, 
-at the end.of this line, done by LynnHick- 
man, late head of The Widdle Monstahs o f 
Amewicca. There are two more in this par
ticular series, which’ll be used in succee
ding issues ... 19 copies of the 1953 one- 

’shot VECTOR available, with material by Jim 
Schreiber and myself. 25/ to the first 19' 
takers. I personally assure you its worth, 
the two-bits, if just, to read Schreiber’S' 
excellent short story "Listen" ... I’m but 

, -UCH

lately back from the Coast, pooped but ell aglow about' SanBran. What 
a glorious town, and what glorious people. Herewith I pay honor and 
tribute to Bred Malz and. his family, Les and Es Cole, Pete Graham. an 
unnamed waitress in "Tiny’s," Betty Jo McCarthy, Tony Boucher, Boob 
Stewart and a host of others, whose impressions all crowd in on me at 
once, making it too difficult to name them all. I iCve you all, bles
sing ea„ch and all for a wonderful West Coast vacation, ...

THOUGHTS (Impressions Brom Inner Space); Stopped off in Peoria 
on the way back home from SP and saw Betty Barmer, sober-minded wife 

buW Philip Jose. That unregenerate leech Randall Garrett was 
there mooching' a meal, and a pleasant time was spent by all looking at 
some fascinating pictures Mr. Garrett had snapped of his ex-wife when 
she was at her eye-catching©st best, ... Speaking of Randy, I feel it 
safe to mention that with his abstinence from John Barleycorn and the 
appearance of "The Hunting Lodge" in ASP, Randy has more than come of 
age. Best of luck to a great individual. ... You should read some of
Have Ish's personal letters when the kid gets in a philosophical mood 
-—they’re. ..well.. .beautiful, I guess is the only term that fits. ... 
Terry Carr’s VULCAN is a helluva good little fanzine, in case y>u did
n’t know it. ... Specking of Simak and his writing streak, man, that 
ain’t no.streak, that’s a, flame! Clifford B, has been, coming on like 
L, Phillips Oppenheim. Prodigipus, I mean, ... Alger Rome in a. past 
issue, of ROCKET STORIES (Sept. 1953) was Algis Budrys and Jerry Bixby. 
Speaking of AJ, I’d herewith like to openly salaam in his. direction . 
for the lead yarn.in the second SCIENCE EECTION STORIES, "In Human 
Hands," which, aside from being a masterful play on words, was one of 
the best robot y-afns I’ve ever had the pleasure to read, ... More new 
news about my best friend;

ELBA E. BUNA, science fiction reader but not fan, friend of Carol 
Pohl (Mrs. Bred), and Algis Budrys, noted science fiction writer, 
who has the cover- on the November 1954 AST0U1WING, were marked on 
July . 24th, 1954 in New York City, Their best man was Kelly Breas 
and in attendance, among others, at the reception, were (continued)
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Mr. and. Mrs. John W. Campbell, Jr, 
in accordance with Mr. Budiys’ 
wedding m " "

of .Mew Jersey. The..honeymoon, 
„ . . _ ,, - v - screwball nature, was spent in the

porter tSe^cStreme ^^^'ria Hotel. lira. Budrys, your re- 
ellteent in Weeing, is .a/beautiful, int-& like^ ^^'-Woman, „who your reporter would
Wt liked to beat the too-damned-lucky-to-live Mr. Budrys to

have SVson t ^rn and his wife,Mary

■- iuwawic scum®7™ a Q^Qr™ monthly English science fiction magazine. dot™?
can adequately be termed a "magnificent job" in Great Britain-^h W* 

°f stature: JiUer 43 Je JSres a’leadnf 
vel called Xabarni Document" by someone named Tom Garson whinh” ^d away is one of the best, pieces of .seie^ read in S'
awfully long while. The cover series. "Brom Earth To The Stars "’too 
is c. striking series to see and collect,. I recommend this m^’zine * 
almost unequivocably. Available from Hamilton & Co. (Stafford) Itd""

+ .. , *0 or •American. .Gcrc it! ... I was glad to find 
out that AuoixJXCI s editor, Peter Vorsimer, was not going to • diarpe 
contributors to his big Apnish for their copies. .... The. S-M Hews Co. 

• Dox ocore gives the figures for AST0U1BI.BG1 e newsstand sales fa- the 
copies sold with a dealer profit of 

fedq°i av- 11 a C0F sale oVer the period that
reads 1,858,311---- dealer profits at $111,498.66, ...

THE BASTITE PICTURE: after Harold Van Dall»s column lust i’s- 
sae* 1 was.deluged by figures, statistics, corrections, etcetera1 from 
everyone, in any way connected or pleased with Ballantine Books? Inc? 
from these submissions I herewith present two of interest:

(a letter sent to Bob Tucker, sent to me): ■
1 * * ‘HeHantine-: Books has just signed with anew, first—rate 

distributor and is now squared, away -for a much ‘more 'effective
handling of paperbacks than wab possible in recent months. Star- 
jfn8 with August books, the Capital i 1strihuting Company of Ber- 
by, Conn, will take over, Instrumental in the arrangement will 
he Capital’s business partner, Mrn. Allan Adams, a man wizh afire 
r?S°ri magazine and small book circulation. ... This change, 
with the complex arrangements involved in concluding with our' 

distribution, has delayed our fall list. But in 
fact, after nine titles in:. May and June, we are-losing-onlyJu- * '

' ly before resuming with four books August-September. . "

(excerpt from a letter published ini the- letter ■■ column this
issue in its entirety, from Wilson .Tucker, eminent author.................  
and science fiction fan. of long standing) j ■■

, ."•••! have. seen circulation figures, on one -Ballantine -t-itle,- aClarke 
look, snowing that they. went back to press, for a second printing of 
another hundred thousand copies. Making two -hundred thousand in all. 
This would dispute van ball’s, claim that -no book ‘topped the origin
al one hundred thousand figure. .,." /

To this, all I can add is that Mrt Van Ball, who is MOT, let me 
reiterate (thank ghodl ) • Harlan Ellison, esnswers dll’ Sudh remonstrances 
in his column. ’M'rom Whei’e I Sit, " found somewhere in’ this "issue. From 
our. angle of vision, Van-Ball has been-causing the. biggest stir in an 
amateur magazine in sone years. More power to him. He stirs dust...

♦

f
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MAISCH So help me* 'this column was designed for one
page, to nt in .all..the loose.hits of info I stumbled over between an 

but then"Jack-Harness, whose illustration appears
VOhS 4° Wow, dropped in to see me and said he enjqjed

Wthing else in the issue because of the free-e asy
Actu~iiv tut * IS knd 1 couldn’t let egoboo like that roll by.
the w^i/n^ J^sity of Wd; is that I had more in
the wey of news bits and printworthy, items than usual. So bear with.

this time' aS^hiTis^ 1955 Convention Site, as you all know by 
contnot MM ; this is to let you know that b 111; MSI CMS is in direct 
X S°a
news will be brought to vm in n * -eC~-l^)» $11 the Iqtest
ress deports. Moreen 1 P^ges in addition to the Prog-
Cons, so 1’11 be Planning a Con to end a 11
us a hometown—-in »55 for ft? m 71Si^ hometwon— -almost as n i ce

inn HUMOUR OF HORMAK G

^iedor
of volumes i 3 sued'"fro:

BROHNE!

of Henry WHteheai, The

y of you are familiar w 
■The^Mt

it h 
.and

h x ------- ----------------—alplok M Sir n, The Hit end
dafhPm £j_ ^tr?nq hwnvkl; De^oy, . etc. ''I1w certain.,- . G-gll^ "herewith I 

on U!o yisnettes from the Wit . And. Wisdom of one
of America-Canada’s greaueM intellects.* Mormhn G. Browne, Faaaahan!

^ewcerpted witnout, permission frog nepBonal letter'?)
Send up some artuork to Albert Ustovica. He’ll hatecme if h e. 

some stuff from you :and he didn’t. 
. I still laugh apopt the incident

learns that 
he’ll buy a: 
c on. Ra^ 3

I got

a had
starts to go up to 
'I want to look at

put 
loo

"Immediately 
the floor; 'That’ 
'Painted by Raw Beau 

"The kid would

the 
o, n»

t cover pci 
Toronto gr 

minting of 
■MOTHER'. ’ I

e are you’going? ?we

The ki de; nieve- 
a t ■ ■ the,. Mi d w e s t - 
able, Albert

.shed him’1

ay Steam* 
ded.

oh toe
FATHER

I, pi nn i ng him t o 
~ pm e on e v e.l 1 ed.

oavc bought it

lo
c opy

custom, 'clod1 
vras inside.,? 
pened to hav

■ ould have 
at? Aluminum Multi pl

p-. 
1 f t 
Mt;

n

hovi much I paid 
"Wen ho s,

mat, s uno nrcl- one, even to the 
individual swelling of such good 
old words as nieve." . Here is. a 
second one. I had sent NGB some 
original SF art from nrpzin.es a- 
long wi on trie printing plate from 
the Emsh weirdie . bovon we had'. A 

study in sadism it. is:

felt like

ceived your letter 
h along with the 
son for the' delay 

oecaUoe artwork was stopped 
CUSTOMS (dum-dum-dumdum).

iting a. .satire after viewing the 
owage and looking at. what 
ely. Fortunately, I hap- 

me }anci told him thev were 
ame from. Ho didn't ask-me ■

ou G c on*

explained three time 
"Finally, in ma?

lied ■ahyuaj 
ate ,-bf your 

couldn't figure out ghat that
.cover drawing^ that 
was even after I

peration, the ludcd page 44)

nrpzin.es
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page 43 ^Portraits. ROBERT BLOCH as ?eer by ROBERT Q. BLOCH

Ladies and gentlemen..♦and house detectives*
He come now to the unconventional part of the convention.
Before opening the bottle...I mean the program...I’d like to take 

time out to make one or two personal remarks. This ’.’ill give every
body in the.audience an opportunity to sit back and take their shoes 
off. Thar is, thpcb of you who are wearing shoes.

You Confederates will have to find something else to do. I * d 
su-yest taking a couple of aspirins. You know, pome to think of it, 

’to nav c one aspirin concession here for this convention. g’r 
the time this ’weekend was over, I’d have more mono’? than Mar tv Green- 
berg. ' ' " " '

Well, anyway, first of all, I want”to tell you how hanpy 
just to bo here in this great city of..«uh...of..,er....Philnd 
toe home of 'Philadelphia lawyers, Philadelphia cream cheese, 
Philadelphia Athletics.

I a m 
elphia, 
and the

As a matter of fact, I’ve already made contact with all three. 
Tnere s a Philadelphia lawyer after ne-right now. Yesterday at dinner 
I sat down on a plate of Philadelphia cream cheese...and from' the

S

=I

EDITOR’S NOTE: the ol,i p;’1" ~new ?bcolutoly nothing about 
buying and selling books. He perched up 

icallv. "Well T don’-’t tpn.^s ladder and stared at me myoo- 
" aon v know, he muttered', "This Oocner Of The 

a ^nn a rare thing. 1111 have' to- charge you four dol
lars for iu. As it turned out, the’ Arkhq.n' Hou.ce edi 
book, originally priced at three dollars-, was brinnin 
like eight or ten everywhere that bibliophiles know t 
It just went to prove that even’ in the' realm, of the a 
astically ignorant, the name Of the author of .that book—-R obert 
31och -was a well-known and respected thing. Bob Bloch/ liv’rv 
the last we heard, rather crampedly with his'wife, child and;fan- 
zine collection in nox po2, Weyauwega, Wise., has.. assumed ciennf 1 r 
proportions tO> modern-day fandom. He’s a pro,'no mistaking' a n d 
yet, as exemplified py tne following complete, selection of" h i s 
quips, queries and qualms from Philly in 1953, he is a 'fan a t 
hearc, pure and. simple. More simple than pure, however. Her e 
tnen, is a. 10I10 of fulsome fun oy Robert Q. Bloch. he
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these streets
..carry-

Sal th, carrying

PASTICHES FROM ROBERT BLOCH (continued)

noise I heard next door yesterday evening, I 
tnink tne- Philadelphia Athletics were holding 
a night game in the room next to me.

But seriously, now, Philadelphia is a. 
wonderful place, steeped in history and trad
ition.
. 3in?e this great city was founded
by william Penn and Milton Rothman, it h a s 
played a part in our country’s life that should 
be an inspiration to us ;all. What a thrill it 
is for me, as it must be for 
tioneers, to step out into 
streets•

nil of you
these

conven- 
o r ic

Of course, everything
not run down by a taxicab,

. . changes. _
two hundred years -ago, you might run into Benjamin Franklin 
ing a loaf of white bread as he enters the city

Today, yfe’re more likely to run ‘ J "" 
a load of m.

you walked down

into George 0

You know,.there are all sorts of 
fiction convention. Some people come 
auction. Some people come to collect

reasons for attending a science 
because they like to'bid at the

so 
tip

they can sit around and watch; what
autographs. people come

me 
we 
li

, ,, — ------- other people do and then write 
dirty remarks in the fan magazines.

4s_ for me, 1 come to science fiction conventions because it gives 
an opportunity to meet and mingle with some real scientists. And 
do navetnen here, make no mistake about that. If you don’t be-

eve me, just tri
about.scientists I

Seriously, now, I’m going to 
program. The subject of his talk 
Of The SF Writer" and in order to 
say a few words about Smiths.

poker game with some of them —talk

introduce a scientist to you on this 
this afternoon is "The Seven Stages 
introduce him properly, I have 'to

There have been many famous Smiths in the'.history of this coun
try. -There was first of alla man named John Smith...you know, the 
guy who signed the hotel register with Pocahontas. Then there was 
Sonian Smiun, the man who founded the Smithsonian Institute. And of 
course, Adam Smith, the first man. And also Sniffv Smith and Runny 
Smith, who invented Smith Brothers Cough Drops. In writing, of 
course., we ve had Clark Ashton Smith, and our own Doc Smith, the au
thor of that immortal science fiction classic...HOW GREY WAS MV LEMS- 
MAN. But there, was one Smith whom Henry Wadsworth Longfellow^ must 
have seen thinking aoout when he penned those immortal lines...."the 
smith, a mighty man is he." Of course you all know who I’m talking 
aoout...one of the threp loading figures in Science Fiction todav./ 
none other than George 0. Smith;

t

Our next item is a fan play, Mow snaking of fans. ..
You see, I came out. here on the plane, and when I changed flights 

in Chicago, I got aboard and I happened to notice a young ' fellow^sit- 
ting up near the front. I wont over to him and cat downward said, "I 
see you re going to the Science Fiction Convention."

He looked at me and said, "How did you kridw I’m a- scierce- f i 
tion fan, Bllldddppp,_Bllldddppr, Bllllddddpppp?" .And I said, "Oh, 
tnere was something aoout the cut of your beanie-and your sensitive 
pointed head.

»/ell, as a meter of fact, he turned out to be a very prominent 
science fiction fan indeed...a fellow by-the (continued page Rs)
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whole works to the chief, appraiser and a value of $2.00 (Two dollar,g ) 
was set on the works!

Then, I couldn't help screwing him a bit by telling him the fun 
of ordering things from the States was the gamble on whether it would 
come^tarough and be stopped or not. I then mentioned casually that 
I had gotten a few books, some artwork and a 12" If record through 
under his nose*. ' a

Poor guy flipped at that, He pulled a sheet over a,nd remarked 
that while I wao here’I might as well make out a form and pay duty on 
tn© record. I laughed, and laughed and laughed. 'You canH prove I 
JsOb him. .Thought the guy wad going to have a fit.

. Finally I told him I was planning on ordering some more stuff 
from thStates and maybe they would have better luck then. The last 

■J heard he ^as giving orders to have a huge sign put up over the 
checking desks: NORMN G. BROWNE - WATCH THIS MN! 1 ! f

Terrific. Tho whole experience was worth the bloodv 64d it cost 
Fie; , u

tho first installment of what might

of

FREE' Rate

nite
. .he

SF art de, 
, Cartier

sent in, before

Ana that, gentle 
very well develop into 
a series' of some' sort; 
I can see it now; The 
Jit and Wisdom of Bert 
Hirschhorn, The Wit and 
Wisdom of Jim Hornon , 
The Wit and' Wisdom of
J os e-ph Semenovi ch
Wilson Tucker, Dcgn A 
Or ennoil, etc ot era ad 
nausoum. ...

CARTOON IN SYNCHROCOLOR 
for DIMENSIONS by Betty 
Jo McCarthy, Costa Mesa 
California ------  1954

HOT NEWS: Cleve- 
1and's flrst Progres s 
Report for the 1955 Con 
wont, out early this 
month to 2000 names on 
the Cleveland list, for 
in said ProgPorts

fullFans: $8,00
M.00 _
$2.00 ouar __
$1.00 per inch (l1 x 3 78 )

PROFESS!ONALS: $14.00-$7. OO-fe-.bt
respectively for the 

The sizes in parenthesis arc th 
your copy should be, when 
redu c11on Aprinting.

THOUGHT FOR T/ 
ROTATIONAL PERIOD: 
as much artwork in 
San Francisco, the 
that should have be 
other rooms, to be 
want cd. Why ? Has 
that much since Bol

TS PARTICULAR 24-H OUR 
though there was quite 

the submitted 'batches at 
work was abominable. Art 
■on auctioned ma 
taken for 25,4 i
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name of Bat Dunston
Wen we got off the plane I realized as this scamp came down 

the ramp that he was none other than the champ aide-de-camp ■ t o L . 
Sprague de Camp.

There, that one ought to kill the rumor that I have false teeth.
Anyhow, I asked him what' he was doing .to pass time on the plane, 

ano. he said, Wat do you suppose? Readin-, sr.lence-f j ct^ on, o f 
course. That^s all I ever do."

I said, "Do you mean to say you spend'ALL your time reading 'chat 
crud, I mean, literature?" .

And ho said, "Figure it out for yourself. There are approxima
tely 30 science-fiction magazines published each month. In order to 
keep up with thorn I nave to read one per day, Nov’ there’s an average 
of a hundred thousand words per issue in each magazine...and if " I 
read five thousand words an hour, this means I can finish one magazine 
in twenty hours a dav. .

It vI said, Gosh, fella, that only loaves you four hours a day for 
eating and sleeping."

And he said, Wo eats? Wo sloops?" He said, "Every year they 
put out about seventy hardcover books and collections of science- 
fiction. ...and these contain at least another hundred thousand words 
apiece. So if I road one of those for four hours a day I finish it 
in five days. But at.the end of the-year I’m still approximately two 
pooks oehind...ancx chon of course there’s all the ■ fan—magazines t o 
catch up with,.

So I said, "‘doll, if you’re so rushed for tipe, why is it 
go to a Science Fiction Convention?" And he said, "i’ll 
there arc twelve months in a year. Seven of them have 
days instead of thirty or twenty-eight, 
I have exactly five- full days left ovof. 
my two leftover books and all of the -/an 
Giiree a ays,. .and I spend those three day 
vention.

tell
you 

you.

This means that every 
Or. two of those da vs

thirty-one
year

zines. That leaves me 
the Science Fiction Con-

Now all this sounded very logical and mathematical to me, but 
one. more thing I wanted to know, and I asked him. "That 

, ' but would you mind tolling mo Just what’s the bl^ 
c the Science Fiction Convention?" —“

. . Wat do you think? Don’t you realize, with all my
t-me taaen up by .reading, that thofe three days at the Science Fic
tion Convention are^tho only chance I got during the entire year to 

„ at this point, thunderous applause!)
uo now a ran presentation, introducing "The'Game From Outer 

Space —- a play written and directed by Harold 
three leading figures in science*flotion todav.
Philadelphia Science Fiction Society.

there 
sounds
attraction

very nice

And he said

go to the washroom? ii

nyncn — one 
Eresented by

of the 
the

^ust a moment I m declaring a ten-minute intermission. This 
will give everybody a chance to rush out into the lobby and write a 
story.. .start up a now magazine,.. or clip somebody for a tenner o^nt 
commission.

But don’t forgot to come back here in ton minutes...we’ve got a 
lot more on the program for you.

For those of you who aren’t going to .opend those ton minutes in 
writing or editing... .you may be Interested in some of our lobby mer

You’ll find a refreshment stand with a .full supply of delicacies 
...we have blood plasma for those who need transfusions at this time? 
Ted Sturgeon is selling some of his own candy.
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And might I call your attention to the little souvenir stand in 
the corner? Harlan Ellison is selling- convention souvenirs,, featur-. 
iny some shrunken heads... including his. own. Shrunken human heads on 
sale in the lobby now. .. just' the thing to. take home to’ the ■ kiddies! 
Get your souvenirs in the lobby... buy a lock of Doc Wi nt er1R hair for 
a souvenir! Okay...stand by for ten minutes!

The mon I am about to introduce to you now arc beyond cuestion, 
three of the three loadin' figures in Selene^ Fiction today.

Their topic is "Science Fiction As A Career," and that's some*’ 
thing Jon which they are authorities. Ehob 'of the three is going to 
discus's, in turn, his particular outlook. And 'each'of the three is 
an expert. I’m going to introduce them all to you now...and then they 
will address you in turn.

_The first section -- on SCIENCE FICTION AS A. CAREER — concerns 
writing. And wh.o is more pualigibd to tell' you all about that than 
L. Sprague de Camp?

The second section — on editing and agenting — will be hand!ed 
by none other than Lester del Roy.

The third section ----- concerning publishing ----- is in the cap
able hands of Lloyd; Eshbach.

So here they are, ladies and gentlemen...ready to rip the veil, 
of secrecy aside and tell all...three men who have MADE science fic
tion a career!

(EDITOR’S NOTE: at this point Bob introduced the panel, "Fans 
Who Have Become Pros" which was moderated by Nilson (Bob) Tucker and 
featured E. Everett Evans (I think), F’rank M. Robinson and myself (I 
am certain). Unfortunately for Posterity and his menial chroniclers 
Bloch must have introduced this one extemp, because the complete set 
of notes M. Bloch presented mo has a lahse at this point. Sorry. ..he

Now we come to the ono part of the program I really wanted to 
run myself — but Theodore Sturgeon the lucky dog— or should I say 
the lucky fish — beat mo out. He is going'to moderate a panel dis
cussion entitled "Women In Science Fiction" — or Why Monsters Get 
Bug-Eyed. You all know Theodore Sturgeon-----ono of the throe load
ing figures in •scidnco fiction today. His panel consists of Bea Ma
haffey, Evelyn' Gold, Katherine MacLean and Evelyn Harrison •—-’an d 
believe me, folks, 'rhen you see these gals you'll be seeing the lead
ing figures in'Science Fiction today! " (Recess till 7:00 PM)

And now ire come to a long-awaited portion of our pro- 
gram, Some months ago the Convention Committee announced a special 
contest for this affair...it called upon fan clubs all over the coun
try to compete for a prize.

This prize- will be awarded to the group that precents the best 
skit here- today.

The response was overwhelming. No-got in a lot ’ of’skits... .t o 
say nothing of a lot of skits-ophrenics,..and you're going to see 
them...and judge them...right now!

From now on I'm turning over this program to the gentleman in 
charge of the skit contests... one of the throe (concluded page 48)
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autobiography of Kendall F. Crosson., 
■■/rittor ip biographic form by ore of 
Crooscn’h charactors, Manning Draco, 
starts ofi uho issue. The fc11 on

not
vo average for fan. fiction., but 
nrcmchIng•the off-trail stan- 
ot by SLANT not—co—many vearc 
In the letter column Turner

Wbd ^ondohs why fan:s worry go :auch 
about fame .-.nd not about stf.'Edit
or Smith replies that he thinks' fans'- 
are UcO worried about what Ellison 
oats for breakfast than science fic
tion, and replies to his own half- 
posed question that it’s • 'phobably 
Whpatles. For the sake of clarifi- 
cacaon l’d like to ste.tc that t h e 
last time I had breakfast with Ell
ison ho was eating cold pancakes and 
throwing the extra
at passers-by. (25/)

out the indow

EDITOR’S NOTE: it’s a policy of the 
house not to cut o r 

tain the manuscripts sent us,"with the 
exception. of gramaptical and/or slight 
literary clarification. Thus, anything 
Mr. Ish (bless his flattering little 
heart) has to say, he’says on his' own, 
with no coercion or embellishment. Any 
cgotoc is coually distributed to il.

3eon to be glaring
an editorial, and
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on the platform
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Irwin Homo

kcd Isaac up hone

oi

aow

you como up hero just 
of the loading 3 figu:

you probably remember -thorn

you'll all be just as interested in this
lot of stor- 

e

a■moment? You know

les about robots, 
good, too,

But here ’ s t

f or Founds11on 
Of course,

And now I’d like to introduce , 
man is as famous for his Foundation

Nov; tho real reason 
today as-to revoal a ver 
ed just yesterday. As c

1ou kn ow, fr i end s

g1osc to ^nzlne-of-the-month is SCIENCE- 
FxCTxOI: ADVERTISER, from 1745 Kenneth Road, Glendale 1, 
Calixornia. I have throe issues of this ouarterly oh 
hand, all marked for review, all neatly offsot‘ and pal- 
ataole reading. ' Although the ADVERTISER loans slightly 
toward.the seller and consumer of back-date magazines, 

iCr^ is at lease on® article of interest per issue, the 
KsV^orable ono of• my throe copies being R. Bretnor's 

Gn Taking Science- Fiction Seriously1' in tho. • Winter 
number. A rccontly installed ’'Spec. Dept." provides 
whap the editor hopes is a "department for free-lance 
speculation along the what-if lino that mav or may not 
have story.value." John Harri on speculates with 
Campooll-like erudition about ocioty without 
desire, taking it for granted that without 
would have a society one

From the North of Ireland, 170 Urrcr 
Newtownards Road, Belfast, to be ex-
successor to SLANT which everyone; by 

is HYPHEN comes at regular, humourous (soellod 
Ellison, for our English friends) (ED’S NOTE 
an<d pip fowah you, bully-boy! . .he; intervals 

the only serious constructive fly in tho ointment bain/
Hirschhorn s thoroughly excellent column, "Hyphen

ations. Bert gives Seventh Fandom a more-hurried bur* 
ial than, even Sixth got, but is for-

PASTICHES FROM ROBERT BLOCH (concluded from- page 46)

in Science Fiction today...none other than 

.uthor, This

rment s *
’m speaking of our own Isaac Asimov

in science fiction today!

-- - Isaac Asimov is a robot himself!
Never think it to look at him, would vou, folks? Vov Hf 

like, isn t he? Mind, turning.around, Isaac? Wait a minute...I 
think you re getting a little rusty. (OILCAN) There: okay. 
Isaac, and thanks. And folks, if you think he's oiled now.. .you 
should have seen him last night; '
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glvcablo or downright ontprtaininw• Tho ^Ost of thi^ Sth 
issue, almost exclusively' Irish/British, bucks up'a long- 
, S-?- opinio. Oi mine that the English have a much Hore 
hignjy-doyelopod and acute sense of humour than"their Am- 
*-^10 an conocmporarios. Two issues arc- worth c,ny fan*g 
l/o, -which translates easily into two bits.

his

ballooning 
doubtful di 
lumn that s

OOPSLAl, as most of uc ImoU 
revived, thio time coming h 
2ol7 11th St., Santa Monica

soon 
from:

, - —------ , at fiftoon certs
per copy, mo old columns arc still there, and Willis has 
oom aaecd to mikins1 stable, still Harming once or twine 
SB ac did in QUAEDRY, and sWl continuing to us a
r°port of nis trip to the Staton, a little at the ontl of 
0 column.^ Carr 3 omnipotent "Face Critturs" once a- 

rear tnoir ugly eyebrows, and Vernon McCain- devotes 
his personal preferences for stf during last 

5 ear. entertaining roading, straight through.

A golden issue (tho ninth) of ECLIPSE 
comes from;Hay Thompson, ■ 10 S.'4th St., 
uoriolk, Hcbrpska, for 10g, Lest that adjective be mis- 
_. ending,^ d opttor say that it refers to the■ paper. Biomo- 

editorial faux ras by slipping in two com- 
mt'L th? of to SOBtalto, .inotona UUprsxl-
ing &ne little horrors out over a couple of 
be much more outspoken about this ■bractice I'd 

hadn’tmude^the_mistake of doing one myself once, 
initial introduction by Hoffman and one or 
other bright fans of that' ora, one finds oneself tirira of 

W^lbuseher has a cuesSble
raiXo ea-s vogue nowadays not to discuss
.raieace .1 action in i, ne Astons to tell us about

y°iite doiio scars. God. One piece of well-boiled 
f-^on, a column by Bobb- Stew-art, and-----my God, this is 
luiibaotic lorry Carr^s Face Critturs," this time

t Carr does 90 little'more t h 
rdly notices the difference, 

the exception of the letter

but after their
two Of the'

bU
one

gat nowents

A 
c o—

4 first issue of some— /j 
thing called SCINTI11-
ation has come out from Cincinnati fans, subscriptions ap- 
to^Hyoglv^.t0 Soulzinger, 3423 Larona Ave., Cin- 

in^ti 29, Onio, It is mat one has groan to expect from 
_irs u issues, written by. .the. two editors, one of vhichher- 
alds che other as our main writer and poet." Tbe ma^n 

^presents a piece of fiction, "Fantasy ^A- 
- on the Ovals, which takes place between two pointless- 

nothing in the way of retaining the read- 
Hot recommended for the connoisseur.

the Ovals
nesses and does 
er 3 breakfast.

Three issues of 
have come to me 
sippi, Portland

Dick Geis4 PSYCH 
from 26/1 N. Mis 
12, Oregon at te: three for twenty.
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five. All three issues have a fine assortment of columns, 
entertaining editorials, and a minimum amount of fiction 
(an average of two-thirds of a storjr per issue), one piece 
of which The Little Boy Who Lpved Cats by Harlan Ellison 
is a cor 1;er right up'to; but unfortunately, not including 
the ending. The letter column of PSYCHOTIC is always 
bubbling with .some sort of controversy, so if You're the 
feuding type you’ll enjoy PSYCHOTIC. You don’t have to be 
nuts to sub to PSYCHOTIC, you .just have to like columnists 
like McCain and Kessler, and the general attitude pervad
ing the magazine. I do.

50

Apt. 1, 640 East Tenth Street 
the understanding that it is 
Fandom. It appears that Mr.
beer and what a 
may do to one, ,

) < I is sent out b y
J Ray Beam from

Indianapolis, Indiana with 
a representation of Indiana 
Seam has recently discovered

, sufficient amount, of this fine beverage 
and wished to continue his research furth-

er by.publishing a fanzine while drinking brew, This is 
xine- if your name is Burbee, but if you’re Ray -Beam you’re 
out of luck. There is a very long joke that Incorporates 
a.parody on the- Lensmen and throttles what humor therein 
with its length. And this is obviously the best piece in 
the issue. Those readers' that have good eyesight oay be 
able to tackle the rest of the issue directljr before meals 
if they're weak on retentive power. On the other hand, if 
you like tripe, you'll love the GALACTIC POST.

is an exceotion-
J I 1> J J | rj-\J 'IL7^7\ally palatable A 

thought-provoking journal for fans on either side of the 
border, and is edited and published by Gerald A. Steward, 
166 McRoberts Avenue, Toronto 10, Ontario for twenty cents 
a copy. In his editorial Mr. Steward complains about 
viewers who constantly' talk, about CF's legibility, a 
ignore the contents. I must say that both are fine.

re- 
n d

C P \ 2 r PI I P ie still being published by
J U 1 jj J ; Bob Silverberg, 760 Montgom

ery Street, Brooklyn 13, N.Y. but only for FAPA and "out
side interested parties who nay have in for a dime. Now 
rather more condensed and carrying FARA mailing reviews__  
and this issue of the quarterly has only one article "The 
Flight of the Skylarks1 by Redd Boggs—despite the page 
cutting SPACESHIP is still a good dime’s worth and a mas
ter of erudition.

is a slowly growing concern that is nub- 
lished by Penis Moreen, 214 Ninth St., 

Wilmette, Illinois, for ten cents.'' The material for the 
most part is passingly readable, but more than anything 
else the zine shows —and believe me I hate the word oulte 
as much as you do—promise. Dick Geis has a column ' 1 n
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this seventh issue, The Violent Ward” in which he sets forth an eve- 
opening and somewhat (as far as I can see) truthful sort of postulate* 
ail science fiction fans have an inferiority complex. Of course 1 t 

Ju ?ake a senerality of such scope, but it is more than
G~s logic that convinces me of at least-a’partial correctness in his 

remarks. Or haven’t you ever been to a convention?

Which are all the fanzines with the exception of DIMENSIONS to 
ln for review this issue. ’ One confession, though;

at this writing your columnist is in Illinois-.and on the trip 
outa copy of Russ Watkins DAWN was misplaced, and I have not 
memory -enough to review from same. From my recollection, DAW 

considerably since my review of the magazine last
1 meant to comment at a great length on its Improve

ment* Alas, I can not. ' ■

You may accuse this reviewer and Ellison' of having a mutual egoboo 
P c or ^bat I know which side of my bread takes oleo, but DIMENSIONS 
is the top magazine in the fan publishing field. ; If this sounds sink1N1Pult "“P® the onQBraB rohlev-hbuhO;h^ 
ditlon that another fan-editor gives mo'room to say the same thing.

Anybody that thinks another fan magazine is ci- 
review lineup" Ellison -has

(e-acluoing one or two misfits like this review
er) is Just plain nuts. There are fanzines that 

it in f in legibility, fanzines that beat
.t in eloquance, fanzines thac can beat It on almost any single ooint 
you care to name, but put all those points together and nnhn/v Won + 
DIMENSIONS. Fanzines like. SCIENCE FICTION ADVERTISER -^T^IDE aJ3 
most cease^ to be fanzines and become "little” ma^lX of the fdtld 
"littlZ” in th® flel+ °f litorature th4 has hosts . of
^ttle magazines. In many respects DIMENSIONS is a "little” mava- 

zAie of science fiction, but unlike others of this flUd it has neither 
Ignored nor snuobed nor tried to cover up its heritage. Fandom is not 
a sk610on 'in' DIMENSIONS closet, fandom Is a part of it.' m Ellison 

at^n^ T 'T 'J?0? +KS a ^Une and fanzine 
ail at once---is not esoteric to the nauseating extreme, is not over- 
done on the literary side of things, and still shells art) as I r e-

V iN11 a'tuR11?olana his WWine go overboard too oft- 
on, and he yells something is terrific and sometimes it is only med
iocre or it l_s good but you would have liked it better if it 
peen screamed at you. But I can think ;f vices that are a hell of a 
-ot worse than being knocked over backwards by something, and wanting 

people about it. I didn’t care for the fiction last issufe^ 
out then . ve been spoiling myself since I left fandom, and by f a n 
Suano.ards the fiction was. terrific;, aid although Rvan may not be- the tost writer In the States, you aren't Solng to fInd"Sny Lfer ' who 

^e artiejes and columns and have a sin
cere belief thav Ellison has walked off with the coup of the year 
swiping Van Dall from under my defunct nose. That takes care of 
specifics, if any of you were worried.

b y 
the

— David
FILLER NOTE: Evan Hunter, the science fiction writing Hunter 

recently Had hl- fVst serious novel published-! 
^The Blackboard Jungle , a terrifying novel o f 
urade school conditions.. MGM has recently bought 
-11m rights to it, P-annlng to star Glenn Ford In 
the lead. It is heartily recommended.

Ish



It seems sort of inevitable. Everytime a con is held someplace 
there s a nagty aftermath of wails on how mean and slobbish the hotel 
staff treated the fans. Usually the word gets around that the hotel 
never wants to see another fan convention again. This, I deplore.

But I can't say that my sympathies lie entirely with fandom in 
the^ matter. Maybe it's because, at one time or another, I've worked 
in hotels as^ an elevator operator, bellhop, etc. And believe me when 
I say that there are fewer better points of vantage for viewing hu
manity off its good behavior than in a hotel.

Take a person-----nearly airy person-----out pf his accustomed milieu 
and you 11 see a personality change of some sort. Usualljr hetends to 
become less inhibited. This is probably due to the protection of an
onymity...to the fact that if he creates an Indiscretion it won’t be 
common gossip all over town because nobody knows him. This release 
from the pressure' to please one’s peers can do strange things to a nor
mally well-behaved psyche-----particularly if it is triggered with al
cohol and the subtle aura of bon homie which emanates from a lot o f 
other people in the same position,

Ao.d to tnis effect the fact that the fan at a con becomes amo- 
iaentifiable minority, subject to persecution for the sins 

of his orethren and you havb. a fairly potent combination. I can’t sav 
that I m surprised at the friction that has marred so many cons. But 
I m damned if I’m pleased, either.

There arc, of course, a small slobbish segment who crave notice 
at all costs. If they can t get admiration they will settle for no
toriety. There are one or two of this breed at every con...not many, 
out that s all it takes. One is enough.

khat’s the solution? Must we go on, trying to find a fresh ho
tel every year, snapping Ineffectually at the scurvy treatment we fen- 
cy we ye had at.the hands of the last hotel? Or can we take some sort• 
ol positive action to deal with the problem so that we can return 1 f 
we want to? .1 think there is a way cut.

What wo have to do is treat the trouble before, during and af
ter. Fanzine editors have got to stop treating fandom's problem chil
dren like a bunch of roguish Little billies whoso antics a-o naughty 
out cute. We have got to let the fuggheads know that wo think them a 
ounch of nincompoops and that we're not amused when they louse it u p 
for the rest of us.

_ And it looks as though we’ll have to adopt the measure that San 
Francisco had forced on it. Vigilante committees, if vou can't think 
of a better term, should bo appointed in advance for each con. They 
snould oe formed of fans big ehcUgh and mature enough and dependable 
enough to keep the few obstreperous ones under control. (rrnrlrdei p gb)





short story

EDITOR’S NOTE: in three years of publishing, 
no greater pleasure has'fall

en to this .editor than the presontation of Ray 
Schaffer’s "Via Roma'O Not only is it a fine 
example of the heights to Which contemporary 
fiction may aspire, but it is unquestionably, 
in my^mlndj the closest thing to true "liter
ature -—in the a'cc opted sense of the word—- 
we have yet presented. Thore may be some .whd 
question the rationality of presenting.a sto
ry of this nature in a science fiction maga
zine. To them wq must staunchly defend "Via 
Roma"s appearance with the statement that the 
merits of good writing transcend the boundar
ies of genre. However, if purists demand it. 
by onljr a slight rationalization, "Via Roma" 
fits into the category of time-travel stories 
in the more accepted s-f vein. To do this, I 
feel, would be to do the story and its author 
a great injustice, however. For what it may 
bo worth, our prophetic instincts tell us Ray 
Schaffer is a talent to watch, and that "Via 
Roma will be a scholarly conversation piece 
for some time to come. Any large wagers?..ho

hat evening, Naples had looked like a city submerged 
in liquid shadow. The Italian sun had crept away 

behind the skyline and only the very tops of the buildings 
felt its warmth. This was my third day in the ancient city, 
and I wished I had never soon it. The two nrovlous days The two previous days 
had been filled with constant rounds of wine and debauch-
ery; and now I was sitting on the Via Roma, drinking m y 
way into a calculated-stupor.

As I ordered my second drink, I closed my paper bound 
copy of Tho Tropic Of Cancer and placed it in the ex.a ct 
center of the table. Then I set my three cigarettes, side
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by side, on top of it----- quite a project for hands that only half cboysd 
my misty mind. This was the part of the evening I liked best: when 
the street was teeming with people and the wine had made me superior 
to them all.

Old people strolled along, waiting for the light that would 
make all this filthj^ world change4 Waifs skirted the crowds, seeking 
out customers for their cheap jewelry, lewd books, or cheap, lewd 
little friends. American marines and sailors walked with rapid stops, 
looking for anything they could buy or take: women, wine, adventure 
in any form so long as they could prove their manhood; teen-age girlsj 
reveling in their new freedonij Wanting to buy a pack of American cig
arettes with their brand“new bodies.

I have been in many cities all over the world, but never have I 
seen a city seethe with tension as Napl.es did on that July night. Ebom 
my table I could see the aspirations, vices, and frustrations of the 
entire human race. I could feel the undercurrent of hatred of the It
alians for the Americans, who know what their money would buy.

This was the uncertain year of nineteen fifty-two, and those 
young Yankee fighting-mon wore doing just what tho Italians expected, 
and just what tho folks back homo would, never believe. On this one 
night, this was not the Via Roma, this was a vast parade of Homo Sap
iens. And I was sitting in the reviewing stand.

I folt a tug on my sleeve. By far tho most filthy Urchin I had 
ever soon was Inviting me to attend an exhibition. This made tho 
twenty-third time that day I had heard, "Hoy, Joo, you wanna see a n 
exhibish?" I started to push him away when his eyes caught mine. Damn 
the moment I saw those dark, pleading eyes: for in them I saw all the 
pain, terror, humility, lust, and sadness I had boon watching a f e w 
moments before in the marching mobs on the Via Roma. And there was an 
indefinable something else and the wine that made this boy different 
from tho twonty-two others. I stood, on uncertain foot, picked up my 
book, and followed the waif into tho Naples night.

II

I was lost. Mjr eager guide had led me through such a maze o f 
back alleys and winding streets, that I could never have hoped to find 
my way out. I reached out and caught him bjr the shoulder, s a ying, 
"Take me back...l’vo changed my mind...No oxhlbish...You understand?"

Ho understood all right, but ho just smiled and muttered some* 
thing I couldn't make out. I know I was bushod as ho turned and star
ted out again. The little bastard know I was lost and that I must 
follow him or wander into Christ knows what.

In tho next quarter of an hour, I thought up a thousand new 
names for myself. I featured myself a prime idiot for allowing those 
eyes to load me on this wild chase. An exhibition; a contest of sox, 
featuring two perverted prostitutes. How many times had I told myself 
and others that a man had to bo as perverted as tho harlots themselves 
to witness tho thing; and yet, hero I was. ' •

Once more I felt tho tug on my sleeve.
"One thous you giva me, Joo.”
"Arc wo to tho oxhlbish; where is it?”
"You giva mo one thous, I show you.”
"i’ll give you five hundred now and the rest when I come out.”
"You giva mo ono thous, Joo,’ I show you now."
Ho didn’t like it, but he took the five hundred lire and led mo

Napl.es
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to a door on the other, side of the dim.alloy. -There was just .enough 
light so that I could sec the smile on‘hls face as ho motioned for mo 
to enter. ■ - ,

'ill

As the squeaky* little door closed behind me, I realized-- that 
the place was completely dark. I stood with my bac1- to the door wait
ing for '.my eyes to find some dim .fragment of light. They found nonci 
The place remained black and silent.

Ten million years could have passed by and it would not have sur
prised me. Time after time I thought of turning and stepping through 
that little door, back into the comparative friendliness of the sche
ming night. But. pride was stronger than fear,'and my. knees were too 
weak for the necessary stops...I waited.

A noise! the scrape of a shoe against a stone floor, the nerve- 
tearing creak, of a wooden door, and dim light painted the interior of 
the hall I had been standing in.

A small, fat woman stood against the light and beckoned for me to 
enter; I did, but with a hundred pounds of fear tied to each foot.

As I seated myself on the warped, wooden behch to which Iwas led, 
I saw that .there were many more benches drawn in a circle around a n 
arena, perhaps thirty feet in diameter. As my eyes became more and 
more aware of my surroundings, I felt the cold hand of terror . run 
fingers up and down my spine and a small, hard lump clogged my throat. 
For I knew, with ever-growing certainty, that this was a page torn 
from a book'many centuries.old. This place, in which I sat, was a 
gore-splattered colosseum, wrought by some pagan Caesar! My m 1 n. d 
fought this.sight and tried to put it away, but it was there and 1 t 
was' as real as the book ■which I hold in my perspiring hand.

My gaze'took in the hundreds of blank faces around me which stared 
in expectation toward the arena below. It was Impossible to tell whe
ther these were people who walked twentieth century streets or vhether 
I had stepped into the'distant past. Their clothing was nondescript 
and their faces were all of one-mold. But this I do know, that I 
could feel bony knees dig into my back, and I could smell hot breath 
on the air around me. There was & low hum, but no distinct voices. In 
the language.there was the tension that tied all of us together in a 
knot of anxious, straining flesh.

IV

Then the air was still, even the monotonous hum died and I turned 
toward the arena.-

A door in the ring slid up and for several moments all was still; 
then a large black bull plunged into the sandy circle of light. I could 
feel the power of that beast as he moved with command across the blood- 
spotted ground. His horns were encased in gold, or something that 
looked like gold;' they were held low as he.moved his great head t 0 
and fro and his eyes gleamed with pure, demon hate. Then ,a ,se c ond 
door swung .open, .to th'o rear of the bull, and five large, grey wolves 
slunk into /the ring. Mf hand tightened on my book and I felt "the huge 
audience lean forward, as,a man; and the silence was that of- the oc
ean floor, ' 4

The wolves were large. I could’ see their yellow fangs and- their 
ribs that stood _'in,sharp relief against their side's. They circled the
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great, dark beast for a full minute, then descended like a cloud upon 
him. Twice, through the whirl of flashing teeth and snapping jaws, I 
saw the sharp, golden horns arc .upward, and twice a gory bleeding lump 
of fur hurtled through the air. The second of these landed amid the 
crowd on the far side of the arena, still snapping and clawing, but it 
was crushed at once by flailing hands and stomping feet.- The carcass 
was thrown back into the arena. “ '

A long, deep gash now poured a crimson flood onto, the sand of the 
ring. The-bull .was on his knees and the three remaining wolves were 
tearing his head and neck to shreds. In his intense agony he had bu
ried one golden horn deep into the ground and the other stood like a 
monument to his awful death.

I was still too weak and sick to think of moving, buta strange 
thrill and power surged through me. I did not think about the bull, 
onljr the wolves, because they had won; ‘ I was cheering madly, with the 
restrest of the crowd, when the door opened again. All'the" sadistic 
power ebbed from me as I saw a lone man emerge from the black tunnel.

He was tall and massively built, carrying a Roman short sword in 
his right hand. He was naked and he glistened as though he had been 
drenched in oil. The wolves were still busy with the carcass of the 
oull...anc. they did -not see -the man, - as -h-e -walked 'directly up to one of 
them and slaughtered him with a mighty slash to the back of the head.

A.terrible roar of disapproval burst from the spectators, but it 
quickly subsided when the two remaining wolves turned to meet the gla
diator. Slowly, with arched bodies they circled the man as they °had 
the bull. He, with apparent' confidence, backed slowly away until his 
back touched the wall. He was very close to me and l"could see the 
rivulets of sweat roll down his tense body. He shook his head to clear 
his eyes of the long, black hair and the sweat rained in a shower upon the wolves.

Then, as though upon a command, the animals leaped for the man. He 
swung his short sword and caught one wolf on the shoulder, but the 
other, beast slashed his left arm, hanging on and snapping al 1 the while. 
The first wolf, his front leg hanging uselessly bjr a tendon, caught 
the man’s ankle in his hideous, gnashing mouth. Hhat happened next, 
took only a moment* the bloody-sword swung like a pendulum and severed 
the body from the head that clutched the ankle. Then it poised for a 
moment and then ran through the other animal which dropped twitching- 
ly to the sand. The man shook his foot to disengage the head, then 
limped to the center cf the arena to acknowledge the wild ovation of the crowd.

It was then that I noticed, for the first time, the eyes of t h e 
man. It seemed that he was staring directly at me, and his eyes were 
those of the crazed bull, which had so recently stood on that" same 
spot-----mighty and proud.

And so it was that I was doubly horrified at the next scene. All 
these other things I had watched in the spirit of the crowd. I had 
felt a sense of guilt, it is true, but I had been held fascinated by 
the strength and power of the contestants, and I had wanted, like the 
rest of the audience, to see the blood of the vanquished. But now... 
now did some degree of decency surge back upon me; now did some rem
nant of that civilized life I had known exert itself. For when, that 
dreaded door opened and the young girl was pushed into the slime o f 
the arena, I,was apalled to the point of nausea.

I saw her look up from the sand. And I saw her face as she watched 
that bloody, naked figure stalking toward her. I stood, as did all 
the spectators. I needed air, I wanted to run, but I was wedged tight 
by the screaming, slobbering crowd.

He moved-’&lowly, he had all the time in the world. The girl was 
too frightened to cry out, as though that would have done her any good.
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She fought to cover her naked-; . 
ness and the crowd laughed. Then, 
it seemed I could feel her thoughts, 
I knew what she was going to do... 
I knew what she had to do...

She took a step toward the glad- 
iator/ then spun and ran the length 
of the pit. He thought too slowly 
to stop her. When he reached her, 
she had impaled herself upon the 
golderi horn of the bull. I could 
see the scarlet point, sharp and 
moist,: sticking obscenely from her 
back, i She was dead when the brute 
disengaged her from her' saviour and 
had hi^ will of her.

I fought, clawed and kicked my 
way to| the tiny exit. I did not 
look fbr the little boy who had led 
me there. I ran, but did not know 
I was ^running. "A dream! A dream!" 
I kept shouting, and many a mother 
pulle$ her children in from the 
street as I passed.

Then the bright light of a croud- 
ed stheet flooded my eyes. Two Am
erican shore patrolmen stopped m e 
and asked me what was wrong. "No
thing!" I shouted in their faces, 
walking' away from them, mingling at 
last with the'parade on the Via 
Roma, b •

THS END •

of a short story 
by RAT SCHAFFER, JR.

’FE’S..NOT NECESSARILY LIKE THAT DEPT

Upon ooing ask^d why she’was' retiring from the.'witch business, 
Grandma Baalam pointed.to her.instruction manual, which, passed 
on in her family from mother to daughter for countless 
ations, had been worn to shreds and rendered illegible

gen er

You know how it is,." she sighed despondently 
grimoire ain’t-what she used' t'o be."

"The old

ALOIS J BUDRYS
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Fate 
fall

sets a strange table. The placemats 
weirdly, and not always wisely.

So,

Dick 
long

Clarkson died of cancer not too

And yet
I knew him fleetingly, not well 

by Fate’s own hand,' this
editor was left with what appears to be

.. the,last piece of fan writing Dick ever did*

There will be many ini the readership who will 
say that the following .convention report

■•'should be left unpublished, in honor 
of the no-longer-with-us.

To these people I can ’cjnly say
. that Dick would not ha^e wanted it so.

Aside from the pleasure of seeing his name in 
print, ‘ a-sma^-1 pleasure indeed to be 
.granted, Dick enjoyed\writing. •

would beto.tfe as, a sense of unfulfillment if 
this,manuscript never: saw publication.

though
closest of
not appear 
dividual touch.

Both for the reason above and as a 
;■ final last reminder, of the unruly red mop, 

the face of freckles, the easy grin, that
made Dick Clarkson a member in good stand- 

not only of that organization we * calling;
Fandom tt but of that much larger organiz

ation we call the "Human Race."

•Clarkson was a cont
ributor. He never went to a con

vention and sat, sopping everyone1 else1s
personality 

went,

this magazine and its editor 
Dick's friends, and his last 
in, a fanzine more accustomed

Dick made friends as he 
and his loss is to many of us 

a sense of acute emptiness.

were not the 
report docs 
to Dick’s in-

consider it a last act of Fate

A Fate who knows we realize what we have——only when 
we no longer have it.

-----Harlan Ellison,1
January 5, 1955’



article]

Sure I’ll mention you in my con
report, but you gotta give me

Hsome material to work on.

NOTE: the- humor of Ray 
.Nelson’s cart o ons , i n 
this particular instance 
only , is simply explained 

■ by the information that 
last Labor: Day’s Decon 
(or Detroit Con if you 
will) was not as heav
ily attended as it was 
intended by its promo
ters.- As a consequence 
Nelson’s quips emerged

illustrated by Raj?- Nelson

They called it the Border Ci
ties Science Fiction Conference 
—-that was its full handle, and 
IV convened in Detroit over the 
weekend of Juljr 3-4—5.

That looks like the first sen
tence of a newspaper article 
Inevitably heralding a straight, 
unembossed recounting of events.
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MEMORIES OF THE 
DETRCITCON NO. 1: 

"Carole"

THE SIL^NCm GAS GOLDEN (continued)

"Draw George, It’s 
got to be one., o f 
\ us,"

Well, I've already tried that 
way, and it didn't work out so well, 
as editor Ellison pointed out to me. 
There was too much going on; my con
vention wasn't necessarily that o f 
someone else. And so, to give credit 
where it.is certainly due, I have en
listed aid from the aforementioned ed
itor and Mary Southworth of Detroit, 
in order, uo present as full a picture 
as possible to you, because the job 
was too big for me to handle alone. 
And so...,,

Thursday noontime. The 2nd o f 
July. John Magnus—late---- dragged 
his Ford up in front of the house and 
we were off, through Hagerstown and 
over the Pennsylvania Turnpike to Cle
veland. We there added Harlan Ellison 
to the via j er os, with whom I immediate
ly began to argue-----a habit of mine. 
This time it was about staying in De
troit, and eventually we settled o n 
the Hotel Detroiter, the official con- 
site,

Friday morning at 5 00 AM, w e 
checked in and I knew nothing from then 
until noon, when after eating I r e — 
mained at the hotel to cast about for 
incoming fans while John and Harlan 
went to pick up Mary Southworth. I 
found only one——Andy Harris. But af
ter dinner, things turned a different 
color* a chorus of loud hellos brought 
brought me rushing to the lobby, where 
I saw Ray and Perdita Nelson besieged 
at the Convention Registration Desk. 
I could not break through the circle 
until the din died down to a dull roar, 
whereupon I saw Magnus and Ellison
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g 1e e ful1 y 
for fifty-dol-
I managed to

down 
right 
quite

shoving paper pads and pencils-----features beaming happily----- ’into the 
far-from-reluctant hands of Ray Nelson, grinning and newly-moustached.

I don t think Ray stopped drawing all night, and the way he was 
ripping off cartoons, strewing them in his wake, to be 
snatched up by John and Harlan, as if they were fighting 
lar bills,, was a sight to see. With those two occupied, 
get in some small talk with Ray.

Before long, a bull-session developed at the desk, and people be
gan to suddenly appear from nowhere. George Young was .among them, and 
his quick wit and magnetic personality kept us all laughing and joking 
oill a quarter to ten, when Roger Sims closed registration for the ev
ening and we went off to find a congenial spot to talk and drink beer, 
xhe rain had started, but we piled into two cars and drove off.

Someone must have been-carrying a rabbit’s foot, because just as 
we got to our destination,. ’’The Doghouse Bar”, with rain pouring 
all-around us, I saw a car pull out from a solidly-packed line, 
n ±ront of the entrance. Three steps and we were all inside,

Soo-a others appeared, and about a dozen laughing, exnostula- 
ing fans pulled three large tables together; this was something of a 

consternation to the management, for not.only did our racket drown out 
fur boogie-woogie piano playing which was the entertainment fea-

d ’ but_the area of joined tables covered at least a third of 
he entile Interior of the Doghouse . True to its name, it was small, 

low-roofed and very cozy. ’ - bman,
Trouole soon ensued, however, when it was discovered that Burt 

eerman was too young to be served, and the manager requested him t o 
fr Allison, coming to the rescue (to the surprise of all, Harlanat 

tne time being also underage for the state of Michigan), loudly vouched 
ior Bunt, deelaiming to the rafters that Burt was 21 and that he, Har
lan mllison, would personally guarantee it. - Harlan'talked so lon^lv 

ln fact’ that it never occured to the manager to inquire 
aoout Harlan s own age, and in the end both Burt and Harlan were served, 
aespite the face that the manager remained doubtful. That incident 
takes my vote as the coup of the evening.

t o

DEAN A. GRENNELL’S "The Murky Way" ----- concluded from p* 52

No hotelier expects a convention to behave like a bunch 
of Baptist deacons---- not even, necessarily, a convention of 
Baptist deacons-----but there are limits to what they win put 
up with. They sell liquor and they know what it does t o 
people. But they also expect people, even in their cups, tp 
comport themselves with at least a modicum of decorum. If 
someone came into your home, drank themselves blotto, vomit-* 
ed on your living-room rug, broke a few windows and made as
sault upon your other guests, would you smile and shrug it 
off with a murmured, "Boys will be boys, won’t they?" Damned 
right you wouldn’t!

Hotel -personnel are people, too, surprisingly ' tolerant ' 
for the job they’re in. Remember that and you won’t laugh ' 
so heartily next time you read how some idiot thumbed his j 
nose at the cops and nearly got the con kicked out. Tt, migh t ! 
even make you a little mad. It makes me .furious. '

I

— Dean A. Grennell !
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The shufflehoard game attracted s'everal members of the group, and 
under cover of their bickering as to who scored-how many points, and 
why, I attempted a small flirtation with a very comely waitress, who 
had the most beautiful built-in stand-off that"it has ever been my 
frustration to encounter. So in order to forestall a red face -_ I 

-was getting nowhere at light-speed ----- T began to kibitz the pianist
who, to get rid of me, swung into "Honky-Tonk Train Slues".

Returning to the shuffleboard, three of the participants kindly 
Informed me that (a) the Red was loading by three points, (b) the 
BIuq was ahead by one point, and (c) the score was'tied. I thanked 
them all kindly and hurried to get mysel'f into an argument as to the 
merits of boogie and Blues as compared to classical music, talking so 
loud I was almost -hoarse. I had to, to be heard over the happy lapgh- 
ing and-bickering. Foolishly, I tried to demonstrate a. left-hand fi
gure for a boogie bass, using the shuffleboard top as a -surface to 
substitute for a piano keyboard, and almost got a couple lingers lopped 
off by a speeding shuffleboard counter, -The whole Blue team jumped 
at;me, tossing accusations of interfering with the. game and Rog Sim's 
concentration, so I went and sat down to tell jokes with these at the 
tables.

In short order, we all ended up gathering around the bandstand, 
listening to one of the bartenders---- posessed of a surprisingly good 
baritone doing-a good job on "Basin St. Blues" and "MacNamara's 
Band . I still regret that we had to leave before all the singing 
was over, and the rain outside made the laughter andbanter inside 
all the more appealing.

The rabbit's foot was still around when we got back to the hotel, 
for we parked in t^e only space for blocks, right in front of the 
main entrance.- ;The rest of the evening we spent in another session, 
in the Michigan Room on the mezzanine, which continued into the not- 
so-small hours of the morning. When finally I tore myself away, it 
occured to me that the Convention had not yet officially begun", It 
was a very good omen.

Saturday morning and afternoon were certainljr not the usual Sat
urday you find at a convention. Ellison woke Magnus by punching him 
in the stomach, and their combined noise proved irresistable to me, 
and the first day of the Con had begun.

After a fast lunch, I found myself meandering down Woodw.ard .Street 
toward a bookstore known only,-to Dennis Campbell, in the company of 
a very cute Chicago fanne named Mario Uncy. Wo went at least eight 
blocks, getting sprinkled by a drizzly sky, but we finally got to our 
destination, where I took one more step on the'road to a collector’s 
personal heavens the proprietor informed me that’he sold all back 
issues of ASTOUNDING SCIENCE FICTION and UNKNOWN:WORLDS at 25d per.

Then I immediately too five steps toward a collector's personal 
hell, when hetold me that a follow—his description meant it was 
Howard DoVore——had picked up thirty-nine UNKs at that price In one 
grab throe days before. The bottom dropped out of my stomach. Ap
parently, the proprietor saw that I was mentally wringing my ; hands, 
for he took pity' on me and I did end up with a few- 1939-1942 ASFs at 
a quarter per copy. Meanwhile...

Ellison, Magnus, Burt Boorman and Mary Southworth, accompanied by 
a few others, had set off in the opposite direction, and on returning 
to the hotel, I was informed, amid burst of laughter, of the follow
ing Incident...

Mary had' suggested Skrol's Bookstore as a likely opportunity t o 
pick up some ASFs cheaply, and off they went. Naturally, they" had to 
stop at every bookstore on the way, and they camo to a place which 
proclaimed that "Wo Have All The Latest Racing Forms". As they started 
to go in, they were stopped in their tracks by a lady, apparently the
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proprietor, who screamed at them, "Get out! GET OUT.! WE DON.'T AL
LOW NO GANGS IN HERE!"

Now, if they looked like anything, it was like a few rain-soaked 
fans, and certainly not like.a'big-city downtown gang. All but Har
lan decided to leave. He would rather argue* He tried to reason with 
her but she was almost hysterical and began .shoving him out the doer 
when Harlan said something about not being "a damn gang" and the la
dy then shreiked about-profanity. Finally all were back on the-side

walk, and decided to continue on.
Later followed the auction, in 

which Ellison—in the role of auc
tioneer—outdid himself. For the 
first time in recorded history h o 
talked himself out. Meanwhile, ; I 
simply stood by, drooling, as beaut
iful sets of ASF and UNKNOWN Went 
for next-to—nothing. I had no spare 
cash, :

Some of the highlights here 
wore} four copies of the Mexican pro- 
zine, LOS CUENTOS FANTASTICOS went 
for „>li50. I can get them at about 
11^ per' in Mexico, and occasionally 
do. To s’ell them. Harlan had to read

Just before another blind one had turned

Ray 
i n

out to be a beautiful Bergey.which wont 
for a fantastically low price due to the

love, war, and auctions

another illustration— 
". Only the auctioneer 
and he wasn’t telling.

"But migawdf it’s a Da Vincii 
Won’t someone make it 10 / ?"

Soon after, . 
to be sold "blind 
knew what it was,

from them in Spanish, Now, my own Spa 
nish may not be elegant, high-class Ga 
stillian, but..,well, he did do okay pn 
reading the author’s names. They, ■wore 
U.S. ones, Ellison’s pronunciation 
brought down the house, and some kind 
soul bid on them to save Harlan anyfun- 
ther torture.

reticence of the people to bid on some
thing they couldn't see. On this one, 
the bidding went sky high-----and the ev
entual victor took home as his prize an 
oil of Ray Beam's father painted by 
Beam's mother-in-lawI All’s fair

Circulating around afterwards, 
was pleased to-learn from George and 
that the auction had taken in almost

Oh, it’s just the management 
of the hotel; George guaran
teed him 500 persons minimum 

attendance,"

I
Rog
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#150, from a rather small—-and on the whole, young---- crowd. In view 
of the facb that the Committee had to make ^20’Q on the auction and 
registration to barely break even, this was groat news to me. The com
mittee had been worried about financial ruin (George Young had prom- 

t0 “ake up all deficit out of his' own pocket), and this them all 
a big lift, which they certainly deserved,

I went up to our room, where John and I had invited four (count 
em, four) others for a quiet drink, or so; it had to bo quiet, b e-

cause mills on was sound asleep in the adjoining room, tired out from 
his efforts at the auction.

t

However, wo wore taken by storm, .ending up with a huge crowd In 
the room, all laughing and talking and throwing hands about. Trying 
to sneak out to accept an invitation tendered by Lynn Hickman and 
George Young to (go out to Howard DeVoro’s place, I was stopped and the 
end result was that aoouc eight more decided to go along, to the sur
prise of George, Lynn and Howard.

At the DoVore residence, the fans, held forth in what I consider 
to bo the most enjoyable Wild Hair Session I have ever been in on. As 
naif of those, who-had como-out were upstairs paying worship to the 
fabulous DoVore .collection, .Carolo Hickman, George Young, Earl Kemp* 
several others.., and myself.,' sat talking over many cups of coffee.

Discussed were all fans, not at the time in the room, and any oth
er topics, we thought safe. George's humor was not only hilarious, it 
was also.catching, and before lojig everyone was shining by producing 
side-splitting conversation. °
. °na comment on Seventh Fandom fans and
thclr^ youths They get in your shoelaces and pants cuffs.’1
. 0,thGrs came dpwn, Ray Nelson and Lynn Hickman joined us
in tho mitchon, while in the living room another session began, regard
loss of a sleeping John Maghus in tho biggest easy chair. It finally 
broke up at 3:15 AM and was,later continued all night at tho hotel.

Sunday, Magnus and I were shocked to discover,' just before every
one loft for the picnic, that we had been charged seven dollars for 
chocking in one half-hour before the now day began on Friday morning. 
We quickly hunted up HarlanJ briefed him on the situation, and s ent 

■ him up to the desk to talk. You could 
have knocked mo down with a hard glance 
when, after.a ten-minute harangue, he 
came back tolling,us he'd fixed 1 t I 
That is- ono good way to start off the 
day-----making seven dollars.

The-picnic was decided upon a t 
the last minute, but before too long, 
most of tho fans were out .at Bol le 
Isle, which, despite all travel fold- 

■ ors to tho contrary, is not "A place 
of enchantment where ono may spend an 
exciting dajr among beautiful "picnic 
groves, at a clean beach in warm water, 
or at the zoo." The picnic grounds 
are in disreputable condition, the 
beaches arc-mud and rocks and, well,, 
all Detroit's sewage runs into the 
Detroit River.

Nonetheless, four cars of hungry 
fans landed-at Bello Isle, save George 
Young who wont after the food.

Some people decided to go canoe
ing* Dennis Campbell missed his train
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for not returning in time (he missed two more, lator) while Mary South
worth and Harlan struck out with Paul Wyszkowski, a rather inexper
ienced canoe—paddlcr. There is little to say about the picnic proper 
unless you happen to love charred hot dogs and such.

A budding fan-love was born on this excursions Duggie Hickman, 
7 years old, and Karl Kemp's eldest daughter, 5. They wander cd around, 
hand-in-hand, getting into various sorts of trouble.

While Lynn Hickman was riding herd on thorn, Ellison managed t o 
get George Young.on the phone, informing him that Roger Sims had just 
passed.away. This resulted in confusion for some time till it -was 
recognized as a ruse to got some reluctant telephone—lenders to 
George to the phone so he could pick the fans up. George was s 
fuming when he' got back to the hotel.

call 
till

Later that evening I heard there was a program featurinj 
bad movie and a speech by the previously mentioned Ellison*

About that time I was in the company of an 
exceptionally large crowd of fans, when some
one Informed mo that he had boon in on the be
ginnings of a negro jam session, in a garage 
about half a block from the hotel.

I didn’t pay any attention at the time,but 
later I happened to be in a room where it could

very

MY FRIEND
FRItND friend

(right) We won't say the audience 
for Ellison's speech was small-— 
but when ho talked to it,the echo 
drowned him out for five minutes.

"be -heard, and then looked out the window and 
couldn t sit still another minute. It was too 
much for mo.

So Anne Hitch (a Detroit fanne) and mysolf 
dashed down and fell in. .Rajr Nelson was- a 1 - 
ready there,, and Anne and I began to jitterbug 
just as John Magnus puffed in with his tanc re
corder. The music.-was,-' naturally, hot'and ry
thmic, with piano, drums, stool guitar, trump
et and the garago full of cats who were surprised to see a white boy

. could dance their music. That was nothing compared to the s u r- 
pnsc on their faces when I. sat down at the piano and started playing 

oogie-woogie, mjr one scad only musical accomplishment. It broke u p
A°°n’ whon the local gendarmes decided to make us call it aanisht‘ After that, back at the hotel, things seemed a little si

The banquet came on Monday afternoon, highlighted bv a talk b y 
Detroit s own T.L. Shorred. The hotel management had expected to make 
a minor mint off us fans and our convention, and the small, congenial 

aIe ?1VCn thcm fitsi Ncd McKcowan, the only Windso? (On
tario) delegate to the Border Cities (Detroit and Windsor) Conference, 

^2+ sh°MGJ up; when asked if Windsor would give the same Con there 
no^t year, Nod replied, The only place we could give a Con in Wind
sor would be in the new Convention Hall. If it’s finished bv next 

only thlns is’ “ “on,t bo tA1

little s low.

the Con seemed to be far quieter, more relaxing, 
1CSS stralncd and hustle-bustle than a big 

S^^^thor. The absence of pros enabled the fan person
al! bits to take tlie spotlight in every aspect of the Con, and this to
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me was a welcome'change

Hal and'Nancy Shapiro seem still to be very happy together a Lvnn 
SaXISr*! leTT 0Uhtandln3 Personality,UhoPas alS ana abetted bj nis attractive wife Carole plus thoir seven-vear- old 
son, Duggie, who is a gem. ’ " a

. , It was Ray Nelson1 
George Young (back from

their

convention since- Chicago in *52, and
, , Gar stint in Korea) was never at a loss 

In fnr>Ar’ ' D°lng PatSG(l around. The Indiana contingent was felt 
in force, c.nd the convention committee itself was not :only competent, 

n . ,Z -iAod. every one Ox them, although I’d laaown none of them before- 
nano. . *

when laugh being

xno most attractive thing about the entire convention was its 
less roll-moll rush and none of'the whirling 

Though no . JanJTEjoS ‘

naturalness and easy-going good—humor of the 
ted instead o' ' '
golden

easy-going 
tired.'and^ whole thing left me res- 

,avc me the fooling that the silence w-a s

i

ZW i/ZsW.

STAR SCIENCE FICTIOH STORIES #3 edited by Frederik Pohl (Ballantine) 
reviewed by .Harlan Ellison „...'

_Though with loss really memorable tales than the first or vw 
end volumes m this series contained, STAR 3 still ciporges sA thir 
ty-fivc cents wisely spent. Perham nnwh^o AT V ; ° .
THenrSTklov8 «^Arul a Sr?u» of craftsmen-aathoseteSd 
this Ta doewtd BOarOe’ W ^nation

. : Each of the ton £ 
uinc' interest in norseems to have a warmth that stems from a ven— 

T „ , N0T stereotyped formulae and wiring di a-In fact, Richard Matheson's Banco Of Tho Dead, Isaa? Asi-
Shek A Boautiful Day,' and t H o 

. .. tho talented Philip K. Dick, rest
almost solely upon'thb human element, though the 

a p^-ryi -t tr > ’ °f aro evident and eye^catphing.'*
A-completely now realm encompassed by science fiction, is out- 

geroin- Arthur C. Clarke compares'the cow- 
U xac.y to tnc fishpoke,, of tomorrow, riding herd d h 

This story alone is.worth the book’s priced 
?crsh» two Vcr3r fastyreading oo- 

a trurpod on an island with an 
. battle-scars ” “ 

year-old body, quietly go about 
go od st ory-1el1er s.

mov’s completely
touching Foster, You're DcadT 
thoir presentation 
social implication

marvelous It'

poke
und er s ea h c i f or s.

Lester•del Rev '

'and a soldier'witb „ _ , .--- —* -lien, 
of four hundred years on a thirty 
their trade, That of being jfejaned

Chad Oliver .tolls .a'bad pun. 
in a delightfully .outrageous ’ma 
pages to say very 'little

Jack Vance.telegraphs his punch ' 
nnor. Jack.Jilllamson takes a few 

over ten rages end 48
Tho lineup Ig Pretentious thr +1 ,

while, evince much of tho Wear andPerhaps we're Jaded, but to this revtowlr's S
just- don't s-eem to have tho wallop th^^ to X dories
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illustrations by JACK HARNESS and Mr. VAN DALL

■> FROM WHERE I SIT: In Which We Make an Amazing Offers

With considerable pride, From Where I Sit is about to institute a 
service never before of for od to the American science -fiction -read! ng public.

But first, a word from our sponsor:
Ladies and Gentlemen, From Where I Sit is produced under the 

terms of a written mutual hands-off.agreement between Mr, Ellison and 
ourselves. He doesn’t touch the copy we submit. Wo don’t write the 
blurbs. Either party can withdraw at any time. Mr. Ellison’s views 
arc not necessarily ours. Our views arc not necessarily Mr. Emison *s. 
And now, back to our column: ,

Without further ado, hero is our plan! Detailed -below, you will 
find a.number of story outlines. Choose the ones you would like t o 
use, fill out the pledge you will find farther on in this column, and 
then fool free to sot yourself up as a science fiction writer. W e 
trusc you to adhere to the terms of the pledge and do not ask you t o 
go to the trouble of notifying us. Conversely, we trust you not t o 
use any of those outlines if you .foel you cannot honestly sign the 
pledge. There is no charge or obligation for this exclusive From 
Where I Sit service. '

Best results will bo obtained if you read all the outlines in or— 
der before roading the pledge. ~~ 1 1 ’

Ready? Bogin:

PLOT OUTLINE #1, (Possible- Title: THE MONSTERS)

Santa Claus does exist. He is an altruistic life-form which,dri- 
von from Earth by the.crass unbelief and cruelty of humanity, has 
transferred his operations to Mars. (Ho jocrcdlves the vibrations of 
unoolief and cruelty as Stinging barbs thrust into the delicate nerve 
centers located at the'base of his spine.)

Mars has boon sparsely colonized by pioneering, God-f e a r 1 n g 
Earthpeople; who have fled the cruelty and unbelief of Earth. Children 
have been born, among them our hero, 
Little Max, and his playmates. Lit
tle Max is a small, pale boy who, - --__
alone- among his contemporaries, has
the perception to see the wonder and . // __ \
beauty of the Universe, I'

Harold Van Dall
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Little Max believes in Santa Claus. As Christmas grows near, his 
little playmates make his life miserable by jeering at him, but ho is 
sure of his beliefs and ignores their cruel unbelief. He hangs up his 
stocking on Christmas Eve, and then goes to sleep.

His little playmates sneak into the house, and find the stocking 
full of toys left by Santa Claus. Thc-j- steal the toys and fill t h c 
stocking with horse-apples,

Wen Little Max wakes up and runs downstairs, he sees the bulg
ing stocking and plunges, his'"hand into'it. °

He cries and cries. -

PLOT OUTLINE #2, (Possible'Title: THE MONSTERS)

For centuries, Earth has been ignored by the groat races o'f the 
Universe, ion Earthpcoplo, compared to the Ga-lactics, are.crude, cruel, 
squabbling,.primitive savages, so bloodthirsty that it is'agony for 
the good, kind, altruistic Galactics to so much'as think'about them.

With the advent of the atomic age on Earth, however, the G-alac
tics mugi. concern themselves with Earth. Accordingly, one Galactic 
agent flics his atomic-powered interstellar ship into an orbit around 
Earth, descends to the surface in his atomic—powered antigravity bolt, 
and, using his atomic—powered simultaneous translators, broadcasts this 
warning to the peoples of the Earth:

'You.must abandon atomic experimentation. You arc imperiling the 
very fabric of the Universe with your bloodthirsty ■■experiments. I f 
you do not do as I say, we will blast your planet to smithereens I"

One Earthwoman—a mother—tries to keep tho enraged Earthmen from 
tearing the luckless ambassador to bits. She is unsuccessful. Sho 
cries and cries.

PLOT OUTLINE #3, (Possible Title: THE MONSTERS)

It is the Earth of the far future. Our hero is Simeon Gonfalon, 
Presser (Vice-President) of the World State, whose political and soc
ial structure has' evolved from the ancient dry-cleaning system o f 
Twentieth Century America,

Gonfalon is pcrfcctlj^ content with his lot. He was born to this 
society, which has existed for hundreds of. years. He is socially well- 
adjusted, and was voted into his, present office by virtue of his zeal 
as a regional Checker. (Police official.). Because of his abilities as 
Presser, he has an excellent chance of advancement to Spotter. (PL-esident)

One day, however, he is present at the arrest of a beautiful but 
brilliant' young woman, a high official of the underground. (The Det
ergents.)

Something happens to Gonfalon. He becomes discontented with his 
lot* ' He begins to understand that his society is rigid, arbitrary, 
and decadent. "Troubled, he visits the beautiful revolutionary in her 
coll. .There he learns that the Spotter has held his office for seven 
centuries', and that no Prosser has ever made Spotter since, the begin
ning of that time. ■

Horrified, his eyes open at last, Gonfalon tries to overthrow tho 
Scotter. Just as he is about to succeed, he thinks, ho discovers that 
the beautiful Detergent was an awent provocateur all the time, a n d 
that he is hopelessly trapped. Now he knows how the Spotter has kept 
his iron grip on the Pressers.

Realizing st last tho horrible injustice of it all, he dies crying*

Now, then. You understand that these outlines arc capable of in
finite ingenious variation, and represent nothing more than'rough mo
dels from which to work. In the first outline, for example, vou might
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change Little Max into a little girl, In the second you could reduce 
the scale of the story—an excellent dovlce, which, wo aro sure, will 
enable you to make a.consistent living from this one plot alone, For 
example! For "Earth," substitute Strudelmachcr, a grasping, con - 
science-less corporation president engaged in corrupting the wavo-sot 
formula developed by Brilliant, an idealistic young industrial chem
ist. His secretary, Glama—-a mother-—tries to keep him from breaking 
young Brilliant's spirit. Brilliant threatens Strudelmachcr with a 
4-5. Despite all Glqma can do, Strudelmachcr—cons ci one el ess to t ho 
end—calls the police and has Brilliant arrested.

Conversely, you can increase the scale of your story. Little Max 
of our first stors? becomes an entire race of lovable, kindly aHons who 
see the beauty of the Universe, His cruel playmates become the human 
racet> The aliens believe the Universe'is beautiful, and will not ag- 
rpo with the Earthmen that it is dirty, savage, and nasty. The Earth- 
men er cat a forcefield, around the alien planet which filters the light 
of the stars so that they appear to be a decaying brom in color. 
Crushed, the aliens cobalt racial suicide, leaving their immense uran
ium deposits open for exploitation by the Earthmen.

Tho Pledge: '

"ij ■ ... ._________ , having perceived that there is now' not 
only money but Artistic Satisfaction to be gained from tho production 
of science fiction, do make- the following pledge:

■"That I will never permit myself to seo both sides of any facet 
of human nature, and that I will inevitably seo the bad side, if any.

, That' I will never examine the .nature; of any human being but my
self, and that I will make-up for tH,e frustrations of My life by con
ferring them wholesale on my characters.

! • "That I will earnestly endeavor not. to contaminate..the purity of 
my product by resolving any of these problems, inasmuch as no problem 
of mine has ever been resolved for mo.

That. I will never--make the grievous -error of conferring intell
igence, common sense, and ordinary emotions on my characters, since 
only a very few people such as myself possess these. qualities.

That, since there hag never been any happiness In my own life, 
it is manifestly Impossible that any situation.could ever resolve hap
pily. Therefore, I shall never lie to my readers by writing fiction 
which, docs not leave the characters bitter,, broken, and neurotic.

I horoby affirm and attest that this shoo fits."

Well, there you-arc. All yours* Want it?

We had.some interesting mail over our last column. We refer you 
particularly to the letters of Mr. Henry'Moskowitz, Mr. H.L. Gold and 
Mr, Bob Tucker, reprinted elsewhere in this issue,

-We have some interesting items of news which relate directly t o 
those letters,.as well as some further comment;

„ F&SF has been sold, Mr, Joseph Ferman, the now owner >of the Spi
vack chain, has made- the comment to a reputable, source that not doven 
the Heinlein.'serial did anything, to help the (repeat) disappointingly 
low circulation.

galaxy, after some months of experimentation with bulkier paper 
and the multiple use of illustration elements, has cut' back’ to its, or-' 
iginal thickness by retaining the bulkier paper but cutting tho "nun- 
bcr of pages. The three full-page illustrations for "The Tunnel Under
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the World" were produced by ro-comblning (not ro-drawlng; the same m 
ustration elements in various sizes and layouts. We arc not prepared 
to state, at this time, that Galaxy1s art budget, always one of t h c 
lowest in the field, has suffered further cuts,

ASF continues at 16o"inside pages.

About that further comment: (See Mr. Gold’s letter)
Galaxy docs not have five foreign editions. Speaking for the It

alian and Argentinian editions only—we have not seen any others, but 
we know t>cy exist—these magazines arc apparently indopendant foreign 
reprint publications which pick up some material from Galaxy, but 
which get just as much from ASF and other sources, such as tho Winston 
juvenile series. This is not the accepted sense of the term ’foreign 
edition’—unless Mr. Gold is also prepared to claim Los Ouentos Fant- 
a s t 1 c o s.

Wh'ilo we feel that Galaxy, has very little to- be ashamed of, and 
is certainly superior to at least ninety per cent of the competition, 
wo do not feel that Galaxy has so ovcrwccnlngljr much to be proud of. 
We venture to point out that 421 Hudson Street is not the address o f 
the Life-Time Building, and that Lucoian high-pressure editing is un- 
suited to the science fiction field.

We also have a retraction. (Sec Bob Tucker’s analytical a n d 
painfully accurate letter—the pain being ours.)

Mr. Tucker is suite right. We fouled up, as people who deal i n 
sensational generalities must. We’ve been taught a lesson—more less
ons than might be apparent. Our thanks to Mr. Tucker and our apolog
ies to him and to our other readers’—and to Ballantine Books, Inc. Our 
remarks on Ballantine’s art and editorial policies stand. Wo f ind 
much to criticise in Ballantine’s selection of such books as "Riders 
To The Stars," "The'Secret Masters," "Dark Dominion," "Hero’s Walk," 
and the recent Shadows In The Sun, (For 'an implied capsule review 
of this latter, see all three outlines above and then add credit for 
some very nice—but not sufficiently balancing—incidental touches.) 
Except in a few instances, we feel that Ballantine’s jacket art has 
probably detracted from sales. This is not meant as a criticism o f 
Richard Powers’ technical skill, which is demonstrably high,,

In defense of the barcly-dcfensiblo, we add that, at tho time-tho 
column was written, Ballantine was making' what were-, in our opinion, 
some hasty and ill-advised moves which resulted in the non-publication 
of several titles which, in our opinion, might have done- Ballantine 
and science fiction considerable good. We. were told that Ballantine 
was in serious financial trouble, which was true. We were also given 
some reasons for that trouble, some of then not true. We advanced sev
eral theories of our own, which stand as neither proven nor disproven 
at this point, made one absolute mis-statement of fact, in regard 
to sales. Mr. Tucker has pointed out one book which went into a sec
ond printing. It seems possible there were.others.

It remains' our contention that,, with the money Ballantine, was 
paying and the authors on their list, there.should have been many 
more of them. Ballantine has only itself to blame for not hir 1 n g 
someone who could get their best work out of the writers involved. We 
repeat that no editor not bred to the field, no matter how technical
ly skillful, can hope, by the nature of the literature itself, to ex
ercise perfect control over it.

And our congratulations to Ballantine for "More Than Human,""The 
Space Merchants,1 and "Fahrenheit 451," all of which have done v e ry 
well in the awards sweepstakes.

NEWS, VIEWS, AND PURLIEUS!
Lion Books has purchased a rewritten and expanded version o f
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"Turncoat," by Damon Knight. This marks Mr. Knight’s first book, and 
Lion s first new science fiction purchase since Arnold Hano was r e- 
placed as editor by Walter Fultz. "Turncoat" will appear in the lar
ger, 357 format to which Lion has recently made a partial switch.

IF, still coming up and competing for the top of the market, has 
raised its rates to- 37 per word.

Columbia Publications, according to one screwball' source, is com
pleting its topsy-turvy switch of Science Fiction Stories to a b 1. - 
monthly ov making Future an annual. There has been a drop in the word 
rate to 3/47 per word. No comment<

Some time ago Jack O’sullivah left Planet Stories, but continues 
on a part-time basis for the meanwhile. No new editor has been ann
ounced. ... Theron Raines, formerly office manager for the Scott Mer
edith Literary Agency,' is the: new editor at Standard Magazines. There 
will, naturally, be changes in the editorial slant used in the books.

The, Okie series, by James Blish^ will appear as a book from Put
nam, No title Is as yet available to us,

There is a snide and admittedly.facetious rumor that Beypnd, hav
ing chiseled'.the word "fantasy" out of ith ,logotype, will replace it 
with "help."y,... The original sciencd fiction stories occasionally ap4 
pearing ■ in Plh-yboy, a sort of combined Esquire and College Humor with 
delusions. 'ofjNew. Yorker, have first bsen bounced out of every science 
fiction' magazine worth the effort ofhdttom

' - . W a 0 ' '‘b'. ■ If. /
\ Calvin Thomas. Beck is- maklng-Jif e' miserable for the personnel: Of 

the recent ^hlj^hiypSuccessful MetroOpn by firing'blasts to everybody- 
who will lislqn, claiming such nideiytjdiby. grievances as non-hecogni- 
tion of the American Science Fantasy''’•Something dr other—C.T. B e c k;, 
founder and sole member—ahA rampant-cbimW Beck needs his
mouth washed out, 't'.^

- Mr.. Beck is,, currently offering''instructio^^  ̂ art of science-
fic.tibn writing,. by -mail. Or so one of theqprofessionals listed with
out, .-.consent on his masthead is saying, '

TWO,.FINAL NOTES! ( 'w:
7 W,understand that the Canadian Magazine' A Bas has offered a cash 

reward for' our Identity. Inasmuch. as Van Dall is not a single ind[v-: 
idual but-a'fusion of the iddas.and,opinions held by a largish group: 
of people’,• we ’ d .like to know how-hiuch it comes to per head. An d 
since none, of .the others are looking. ■ over my particular shoulder, is 
that applicable to all or. any'part of Us, Gerry Steward? I might cm- 
sider- a deal. ; j

Mr. Ellison, FYI: re;your blurb remark, 
as to our column being "liquid explosives" in 
the, last issue: liquid-explosives, dispensed 
from a pen onto paper, would "'merely lay there 
and'.smell bad.. Feel free to interpret this 
as you will. ' A -

And. that's the why I see it, from where 
I cast -a,-furtive look at the guy in, the next..... 
booth and turn the page in my copy of Playboy.

— HVD
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While working in a government experimental:lab, MIKS KENSCOTT discovers 
some weird, non—cypxcal waves" just before a freak accident demolishes 
the laboratory. After recovering • from serious injuries———a recoverv 
marked by oroken ribs that.mended too fast to be ordinary and scars, 
obviously not from the explosion, that disappeared overnight---- Ken- 
scott is first told that the accident resulted from lightning, patent- 

lie, and tnen fired, his line of research "closed." Seeking a 
r es u ^enscott and his younger brother ANDY go to .the Sierras. Fro m 
their first day in the mountains, strange happenings dog Kenscott. 
v,.4. th ~ , y " J hm c.x ound. It cannot knock him out,
out his very touch blows fuses and creates radio static. Trying to
resolve the problem in his own mind, Kenscott stays un late in the 
cabin, and. when he goes to turn off the lights, shorts the dynamo, as 
he entire house current pours into his body. His hand on the switch 

glows as something snaps wide open in his brain. He suddenly hears a 
voice, shouting, Rhys I Rhys I That is the man!" NOW CONTINUE..........
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Chapter Two: RAINBOW CITY

"You are mad,11 -said the man with the tired voice,
I was drifting, I was swaying, bodiless, over a huge abyss of 

caverned space; chasmed, immense, limitless Vaguely, through a sleep- 
Ing distance, I heard two voices. This.one wad'bid and very tired.

You are mad, They will know. Narayan will ’know."
Narayan is’a fool." said the second voice.

"Narayan is the Dreamer," the tired voice said. "He is the Dream
er, and where the Dreamer walks he will know. But have it your way. 
I am very., old and it does not matter. I give you this rower, freely—• 
to spare.you. But Gamine-----"

"Gamine----- " the second voice stopped. After a long time, "You 
are old, and 'a fool, Rhys," it said. "What is Gamine to me?"

Bodiless, blind, I drifted and swayed and swung in the sound of 
the voices. The humming, like a million high-tension wires, sang a- 
round me, and I felt myself cradled in the pull of a great'magnet that 
held me suspended surely on nothingness and drew me down into the field 
of some force beneath. Far below me the voices faded. I swung free— 
fell— plunged downward in sickening motion, head over heels, into the 
abyss..... - •

My feet struck hard flooring. I wrenched back."to consciousness, 
with a jolt. Winds blew* coldly in'my face; the cabin walls had v been 
flung back to the high-lying stars. I was standing at a barred window 
at the very pinnacle of a tall tower, in the lap of a weird blueness 
that arched flickeringly in the night. I caught a glimpse of a,start
led face, a'lean tlred-npld face beneath a peaked hood, in the.wmoment 
before m£ knees gave way and I fell, striking my head against the bars 
of the window.

I was lying, on a narrow, high bed in a room filled with doors and 
bars. .1 could see the edge' of a carved mirror set in a frame, and 
the top of a chest of some kind. ’On a bench at the edge of my field 
of vision there were two figures sitting. One was the' old .grey man, 
hunched’wearily beneath his robe, wearing garb like a Tibetan Lamans, 
somber black, and a peaked hood of grey. The other was a . slimmer 
younger figure, swathed in silvery silken veiling, with a thin opacity 
where the face should have been, and a sort of opalescent ffhine o f 
flesh through .the silvery-sapphire silks.. T^e figure.was that of a boy 
or a slim, immature girl; it sat erect, motionless, and for a long 
time I studied, it,,curious, between half-opened lids. But when I 
blinked, it rose and passed through one of the multitudinous doors;at 
once a soft sibilance of draperies announced return. I sat up, get
ting my feet ’to the floor, or almost there; the bed was higher than a 
hospital bed. The blue-robe held a handled mug, like a baby's drink
ing cup’, at me. 1 took it in my hand,, hesitated'—•

"Neither drug nor poison," said the blue-robe mockingly, and .the 
voice was as noncomittal as .the veiled body; a sexless voice, soft alto, 
a woman’s., or a boy's. "Drink and be glad it is none of Karamy’s brewing.'

I tasted the liquid in the mug; 'it had an indeterminate greenish- 
look and a’ faint pungent taste I could not Identify, although it re
minded me variously of ants and garlic. It s-eemedto remove the last 
traces of shock. I handed the cup back empty and looked sharply a t 
the old'man in the Lama costume.

"You're-- Rhys?" I s’aid. "Were in hell have I gotten to?" A t 
least, that's what I meant to say. Imagine my surprise when I -found 
myse-lf’ asking — in a language I'd never heard,' but understood perfect-
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ly—"To which of the domains of Zandru have 'I been consigned now?" At 
the sane moment I became conscious of what I was wearing. It seemed 
to be an old-fashioned nightshirt, chopped off at the loins, deep crim
son in color. "Red flannels yet!1 I thought with a gulp’ of dismay. I 
checked my impulse, to get out of bed. Who could act sane in a red 
'nightshirt? "You might have the decency to explain where I am," I 
said., "if you know."

The tiredness seemed-part of Rhys' voice, "Adrie," he said wear
ily,' "Try to remember," He shrugged his lean shoulders. "You are in 
your own tower. And you -have been under restraint again, I am sorry." 
His voice sounded futile, I felt prickling shivers run down my back
bone. In spite of .'the weird surroundings, the phrase "under restraint" 
had struck home. I was a lunatic in an asylum.

The blue-robed One cut in, in that smooth, sexless, faintly-sar- 
castic voice. "Wile 'Karamy holds the amnesia-ray, Rhys, you will be 
.explaining it to him a dozen times a cycle. He will never be of use 
to us again. This time Karamy won. Adrie; try to remember'. You are 
at home, in Narabedla,":

I shook my head, Nightshirt or no nightshirt, I'd face this on 
my feet, I walked to .Rhys; put my clenched hands on. his ■ shoulders, 
' Explain this! Wo ap-I supposed* to be? You called mo Adrie, I’m no 
more Adrie than you are!" •

"Adrie, wou are not amusing!" thp blue-robe’s voice was edged 
with anger, "Use what intelligence.you have left! You have had e - 
nough sharig antidote to cure a tharl.■ Now. Wo are you?"

The words were meaningless! I stared, trapped. I clung to hold 
on to identity, "Adrie—" I said, bewildered. That was my name. Was 
it? Wasn’t it? No. I was Mike Kenscdtt. Hang on to that. Two and 
two are four. The circumfrehce equals the radius squared times pl. 
Four rulls- Is.- the chemming of twilp---- -stop that! Mike. Kenscott. -Sum
mer 195^. Army serial number 13-48746.. Karamy. I dradled my burst
ing head in my,hands. "I’m crazy. Or you are, '"Or we’re both sane 
and this monkey-business is all real," -■

"it is real," said Rhys, compassion in-his tired face. "He -has 
been very far out on the Time Ellipse, Gamine. Adrie, try to under
stand. This was Karamy’s work. She sent you out bn a time line, far, 
very far into the past. Into, a time when the Earth vzas different— 
she hoped ypu would come back, changed, or mad." His eyes brooded. "I 
think she succeeded. Gamine, I have long outstayed my leave, I must 
return to my tower— or die. Will you explain?"

"I will." A hint of emotion flickered in. the voice of Gamine, 
"Go, Master." k’ . .

Rhys left the- room, through one of the doors. Gamine turned im
patiently to me again. "We' waste time this wav< Fool, look at your
self!" y V ' .

I strode to a mirror that'lined one’ of*the doors. Above ‘the 
crimson nightshirt I saw a face— not my own, The sight rocked m y 
mind. Out of the mirror a man’s face looked anxiously; a face .eagle- 
thin, darkly moustached, with sharp green eyes. The body belonging to 
the face that was not mine was lean and long and■strongly muscled------  
and not quite human, I squeezed my eyes shut. This couldn’t be— I 
opened my eyes. The man in the red 'nightshirt I was wearing was still 
reflected there.

I turned my back on the mirror,' walking to one of the barred win
dows to look down on the familiar outline of the Sierra Madre, about 
a hundred miles away, I couldn’t have- been mistaken, I knew that 
ridge of mountains. But between me and the‘mountains lay a thickly 
forested expanse of land which looked like no scenerjr I had ever seen 
in my life, I was standing near the'pinnacle of a high tower; I dimly
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saw the curve of another, just out of my line of vision. The whole 
landscape was bached in a curiously pinkish light; through an overcast 
sky I could just make out, dimly, the shadowy disk of a watery red 
sun. Then— no, I wasn’t dreaming, I really did see it— beyond it, a 
second sun; blue-white, shining brilliantly, pallid through the clouds, 
but brighter than any sunlight I had ever seen.

It was proof enough for me. I turned desperately to Gamine be
hind me. Were have I gotten to? Were— when am I? Two s uns — 
those mountains—"

The.change in.Gamine's voice was swift; the veiled face lifted 
questioningly to mine. Wat I had thought a veil was not that; i t 
seemed to be more like a shimmering screen wrapped around the features 
so that Gamine was faceless, an invisible person with substance b ut 
no apprehensible characteristics. Yes, it was like that; as if there 
wasan invisible person wearing the curious silken draperies. But the 
invisible flesh was solid enough. Hands like cold steel gripped m y 
shoulders. You have been back? Back to the days before the'" second 
sun? ^dric, ^t ell me; did Earth truly have but one sun?"

Wit— I begged. "You mean I've traveled in time?"
The exultation faded-from Gamine's voice impeceptibly. "Never 

mind. It is improbable in any case. No, Adrie; not real ly travellings 
You were only sent ouc on the Time Ellipse, till you contacted someone 
in that other Time. Perhaps you stayed in contact with his mind s o 
long that you think you are he?"

"I’m not Adrie—" I raged,- "Adrie sent me here—"
I saw the blurring around Gamine’s invisible features twitch in 

a.headsnake. It s never been proven that two minds can be interchanged 
like that. Adrie's body, Adrie's brain. The brain convolutions, the 
memory? centers, the habit patterns— you’d still be Adrie. The idea 
that you are someone else is only an illusion of vour conscious mind. 
It will wear off."

I shook my head, puzzled. "I still don’t believe it. Were am I?"
Gamine moved Impatiently. "Oh, very well. You are Adrie of Na- 

rabedla^ and, if you are sane again, Lord of the Crimson Tower. I am 
Gamine. The swathed shoulders moved a little. "You don't remember? 
I am a spell-singer."

I jerked my shoulders at the window. "Those are my own mountains 
out there, I said roughly. "I'm-Hot Adrie, whoever he is. My name's 
Mike Kenscott, and your hanky-panky doesn’t impress me. Take off that 
veil and let me see your face."

" I. wish you meant that—"-a mournfulness breathed In the soft con
tralto. A sudden fuby blazed up in me from nowhere. "And what right 
have you to pry for that old fool Rhys? Get back to your own place , 
then, spell-singer—' I broke off, appalled. Wat was I saying? Woi^e, 
what did I mean by it? Gamine turned. The sexless voice was coldly 
amused. Adrie spoke then. Woever sits in the seat of your s oul, 
you are the same-----and past redemption!" The robes whispered slbll- 
antly on the floor as Gamine moved to the door. "Karamy is welcome to 
her slave!

The door slammed.
Left alone, I flung myself.down on the high bed, stubbornly con

centrating on Mike Kenscott, shutting out the vague blurred mgstery in 
my mind that was Adrie impinging on consciousness. I was not Adrie.I 
would not be. I dared not go to the window and look out at the terr
ifying two suns, even to see the reassurance of the familiar Sierra 
Madre skyline. A homesick terror was hurting in me.

But persistently the Adrie memories came, a guilty feeling of a 
shirked duty, and a frightened face— a real face, not a. blurred no
thingness— beneath Gamine’s blue veils. Memories of strange hunts
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and a big bird on the poinmel of a high saddle* A bird hooded like a 
falcon^.in crimson. . .

Consciousness of dress made mo remember the-—nightshirt—I still 
wore.. Moving swiftly, without conscious thought, I went to a door and 
slid it .open; pulled out some garments and'dressed in them1. Every 
garment in the .closet was the same color; deep-hued crimson, I glanced 
insthe.mirror and a phrase Canine-had.used broke the surface of m y 
mind like a,leaping fish. "Lord of the Crimson Tower." Well, I looked 
it. There had been’knives and swords in the closet; I took out one 
to look at it, and before I .realized what. I -.zas doing-I had belted it 
across--ray hip. 1 stared, decided to let it remain. It looked right 
with the rest of the costume. It felt right, too.

I stared somberly ,at Evarin, standing still near the door. . The 
so°nod Jo wake an almost personal shame in me. The boy watched 

L*nd His face lose some 01 its oitterness* He said 2aore ouietlv, "The 
falcon -flown cannot bp recalled. I came only to tell you that'vou.are 
free. ■ He turned, shrugging-his thin shoulders, and walked to the 
window. As Isay," if-you call that freedom."

followed him to the window. The clouds wore clearing; the two 
sunssnonc.with a blinding brilliance. By looking far to the left I 
could soo a line .of rainbow-tinted tower’s- that -rose into tho sky, tall 
and capped with slender spires; I could distinguish five clearly; one, 

_c nearest, seamed made of .a Jewelled blue; one, clean emerald green;
golden, flame—colored, violet. Thore were more beyond, but the col— 
or,nore blurred ana dim. They made a semicircle about a wooded park; 
oeyond them the familiar skyline of the mountains tugged old memories

. Another door folded back noiselessly and a man stood looking at me.
_Helwan young and would have boon handsome in an effeminate way 

if his face had not been so arrogant. Lean, somehow catlike, it was 
easy to determine that ho was akin to Adrie, or mo, even before the 
automatic habit of memory fitted name and identity to him. "Evarin," 
I said, warily,.

He cane xorward, moving so softly that for an uneasy moment I 
wondered if he had pads like a cat?s on his feet, ' He wore deep green 
from head to foot, similar to the crimson garments that clothed "me. 
His. ±ace had a flickering, as If ho could at a moment’s.notice raise 
a barrier of invisibility like Gamino’s about himself. Ho didn’t, look 
as human as . I« . •

I have soon Gamine," he said* "She says you are awake, and • as 
sano as you over wore. Wo of Narabodla are not so strong that we can 
afford to waste even a broken tool like you,"

•Wrath-- Adrie’s wrath— boiled up’in me; but Evarin moved Mthely 
backward,. I am not Gaminej he warned; "And I will not be served like 
Gamino has boon served. Take care*

"Take caro yourself," I muttered, knowing little else I could 
have said. Evarin drew back thin lips. "Why?.You have been sent’out 
on the'Time Ellipse till you are only a shadow of yourself, ' But all 
this, is beside the point, Earamy says you are to bo. freed, so t h e 
seals are off all the doors, and the Crimson Tower Is no longer a ori
son to you. Como and go as you please, Karamy——" his Iios formed a 
sneer, If you call that freedom!

I said slowly, lrYou think I‘m hot .crazy?"
nvarln snorted. except wherb karamy was concerned, you never 

wore. Wat is that to-..mb? ■. I have everything I need. The Dr earner 
gives-me- good hunting and . slaves enough to do bidding. For the 
rest, I am the Toymaker. I heed little. But you—" his voice leaped 
with contempt, you ride time at Karamy’s bidding—-and your Dreamer 
walLsr~~waiting tho coming of his power that he may destroy us all one
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in my brain. The suns swung high, in a sky that hold not tint of blue, 
thaq was as clear and colorloss as ice, Abruptly I turned my back on 
io all. Evarin murmcred, "Narabcdla. Last of the" Rainbow Cities. 
Adrie— how long now?

I did not answer. "Karamy wants me?"
H Evarin’s laugh was only a soundless shaking of his thin shoulders . 

karamy can wait. Better lor you ii sho waited forever. Come along 
with^mc, or Gamine will bo back. You don’t want to see Gamino, d o 
you? Ho sounded anxious; I shook my head. Emphatically, I did not 
want-to seo that insidious spook again. "No. Why? Should I?"

Evarin looked relieved. Como along, then. If I know Gamine, ■'’ou— 
re prettjr well-muddled. Amnesiac, i’ll explain. After all—" "his 

voice mocked, you are my brother!"
He thrust open the door and motioned me through. Instinctively, 

I drew back, gesturing him to load the way; ho laughed soundlessly and 
went, and I followed, lotting'it slide shut behind mo.

We wont down stairs and more stairs. I walked at Evarin’s side, 
one part of mo wondering why I was not more panicky. I was a stranger 
in a world gone insane, yet I had that outrageous calmness with which 
men do fantastic things in a dream. I was simply taking one step af
ter another; knowing what to do with' that' part of me that was Adrie. 
Gamine had spoken of habit patterns, the'convolutions of the brain. I 
had Adrie’s body. Only a superficial mo, an outer ego, was still a 
strange, muddled Mike Kcnscott. . The subconscious Adrie 'was guiding 
me. I lot him ride. I folt it would bo wise to bo very much A dric 
around Evarin. Wo stepped into an elevator shaft which went d own, 
curved around' corners with a speed that threw mo against the wall, then 
began, slowly, to rise. I had long since lost all sense' of direction* 
Abruptly the door of the shaft •opened and wo began to walk along a 
long, brilliantly illuminated passage. From somewhere we hoard sing
ing: a voice somewhere in the range of a trained boy’s tones or a wo
man’s mature contralto. Gamine’s voice. I could make no so'nse o f 
the words; but Evarin halted to listen, swearing in a_ whisper. I thcught 
the faraway voice sang my name and Evarin’s, 'but I could not tell,

"What is it, Evarin?" He gave a short exclamation, the sense of 
which was lost oh me.'

"Come along," ho said irritably,* "it is only the spell-s ing e r, 
singing old Rhys back to -sloop. You waked him this time, did you not? 
I wonder Gamino permitted it. He is very near his last sleep—• o 1 d- 
Rhys. I think you will- send him there soon.'" Without giving mo a 
chance to answer-—and for that matter, I had no answer ready—h e 
pulled mo aside' between recessed walls and again the shaft in which wo 
stood began to rise."' Eventually wo stopped into a room at tho top of 
another tower, a room lavishly, even garishly, furnished. Evarin 
flung himself carelessly on a divan embroidered in silken purple and 
gestured me to follow his example. "Well, now. Tell me. Where 1 n 
Timo has Karamy sent you now?"

"Karamy?" I asked tentatively, Evarin’s raucous laugh rang out 
again. He said with seeming irrelevance, but with an odd air of con
fiding, "My one demand-of the Dreamer is— freedom from that- witch’s 
spoils. -Some day I shall fashion a Toy for her. I as not the Toy- 
maker of Narabedla for nothing. I demand little enough of tho Dream
ers, Zandru knows! I do not like to pay their price, but Karamy does 
not care what sho pays. So—" ho made a spreading movement of his 
hands, "she has power over everyone, except mo. Yes; assuredly I must 
make her a Toy. Sho sent you out on tho Timo Ellipse. I wonder who 
brought you back?"

I shook ray head. "I’ve boon out of my body too long. I can’t
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remember much."
"You remember me," Evarln said. "I wonder why she left you that? 

Karamy’s amnesia—rays took the rest of your memory. Sho never trust
ed mo that far before."

But I caught the crafty look in his face. I know only this a - 
bout Evarln; Karamy was right not to trust him. I said, "I only rem
ember your name. Nothing more."

Because Evarln—I know----- was never ten minutes the same. He would 
profess friendship and moan friendship; ten minutes later, still i n 
friendship, he would flay the skin from my body and count it only an 
exquisite Joko. I did not like those pcpvertod and subtle eyes." H e 
seemed to read my thought. "Good, we will bo strangers. Brothers are too--’ 
he let the words trail off, Unfinished. • "What have you forgotten?"

Could I trust him with my terrible puzzlement? How much could I, as 
Adrie—and I must bo Adrie to him—got along without knowing? What 
was even more to the point, how many questions could I dare ask without 
betraying my own helplessness? I compromised. "What arc the Dreamers?"

That had been the wrong question. . /
"Zandru, Adrie, you have boon far indeed! You must have been back 

before the Cataclysm! Woll--our forefathers, after the Cataclysm, ruled this 
planet and built the Rainbow Citics. That was before tho Compact that 
killed machines. Some people say the Dreamers wore bcm from the dead machines."

He began to pace the floor restlessly. "They wore men—- once," 
ho said, "They are born from mon and women, ^pndol knows what caused 
them. But one in every ten million mon is such a freak—-a Dreamer. 
Some say they camo out of the Cataclysm; some say they are the sould 
of the dead Machinos. They aro human—and not human.' They woro tol- 
opaths. They could control everything—things, minds, people. They 
could throw illusions about things and mon—they contested our rule."

He sat dowh; his voice became brooding, quiet. "Ono of us, here 
in Rainbow City, a dozen generations ago, found a way to bind the 
Dreamers." ho said. "Wo could rot kill thorn; the;7 wore deathless, nor
mally. But we could bind them in sleep. As they slept, under a forced 
stasis, we could make them give up their powers—to us. So that w e 
controlled the things they controlled, For a price," Caere was a 
glimpse of horror behind his eyes. "You know the price, It is high,"

I kept silent. I wanted Evarln to go on.
Ho shivered a little, shook his head and tho horror vanished."So 

each of us. has a Dreamer of his own who can grant him power to do as 
ho wills. And after years and years, as tho Dreamers grow old, they 
grow mortal. They can bo killed. And fewer aro born, now; fewer to 
each generation. As they grow older and weaker, it is safe to let them 
wake; but never too strongly, or too long." Ho laughed, bitterly. A 
fury came from nowhere into his face.

"And you loosed a Dreamer!" ho cried. "A Dreamer with all his 
power hardly como upon him! Ho is harmless as yet—but ho wakes, and 

, * , । v , pn wpi a 2 i come upon him---- -and he will de
stroy us all! Evarin’s thin features were drawn with dosnair; not 
arrogant, now, but full of suffering. "A Dreamer—" ho sighed, " A 
Dreamer, and you had boon made one with him already! Can you see now 
why wo do not trust you— brother?"

Without answering I rose and wont to the window. Thi§ window did 
not look on the neat little park, but on a. vast tract of wild country. 
Far away, cur iouq^tr All.s of ,-smokcAspiralled up into tho sun-light and 
a wis^y fog lay in tho bottomlands-. ; :■ ' ■ . '

'Down thoro," said Evarln in A 1M' voice, "Down there the Dream
er walks and waits! Down, there—"

But I did not hoar the rest, for my mind completed it. Down.there—- 
Down thoro is my lost memory. Down thoro was my life.
Somewhere down thoro I had loft my soul. (FART J NEXT ISSUE!)
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FRED MALZt
Ono comment on the first part of (FALCONS OF NARABEDLA). I’m 

afraid Marion doesn’t quite realize the doadlincss of an eagle. One 
slash; from one talon would be like someone taking a whack at you with 
a straight-edge razor, An eagle, in an -instant, can slice a man ’s 
throat and kill him with one clip. Actually, -their grip is weak but 
the talons- arc extremely sharp. Can’t -see how Mike got out of that 
battle- alive, even if he did have a Ir&ifol Some adults haVo a wing- 
spread of about eight feet and can bo pretty mean when bothered*-

(38 Seville St., San Francisco, California)

ROBERT El BRINEY*
* ... Enjoy the book reviews immensely} especially the one f- o r 

SHANADU; it was the most honest review the book has received yet* . .*
(2637 Qrrington Avenue, Evanston, Illinois

Seeing as how Bob was tho editor of SHANADU, a volume 
we enjoyed-—as wo described it-----almost outrageously, 
the entire book review staff fools rewarded and high
ly flattered. The book section, to our way of think
ing, is one of the more -important parts of DIMENSIONS 
regular set-up. Remember, this is a s-f magazine, ho

DAMOZ^ KNIGHT:
... Why, I am asking myself, is there no fanzine clipping bureau 

so that vile hucksters can rejoice when the fans mention -their name? 
It’s a nickcl-mino, boy. (Address withold on request)

11 [Conversely, why isn’t there a pro-auditing bureau, soh|I
• I lithe fans maj^ wiggle with glee when you mention us? ho ill

FOUL ANDERSON:
Thanks for tho copjr of DIMENSIONS...I found it quite enjoyable*, 

about the only criticism I have Is the blurbs, which seem to bo quite 
unnecessary in any amateur publication. ... (ibid.)

Wc'ro coining to agree with you on that- last point.but 
if I wanted to be insolent about it---- -which I don t— 
I might say, "I find' the use of proper names for tho 
characters of your stories quite unnecessary,” and sit 
back to watch what rationalization you offor♦-.....he

STEPHEN F. SCHULTHEIS:
....This lad Van Dall looks like he might actually live up to his 

billing. If he can keep up the verbal dynamite, he’ll probably be tho 
most read, and most hated, and .most liked columnist in fandom. ...

(New address unavailable at present)

Il This, lad, is the mass understatement of tho issue... hi
II Van Dall’s column this time should burn some cars, ho 111

RICHARD BERGERON:
... There arc a number of aesthetically unpleasant features a- 

bout the cover; such as the tendency for some of Harness’ ellipses not 
to follow through and the needlessly distortod perspective, but ontho 
whole it isn’t such a. bad job. ... Venable’s second illustration for 

The Saga of Space is beautiful. I wish I had thought of tho idea of 
the.sun s. rays breaking through tho clouds to greet an on-coming space 
ship., , V.ory nice. And as far as ny knowledge goes, original. Cont—
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ents-page was very nice this time. (RED #1, Newport, Vermont)

Just goes to show how chowder-headed this editor can bo. 
i cut that Venable illo from a pen-and-ink sketch, and 
it was hell-wlth-stylii. Must have spent two and a half 
hours on it, under close scrutiny. And you know, I nev
er knew those wore sunbeams till you pointed it out. .he

WILLIAM ATHELING, JR. :
I’m grateful to the professionals you name for mentioning mo,and 

to you for the request. I’ll be glad to take it on. I’ve already 
made some remarks about Sturgeon in SKYHOOK, and can seo no reason why 
I shouldn’t amplify them, having already taken the initial plunge.

As you surely appreciate, though, Ted is a complicated and siz
able subject. I'll have to take some time on the job if it’s to turn 
out to have been worth doing at all, and I do have some other committ
ments. However, I see that you set no deadline.

You'll be hearing from me, then, as soon as I can complete the 
essay to ray satisfaction. (Address unknown even to v

To our knowledge, this will be Mr. Athcllng’s first ap
pearance outside the hallowed covers of SKYHOOK. Further 
information-----perhaps of a ballyhoo-ing sort, may bo ga
thered at the bottom of page 10. Can't wait! .......he

RICHARD GEIS:
I'm afraid that this .letter is not going to be one that you'll 

smirk over during secret ego-boosting private re-reading sessions in 
the future. I'm further afraid that you have been indulging your 
"huckster" inclinations with regard to the quality of DT^TSTONg. ...

The total impression I received is that you arc lost to us as an 
amateur publisher...and undiscovered as yet by the professional pub
lishers whom you want to edit for. ...

(2631 N. Mississippi, Portland 12, Oregon)

ILLUSTRATION BY DAVID KYLE
There was a good, deal more, much of 
it with eminent logic and detach
ment, that Dick flany in our faces. 
We can't take offense, even if w o 
wore so inclined which we’re not— 
because wo agree. If wo may intrude 
momentarily in those letters,let us 
tr’f to explain a number of things — 
pertinent to DIMENSIONS. This mag
azine is, necessarily, a reflection 
of the editor's personality, and as 
a consequence, flaws in that per
sonality reveal themselves in this 
book's presentation. As maturity— 
rather belatedly-—creeps onto this 
particular scone, the tone of DIM
ENSIONS changes. Maturity creeps a 
muggy passage onto its pages also , 
Some of the things Richard deplores 
we ourselves find heartily noxious 1 
All wo can promise is that time i s 
a magnificent chango-woilder. Bear 
with us, and enjoy DIMENSIONS. ..ho
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BOB TUCKER:

nontsUnW?‘ 1 ^W- a^Uuded ypSS 
+ t editorial and•oy the time I had reached the bottom ofthe page I yas cheering madly. You sala lt) °f
Were lyit" ^“" ‘̂old oolS "nftlv

a^a=ouraoy“^^
-'nof-i n’’ • 7 °n&> say that- x suspect you are Harold Van 
still thin” it h yy re,3aE17 ^e man living in Kev York, I

- of 1®.:.*' I have neard an entirely different ’ story at
bvainpcq nnn j-1 boons, a story based on sound and logicalbusmess practices watch have nothing to do with failure to sell" Tht 

e story puts forth a purply mechanical reason, having to do ''with 
distribution problems.. . I will not repeat it here, to remain tn char
acter with your page one proclamation, because it was told to me Tn 
nToroTT a publishe£ who does business with Ballantine. ’ I can 
en 'rtS? 4 a? S1X ®onths’ thl° KW.XU1 be proV-

beok.BfeXeireulatlon -figures title . c^.

,. one hundred thousand flgyrS. . E *he
Kent, you'ask and answer your o’w’

.Van Dall) asks, F&SF is experimentin"
to raise the circulation? ' 7 '

Question.
zith

How.come t you (o r

•check the contents page of the la 
Spivak is no longer in the driver 
that the magazine was sold to Mr. 
and see. if this is true. - .»,

_ . u xU’-f ‘e magazine'in an attempt
isn t tnat obvious?. However, if you will 

test issues, you will find that Mr.
s seat. I have private Information 
lertan, but we’ll just have to wait 

(Box 702, Bloomington, Illinois)
All pertinent answers
handled more than adequately 

we £41.11 hold with -oub '-editorial

Tucker’s- points are, I’m
'However by Mr. Van Dall ' on np

i sure 
8-72 ,

that wp'vo even more so now

W Wa W-fkt 4;474r(7^ 4^47
can 74^4 HVe ln Ne'" 1hon't know what mere 
can be said to convince you, Bob, but if we haonen to be in 
a Convention Hotel together soon, I will do my"best to lav 
t^s that aan to autbiil

Au. xou oegm wiuh a false assumnti 
ano. then go -
11 eve other

in

I .am HVD i 
।with what I

t

— —~.r-ion—4that I am HVD------- 
on to orove that I am a hypocrite because T be- 
tnan I practice. But, if' the- supposition that 
exploded, then it is
say. And believe me,

to see that I hoi d 
MOT HVD, godammitj.he

HORACE L, GOLD:
- .. ^BIMHiSIOHS is a handsome work of love,

■ in so much labor for so little material gain—if anv. You

- but I SlXth47;'°UT hoed for Partly the name" reason.■ ■ r.. ■oula talk. I ve done more than.my sh^^e of thnnwn\reasons I mostly can't remember W longer! ^ian...less jobs, for

You deserve credit f o r
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But I imagine you have a deliberate policv of indludinr sunk non- 4T! “ Van »ere I Sit." shoe *

the same pretty consistently with S.F.B. No point arguing your 'right 
T°+?f °r a "big thing of his absurd misstatements, but
1 put straight just for the record.

x . ©i-tly Van Dall polled two newsstands and a drugstore to learn 
comparative circulations, for publishers are notoriously unwilling to 

or pad like mad. We, of course, like everybody0else 
lelatio^to^SUno^r^ 11Wle e"°rt t0 °Ut Where ™ 111

oasis of as taorougn a check as we can make, which you my 
oelieve is pretty damned tnorough, GALAXY appears to have the largest 
circulation of ar^- science fiction magazine in the world. It leads in 
newsstand sales, subscriptions and the number of foreign editions—five 
so iar, with more lined up. ....
n_ TtJ'°U ^aV? ^Sh"1^0 u3® anything you want in your own magazine , 

col?cf?e?? DU^ x u^gde your right to deprive the country of as
gifted a soatlstics—juggler as Van Dall. A man of his td^xf 
ta_xlng us out of the recession we (a) are or (b) are not in 
very least, he might'be selling advertisim, 
prices. Best always, Horace.

A man. of hi talent should be
At the

.g at marvelously inflated 
(505 E. 14th, New York 9,NY)

Hl Again, Mr. Van Dal'l expounds

ting, 
bool

the illustration is by
NAAMN PETERSON, but your 

guess is as good as mine as to 
what it is. Van Dall and Gold?

to ^ur limit of rebuttal, and 
does a somewhat more meri
torious job, so we leave 
the words to him, ......he

HENRY MOSKOWITZ:
. Pratt was very interest 
but boy J did he makeaboo-
Speaking of the Shea sto

ry done around Orlando Furioso, 
he wrote; HThiFwas ’Castle Of 
Iron, ’ and it probably would, have 
been .published in magazine form 
if ’Unknown’ hadn’t folded.” Hey,, 
bub, didn’t you never get-, your 
check for it. It was pubbed in 
UNKNOWN WORLDS. Tsk! ... Some
one teach (Van Dall) how to do 
a, column so it doesn’t sound 
like he rattled it off between 
comic books. ...

three Bridges, New Jersey)

Y’know, contrary to what 
th e letters h er e in prin
ted would indicate, Van 
Dall was one of the best 
liked items of the last 
issue. Th es e we pr int ed I 
for their ”controversy"- 
value. Sorry there’s no 
space left to run' three 
very interesting letters 
from Bob Silverberg, Al- 
gis Budrys and Alan Hun
ter, but you know what a 
waj^ that ball bounces, he !
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lalLen within.

ROBERT BLOCH: Born April 5, 1917, Chi
cago. Graduated h ig h 

school 1934. Married 1941; 1 daughter. 
11. Did political ghost-writing 1939-44 
copywriter in Milwaukee ad agency, 1942- 
53. Began pro writing at 17, sale t o 
WEIRD TALES, Several hundred shortsand 
novelettes in fantasy and sf field. Ad
apted 39 of them for radio show, S TAY 
TUNED FOR TERROR, which was network and 
localljr transcribed in U.S., Canada and 
Hawaii, in mid-40s. Short-story coll
ection, OPENER OF THE WAY, 1945. Novels: 
THE SCARF, THE KIDNAPPER, SPIDERWEB and 
THE WILL TO KILL (original title: A KNITE 
IS SILENT). Done a children’s show se
ries on TV, also various adult TV bits. 
Usual anthology appearances, and not all 
of them were YOURS TRULY, JACK THE RIP
PER, cither. Just published sf novelet 
for Blue Book and finished revision o f 
100,000-word novel on silent movies, vhich 
has just gone out. Presently, fulltime

heading: DORIE NIELSEN

pro writing in Weyauwega, Wisconsin. Hobbies: Reading, record-collect
ing, oil-paip^ng^ viewing with alarm, and heckling Harlan Ellison.

RAY SCHAFES^ I’m a-senior at Kent State'University, where I am 
' majoring in social studies, with future hopes o f 

teaching sr^rblogy on the college level, I’m 21. Been a stf fan for
approximately eight years, having accumulated a collection that is at 
present threatening to push my bed out into the hall. For the record 
I am founder and president of the Canton SF and Fantasy Society (which, 
by the way, is probably the most inactive group in fandom). Acquired 
the idea for VIA ROMA during a group discussion in a history class. I 
need say more? Having a wide background in history, it was simply a 
case of connecting my knowledge of the past with the present.

DAMON KNIGHT: Born Baker, Oregon, September 20, 1922; graduated high 
school Hood River, Oregon, where my old man was the 

principal. Published one issue of SNIDE and moved to Salem (still 0- 
regon) in a hurrv; published another, with Bill Evans and escaped to 
New York. Haven’t published another since and have gained 10 pounds. 
Have sold myself out as magazine editor, proofreader, agent’s slave , 
stripper (in an offset litho shop, son, not Minsky’s)/' clerk. Married; 
one small daughter named Valerie, Hate neckties, wristwatches and 
other insignia of wage slavery. Get all my ideas while stropping a 
set of ancient Japanese nosehair clippers. Find life about as inter
esting as art, but tougher to criticize.

POUL ANDERSON: Sorry-----too busy now to write. See biography in back 
of "Brain Wave" (Ballantine Book #80). To this you 

may add recent birth of one daughter.

BICK CLARKSON: Been an actifan since 1951, read sf since 46; first. 
Convention Chicago in 52. S-F is my only real hobby, 

though I have a deep, irrational love for boogie and the Blues, which 
is not usually associated with a student at Harvard. My major Is Span
ish Literature and I’ll be a junior in 1954-55. In the fan field I’ve 
propagated two one-shots with John Magnus: HALF-SHOT in 1953 and BLOOD
SHOT in 1954, although I have never been a fan publisher.





HARLAN ELLISONi editor 
12701 Shaker Boulevard 
Apartment 616 
Cleveland 20, Ohio

Send your $2 to join the 
13th WORLD'SCIENCE FICTION 
CONVENTION, Cleveland, 0- 
hio, September 2,3,4 and 
5, 1955'----  send to P.O. 
Box 508, Edgewater Branch 
Cleveland 7, Ohio ----  It 
brings you all the prog
ress reports and your 
membership card. Join up 
today and then attendi!!

-I ..

At right* through the courtesy of 
artist JACK HARNESS, wo present, 
in Glorious ClnomossScope t h o 

^ portrait of Phil MacLoan, local 
’’lev eland s-f-roading disc jockey


